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Abstract
In this thesis, I investigate the index of Callias type operators on asymptotically conic man-
ifolds (also known as asymptotically locally Euclidean manifolds or scattering manifolds)
and give an application to the moduli space of magnetic monopoles on these spaces. The
index theorem originally due to C. Callias and later generalized by N. Anghel and others
concerns operators of the form D + it, where D is a Dirac operator and I) is a family of
Hermitian invertible matrices. The first result is a pseudodifferential version of this index
theorem, in the spirit of of the K-theoretic proof of the Atiyah-Singer index theorem, using
the theory of scattering pseudodifferential operators. The second result is an extension to
the case where 4 has constant rank nullspace bundle at infinity, using a b-to-scattering
transition calculus of pseudodifferential operators. Finally I discuss magnetic monopoles,
which are solutions to the Bogomolny equation FA = *dAI on an SU(2) principal bundle
over a complete 3-manifold, and I show how the previous results can be applied to compute
the dimension of the moduli space of monopoles over asymptotically conic manifolds whose
boundary is homeomorphic to a disjoint union of spheres.
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Title: Simons Professor of Mathematics
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Chapter 1
Technical Background
We give a brief introduction to the important objects that we shall be considering. We
discuss manifolds with boundary, the b and scattering tangent bundles and asymptotically
conic manifolds first, before giving an overview of the theory of connections on such man-
ifolds. We devote section 1.4 to Clifford modules and Dirac operators, which will be of
central importance later on. Finally we give a quick overview of the b and scattering calculi
of pseudodifferential operators in sections 1.5 and 1.6, respectively. A general reference for
this section is [19], along with [23] for the results concerning b objects, and [21] for results
concerning the scattering objects.
1.1 Manifolds with boundary
Let X be a manifold with boundary OX. A boundary defining function (hereinafter referred
to as a bdf) x E C'(X; [0, oo)) is a function, smooth up to the boundary, taking non-
negative values, such that
x-1(O) = X, and dxax # 0.
Such a function clearly exists locally, and by combining local bdfs via a partition of unity,
exists globally as well. From the definition, two bdfs differ multiplicatively by a smooth
positive function:
x 1 = ax2, 0 < a E C*(X) (1.1)
Unless otherwise specified, x will typically denote a boundary defining function.
Let V(X) = Co(X; TX) denote the Lie algebra of smooth vector fields on X, and
denote by Vb(X) = {v E V(X) ; vp E Tp8X,Vp E aX} the set of all vector fields tangent
to the boundary. We call these b vector fields. In terms of local coordinates (x, yi) where x
is a bdf, Vb(X) consists of vector fields of the form
v = a(x, y)x8X + bi(x, y)ay.
In such coordinates, it is easily verified that [Vb(X),Vb(X)] C Vb(X), so Vb(X) is a Lie
subalgebra. Another way of stating tangency to the boundary is that
Vb(X) -xC (X) C XC (X). (1.2)
The scattering vector fields Vsc(X) are defined to be the set
Vsc(X) = xVb(X) C V(X), for some bdf x.
From the characterization (1.1) of bdfs, it follows that this is independent of the choice of
x. Locally in coordinates (x, yi), Vsc(X) consists of vector fields of the form
v = a(x, y)x 2&x + bi (x, y)xoyj,
and as with b vector fields Vsc(X) is a Lie subalgebra, as we see from the following.
Lemma 1.1. The scattering vector fields Vsc(X) form a module over Vb(X) with respect to
the Lie bracket:
[Vb(X), Vsc (X)] C Vsc (X).
Furthermore, we have
[VSC( X ),Vsc(X )] c xVSc X).
Proof. These follow easily from the tangency condition (1.2). Indeed, if V, W E Vb(X) and
x is a bdf, we have
[V,xW] = (V. x)W = xa(x,y)W, for some a E C'(X).
Similarly,
[XV, xW] = (V- x)xW - (W- x)xV = x 2a W + x2 b V,
for some a,b E C (X). LI
From the Serre-Swan theorem, Vb(X) and Vsc(X) are sections of two naturally defined
vector bundles: the b tangent bundle bTX and scattering tangent bundle SCTX, respectively.
Indeed, letting 24, {u E C' (X); u(p) = 0} be the ideal of smooth functions vanishing at
p, we set
bTX = Vb(X)Ip -Vb(X) SCTPX Vse(X)/I, Vsc(X) (1.3)
In local coordinates,
bTX = spanR {xhx, yO} SCTpX = spanR { x 2
Of course in the interior we have TX r bgpX e ScTpX, p V BX, but the bundles are
not naturally identified over OX. However, from the inclusions Vsc(X) c Vb(X) c V(X),
we do have natural maps
scTX -- + bTX -+ TX. (1.5)
The b normal bundle to OX is intrinsically defined as the kernel of the second map above
over OX; in fact the sequence
0 -- bNOX _ bTxXX -- ---4 0 (1.6)
is exact. Locally, we have
bNoX = spanR {xo2}.
The scattering normal bundle is defined using a choice of bdf x; locally,
seNp8X = spanR {x 2 ak}
Both are trivial real line bundles over OX.
The b and scattering cotangent bundles, bT*X and scT*X, are respective dual bundles
to bTX and scTX. Locally,
bT*X = spana , dyi scT*X = spanR z2 I (1.7)
We use the shorthand bAk to denote the bundle Ak bT*X (A bTX), and similarly
scAk k s'cT*X. Sections u E C (X; bAk) (resp. u E C (X;"Ak)) of these bundles are
the b (resp. scattering) differential forms. From (1.5), we have natural maps
T*X - bT*X - SCT*X
In particular,
C (X;bAk) c C (X;Ak), and (1.8)
C (X;scAk) -- XkC (X; bAk) c C (X;bAk). (1.9)
1.2 Asymptotically conic manifolds
A smooth, nondegenerate section g E C' (X; Sym 2 (scT*X)) is called a scattering metric
on X; it restricts to a complete metric on the interior of X. In the special case that g has
the form
g + h 2(x, y, dy) with hjax a metric on 8X (1.10)
(i.e. no cross terms, and the section x282 E Co (X; scTX) has magnitude 1), we call g an
exact scattering, or asymptotically conic metric.
The label "asymptotically conic" is appropriate considering the form of the metric on
the interior of X, g = dr2 + r 2h(1/r, y, dy) in terms of the "radial" function r = 1/x.
Definition. An asymptotically conic manifold is a pair (X, g), where X is a manifold with
boundary and g is an asymptotically conic metric, i.e. of the form (1.10).
In particular, we note that an asymptotically conic manifold comes equipped with a
preferred class of boundary defining functions; namely those x such that x20, has magnitude
1, or equivalently, those x for which g takes the form (1.10).
The primary example of such a manifold is the radial compactification Rn of Euclidean
n-space, with x = 1/r; in this case oX = S"- 1, and g = d + hs". For this reason,
asymptotically conic manifolds are often referred to as "asymptotically locally Euclidean"
(ALE), with the term "asymptotically Euclidean" reserved for the case when (oX, h) =
(S"-1,1 hsn-1)-
Analogously, a nondegenerate section of C' (X; Sym 2(bT*X)) is called a b metric; again
it restricts to a complete metric on the interior of X. It is an exact b metric if it has the
form
dx2
+ h, h1 x a metric.
Such a metric is sometimes called "asymptotically cylindrical," as it has the form dt 2 + h
in the interior of X, where t = log(r) = log(1/x) E (-oo, oc).
Any asymptotically conic metric g on X is conformal to an exact b metric. We denote
this conformally related b metric by gb, where
dx2
Note that 9b depends on a choice of bdf x.
1.3 Connections and covariant derivatives
We will need to consider connections on principal bundles over asymptotically conic man-
ifolds. Recall that a connection on a principal G-bundle P -* X is an equivariant choice
of splitting of the exact sequence
0 -- + VP + TpP Z* T7r(p)X -+ 0
where VP = ker((rp),) a g is the vertical tangent bundle. This data is determined in a
number of equivalent ways:
* in terms of a horizontal bundle HP C TP with TX -4 HP, and such that
TP = HP ED VP, and g,(HpP) = HpP,
" in terms of a connection form w E C (P; A' 0 g) such that HP = ker(wp) and
VP 5 g D v =- w(v) = v, and g*(wgp) = wp, and finally
" in terms of a covariant derivative V : C' (X; ad(P)) -- + C (X; A1 0 ad(P)), which
satisfies
V(f s) = df 0 s + f Vs, f E C (X), s E C' (X; ad(P)) (1.12)
We refer to the above as true connections.
On a principal G-bundle P -+ X where X is a manifold with boundary, a scattering
connection is an equivariant splitting of the exact sequence
0 -+ VP scTPP - scT7, )X -+ 0
and a b connection is a splitting of
~ 7*~ T~b*00 -+ VP (PTP )T~yX ___ 0.
Again, such connections are determined by covariant derivatives
V : C (X; ad(P)) -+ C (X; b/scAl @ ad(P)).
As in the true case, on any local trivialization, a connection has the form
V = d + A, A E C (X; b/scAl 0 ad(P)).
Given any representation 7r : G -+ Aut(F), where F is a vector space, we can form the
associated bundle
V = P 0r F - X
which is a vector bundle with fiber F. A connection on P descends to the quotient, and
we again have a covariant derivative V : C (X; V) -_ C (X; (b/se)Al 0 V) satisfying
the product rule (1.12. Thus a connection on P determines a unique connection on any
associated bundle. Conversely, any connection on a vector bundle V -+ X determines a
connection on the frame bundle
GL(V) -+ X,
a principal GL(F)-bundle whose fiber at p E X is the set of isomorphisms g : V ' F. If
the connection respects an inner product on V, the group can be taken to be O(F) or U(F)
instead of GL(F).
We denote by A(X; P), bA(X; P), and scA(X; P) the spaces of smooth true, b, and
scattering connections, respectively on P. On a vector bundle V -- + X associated to P, we
will also use the notation A(X; V), bA(X; V), and scA(X; V) for connections on V. Each is
an affine space modeled on the space of smooth true/b/scattering ad(P)-valued one-forms.
Note that the natural maps T*X --+ bT*X - scT*X induce maps
C (X;A') -- + C (X;bA') -+ C (X; seA')
and hence we have maps
A(X;P) b (X;P) scA(X;P)
We say a scattering connection is the lift of a b (respectively true) connection if it is in the
image of the appropriate map. In coordinates, this is simply the following phenomenon.
If we have a true covariant derivative, say V, then it induces a scattering connection by
linearity:
VX2,s = x 2VaxS, Vxay = xVa,.
In particular, a scattering connection the lift of a b connection if
Sv : C (X; ad(P)) -+ x C (X; ad(P)), for all V E Vsc (X),
since in this case, we can define its action on b vector fields by
Vb(X) D W e -Vow.
x
Similarly, a b connection is the lift of a true connection if
Sv : C (X; ad(P)) - xC (X; ad(P)), for all V E C (X; bNX).
Equivalently, if P -+ X is trivial in a neighborhood U of OX, so that V = d + A,
A E C (U; scAl 0 ad(P)), then V is the lift of a b connection if
A E x C (U; scAl @ ad(P))
and V is the lift of a true connection if
A(X 2 82) E X2 C (U; ad(P)), and A(xoz) C xC (U; ad(P)).
In the presence of an asymptotically conic metric, we have a canonical product structure
near OX; that is, a neighborhood of oX has the form oX x [0, 1)x where x is a boundary
defining function for which the metric g has the form (1.10). With this product structure,
we have a canonical way to extend vector fields on OX to a neighborhood in X, and thus
a true connection V induces a connection Vlax on the boundary in the presence of such a
metric. The same is true for a b connection since, from (1.6), bTaXX/bNoX = ToX.
On the other hand, a scattering connection doesn't generally induce a connection on the
boundary since scTaX/scNaX = scTOX 5 TOX. Only in the case that it is the lift of a
true or b connection can we naturally define Vlax.
For later reference, we will need a local description of the Levi-Civita connection on
forms induced by the asymptotically conic metric (1.10), on OX.
Proposition 1.1. Let (X,g = $ + be an asymptotically conic manifold. Let p E OX,
and let {ei} be an orthonormal frame for (T* OX, h(x, y, dy)) near p, and thus { , x is an
orthonormal frame for SCT*X near p, and wedge products of these form a local trivialization
of C (U; scAk) for all k, on a neighborhood U E p. Let ej = eil A ... A eik, for
I = {i 1 < i2 < -.. < ik }, |I| = k. Let n = dim X, and { 6} be the dual frame for TOX
Then in this trivialization, the Levi-Civita connection VLC(g) acts by
VLC(g) a A ) = (X28xa - x Il a) -A (1.13)x2 a&, (X 2  Xi1I XX 2  PiNi
V a() a = (X28xa - x(n - 1 - III)a) e (1.14)
VLC() a - A I= zi (a) -A (1.15)xei ( 2 XIIX 2  X
V e a 8 i (a) .j (1.16)
In particular, VLC(g) is the lift of a b connection, and as such induces a connection on
OX which coincides with VLC(h), the Levi- Civita connection for h, (using the identification
xk . sCAkOX + AkOX).
Remark. Note that VLC(g) is not the lift of VLC(gb), as it differs by the lower order terms
appearing in (1.13) and (1.14), though tangentially, they agree. Another way to state this
is that, in a neighborhood of OX,
VLC(g) _ VLC(gb) - A, A E C"O(X; bT*X 0 End(bA))
where A is the connection-type one form
A = N o dx End(bA-) D N = (1.17)
x k on 4x A bAkOX
Proof. Though it may seem a bit circular, from our point of view, the most efficient way
to compute the action of VLC(g) on forms is to utilize the Dirac structure of the operator
d + d* on forms, which is associated with the Clifford multiplication c() = e A - -on
the total form bundle.
Recall that *2 (__)k(n-k) on k forms, where * is the Hodge star operator, and that
d* = (- 1)nk+n+1 * d*. We will also use the fact that
on k forms, where v is a one-form.
Consider then the action of d:
d (a(, Y) A eI zei (a) e=X A I AX2 x 11 ]
d (a(x,y) = (X2Oxa - x III a) dxa) 2
On the other hand, we have d* acting by
(-1)n(IIl+1)+n+1 * d* a(xy) A
ei )
= - ((X2oxa - x (n - 1 - |I)a) - 2x8i(a) j
iI I
using (1.18), and
-z(-1)nliI+n+1 * d * a(x, y) e
We therefore conclude that d + d* acts via
n-1
d + d* = (viA - Vi)VLC(9)
i=O
where {vo, v1, . . .,vn-1} = {j, , , e } and VLC(g) acts as in (1.13)-(1.16).
1.4 Clifford modules and Dirac operators
As in the case of compact manifolds, a scattering metric allows us to construct the (complex)
Clifford bundle
V(X, g) -- + X, where V(X, g), = G(sc T*X,g ))
We follow [18] for our sign convention, so for {ei} an orthonormal basis of scT*X, we have
V(bT*X, g) E ei - ej - Sei12
for iA j,
for i = j-
*VA* = (-1)nk+n V (1.18)
and
+ ( ±z8o(a) A .
dx
x8i (a) eij d A e
The Levi-Civita connection on scattering forms extends to the Clifford bundle, so we have
V L C() oo (X ; Ce(X )) -+ C ( ; 'A C (X )
A complex vector bundle V -> X is a scattering Clifford module if it admits an action
ce : C(X, g) -4 End(V).
If V -+ X is equipped with a Hermitian metric, we assume Clifford multiplication by
unit length vectors is unitary, which implies that Clifford multiplication in general is anti-
Hermitian:
(ce(ei)u, v) = - (u, ce(ei)v) (1.19)
by our convention that e? - leil.
A connection V on V is a Clifford connection if
V(ce(a) u) = ce(VLC(9)a) u + ce(a) Vu. (1.20)
With (1.19) and (1.20), we have a canonical scattering Dirac operator
C (X;V) -4 C (X;V)
defined at any p E X by
= c(e)V3. (1.21)
where {ei} is an orthonormal basis of sCT*X, with dual basis {B6} of scTX. The usual
proof (see [18], Proposition 5.3 and Theorem 5.7) shows
Theorem 1.1. P is an elliptic differential operator, with symbols
olnt ($)()= icf( ), ( E scT*X, Ose($) = icf((), ( E SCT XX.
Furthermore, p is essentially self-adjoint on the space L 2(X; V) induced by the Hermitian
product on V and the metric g restricted to X, (equivalently, - is essentially self-adjoint
on the space of square integrable scattering half densities (see A) L2 (X V 9 Q"' )) and _ 2
is a Laplacian operator, with scalar principal symbol
oant($ ) 2
Remark. $P E Diff 1e(X; V) is a scattering differential operator as defined in section 1.6,
though it is not fully elliptic, since o-sc() = ic(6) is of course never invertible at 0 E scT*X,
p E aX.
We now examine how the Dirac operator (1.21) is related to a natural Dirac operator
on OX. It will now be important to assume the metric is asymptotically conic, i.e. of the
form (1.10).
Recall the standard isomorphism
Ce(R"") n-1 C(R7)
which is given by extending the map ej -+ eien on generators. By choosing a bdf x so
that 2 = 1, whose existence is guaranteed by the form of g, we obtain a unit normal
section dX : 
_ N
en -2 X SC N*&X,
giving an isomorphism of Clifford bundles
C(C T*X, gIax) C-0 (X, g).
Furthermore, using x again, we identify
x : Ce(seT* 0 X, glax) Ce(X, h) (1.22)
by extending the map e/x - ej for an orthonormal frame {ej} on T*DX. This leads to
the following construction.
Lemma 1.2. Let Vax = VO E V 1 be the splitting into ±i eigenbundles of cf(en) where
en : DX - SCN*&X is a chosen unit normal section. Then Vax has the structure of a
graded Clifford module over the algebra C(OX, h) with respect to the representation
c V(o : C(X, h) -+ Endgr(V0 E V1), ceo(ei) = ce(ei en)
where we are identifying C(OX, h) and C(scT*aX, gax).
Remark. In coordinates, this induced representation has the form
clo(dyi) = c (dy dx.
Proof. That the representation extends to the full Clifford algebra Ce(OX, h) is clear since
ej - eien extends to a Clifford algebra homomorphism as mentioned above. That the
representation is graded follows from the anti-commutativity of degree 1 elements in the
algebra. To wit,
ce(en)cfo(ei) = ce(enejen)v = -ce(ei enen) = -clo(ei)ce(en)
so cfo(ei) : V0 -- + V 1 and vice versa. D
As for the Clifford connection, we have
Lemma 1.3. Let V be a C(X, g) Clifford connection on an asymptotically conic manifold
which is the lift of a b connection V E bA(X;V). Then Viax is a C(oX,h) Clifford
connection under the above identifications, and furthermore Vlax preserves the splitting
Vlax =V E V -
Proof. Since V E bA(X; V) and the manifold is asymptotically conic, V induces a connec-
tion on the boundary by
1
V = -Vv, V E V(OX)
x
Identifying CY(8X, h) and C(sT*&X, glax) by (1.22), we verify
V(clo(a) u) = V(ce (aen) U) = cf ((VLC(h)a)en) u+ce(aen) VU = ceo (VLC(h) a) u+cfo (a) Vu
since bA(X; Ce(X)) E VLC(9) _ VLC(h) as proved in Proposition 1.1, and sincelax
VL (en = }VLa(9 = 0 for 0y E TOX, by the form of the metric (that is to say, 9 is
covariant constant tangentially).
To see that Viax preserves the splitting, we again use that, for By E TOX,
Vacf(en) = c I V ag en + cf(en)Vay = ci(en) Vy
(X Xa /
so Vlax commutes with ct(en), and must preserve its eigenvalues. O
Given a Ce(X, g) module V -+ X, a lifted b Clifford connection V E bA(X; V) and
the associated Dirac operator , we define the induced boundary Dirac operator at p E aX
by
( = cfo(ei)V3 = + , (1.23)
where {ei} is an orthonormal frame for T*&X with dual frame {B6} for TOX. It must have
the form on the right hand side of (1.23) with respect to Vjax - V0 E V1 since V preserves
the splitting and ceo(ei) : V' -+ V'+.
Note that since ( is self-adjoint, q+ and q- are mutual adjoints of one another.
Proposition 1.2. If 1/ is a scattering Dirac operator associated to a lifted b Clifford con-
nection V E b A(X; V), then
where
-P'ax = ce(en) [Vwa, + 0]
Remark. Written out in full, we have
p, _iVxa, 0 0 i--l ax ( -i~ ) _g( + 0
Proof. This just comes from factoring out x and ce(en). Indeed, cf(ei) = -ce(eienen)
ce(en)ci(e en) = c(en)co(ei), and with r = X28x we have
/n-i
4) c (en) Vx2a +> clo(e) Vx) = xc(en) VXaX + Sco(e)V3,
which gives the result.
Remark. Completely analogous constructions are available in the case of a b metric, and
produce b Dirac operators. As we shall not require them here, we will only give a brief
description of this theory.
As above, we can form the b Clifford bundle
Cl(X, gb) = Cf( (bT*Xg(p))
to which the Levi-Civita connection extends:
vL C(9b) : Coo (X; Ce(X, gb )) --_+ Co (X; bA' 0 Ce(X, gb)).
Given a skew Hermitian C(X, 9b) module V -- + X and a Clifford connection satisfying
the analogue of (1.20), we have a canonical b Dirac operator
) = Zc(ei)V3,, {ei} an orthonormal frame for bT*X
which is essentially self-adjoint on L 2(X; V; gb) (equivalently, on b half densities L2 (X; V 0
1/2
In contrast to the scattering case, a normal section xx E C'(&X; bNOX) exists canon-
ically; also since bTX/bNOX - TOX, the identification
e(ToX, (gb)Jax) C (89X, h)
is automatic in this case, and V1ox is always a C(oX, h) Clifford connection on &X if the
metric is exact. Hence in the b case, the induced boundary Dirac operator
i= clo(ei)Vei, {ei} an orthonormal frame for T*&X
does not depend on choices.
1.5 b Differential and Pseudodifferential operators
We briefly recall the main results and definitions of Melrose's b-calculus of pseudodifferential
operators.
To start, we have the b differential operators, Diffk(X) : O(X) -* O (X), which
is a filtered (by k E N) algebra of operators defined as the k-fold composition of b vector
fields acting on O'(X), with Diffo(X) = C'(X) acting by multiplication. In coordinates,
elements look like
Diffk(X) E D = aj,a(x, y) (xx)ia B, aj, E C (X), (1.24)
j+IQI~k
where a = (a1,..., a,,i) is a multi-index. We obtain b differential operators acting on
sections of a vector bundle V -4 X by setting
Diffk(X; V) = End(V) 0C.o(X) Diffk(X)
(considering Diffk(X) as a left C"(X) module). This corresponds locally to replacing aj,a
in (1.24) by sections of C'(X; End(V)).
We have the usual principal symbol, which in coordinates has the form
C (bT*X; End(7r*V)) 3 ont (D) = E aj,a(x, y)(iqa, aj,a(x, y) E End(V), (1.25)
j±IoI=k
where (4, -) = ( + >j' ridyi, though principal symbol invertibility is not enough to guar-
antee that D admits a suitable Fredholm extension.
The other important object is the b normal operator, obtained as follows. The evaluation
of elements of Vb(X) at points p E &X is valued in the Lie algebra Vb(X)/x - Vb(X),
which makes sense as xVb(X) is a Lie ideal from Lemma 1.1. From the fact that vi E
C (X; b NX), i = 1, 2 satisfy [vi, v21 E XVb(X) (which follows from (1.2)), it follows that
b normal sections form a trivial subalgebra upon restriction. Along with the restriction of
C (X) to DX, we get the normal operator homomorphism
Nb : Diffk(X; V) -+ Diffk(bN+DX; V), (1.26)
where the range space consists of b differential operators on the inward pointing b normal
bundle bN+DX (so a space diffeomorphic to DX x (0, oc)) which are invariant with respect
to the natural R+ action on the fibers of bN+X. In coordinates, this amounts to
D = E aj,a(x, y) (x49)io B a- Nb(D) = aj,o(0, y) (sD)i BY (1.27)
j+|a|<k j+|a|<k
where s E (0, oo) is a coordinate on the fiber (bN+X)(O,y). By compactifying bN+DX to
bN+DX by adding the points s = 0 and 1/s = 0, we can alternatively view the normal
operator as being again a b differential operator Nb(D) E Diffb,1(bN+ DX; V).
By choosing a trivialization of bN+DX, we can take the fiberwise Mellin transform of
the normal operator (which has the effect of mapping sD, to iA) to obtain the indicial family
I(D, A) E Diffk(DX; V), for all A E C, (1.28)
which extends to an entire map
C 3 A '-± I(D, A) E B(Hk+l(DX; V), H1(DX; V))
from C into the space of bounded linear operators on the L2 based Sobolev spaces on DX.
This construction is "microlocalized" to produce a calculus of pseudodifferential opera-
tors T1"' S(X; V® Qe1/2) by considering operator kernels on the space obtained by blowing
up1 DX x DX C X2.
X = [X2 ; 8X 2]. (1.29)
This blown up space has boundary hypersurfaces lb and rb, corresponding to the lifts of
DX x X and X x DX, and ff, the new hypersurface corresponding to the lift of 4X 2. The
b pseudodifferential operators are defined by
PF2"'(X; V 0 Q1 /2) - AshgIm(X2, A; End(V) 0 Q1/ 2 (X )) (1.30)
where I' (Xb, A) is the space (as defined by H6rmander) of distributions conormal to the
lifted diagonal A with order m E R, Ap requires that the kernels have polyhomogeneous
(classical) conormal expansions at the boundary hypersurfaces in terms of index sets
E = (Eff, Elb, Erb),
and Q1/2 denotes the bundle of b half densities (which are the natural objects to consider
in the absence of a metric). Densities and polyhomogeneous distributions are discussed in
Appendix A.
By constructing a suitable triple space (a blown up version of X 3), these operators
can be composed by the following result which follows from the general pushforward and
'See A for the definition of blow up.
pullback theorems A.2 and A.1 quoted in Appendix A.
Theorem 1.2. Let P E 4/'(X; V), Q E WI'(X; V). Provided Re(Erb) + Re(Fb) > 0,
Po0Q G sC~P oQ EWs+ (X; V),
where
Gib = (Eff + Fb)JElb
Grb = (Fff + Erb)UFrb
Gif = (Eff + Fff)(EIb + Frb).
A distinguished subset of 4*(X; V) is the small calculus, consisting of operators with
E = (egf, 0 0 1b, OOrb), where en' C N denotes a smooth index set {(egf + k, 0)}kEN, and oo de-
notes the empty index set (corresponding to smooth functions which vanish to infinite order
near the corresponding face). The small calculus forms a subalgebra under composition.
For the small calculus (and taking en' = 0 for simplicity), the normal operator homo-
morphism is defined for P E T'((X; V) to be the restriction of the operator kernel to the
front face
Nb(P) = (rP)|Iff E k (bN+0X; V) (1.31)
the I again denoting R+ invariance in the fiber; equivalently, Nb(P) acts by convolution
in the fiber variable. This coincides with the previous definition (1.26) for differential
operators, and we have the composition result
Nb(P o Q) = Nb(P) o Nb(Q)-
Again the indicial family I(P, A) E Tk(8X; V) is obtained by Mellin transform of the normal
operator; its precise expression depends on choice of bdf x, but its invertibility properties
(for any fixed A) do not.
For an elliptic2 element P E ' (X; V) (again restricting to the small calculus where
eff = 0 for simplicity), I(P, A) is a family of elliptic pseudodifferential operators on 0X, and
the b spectrum of P is the set
specb(P) = {A E C ; I(P, A) is not invertible on C (OX)} (1.32)
which must necessarily be discrete by analytic Fredholm theory, and so I(P, A) is meromor-
phic as a map from C -- + B(Hs+m (8X), HS(OX)).
A central result in the b-calculus is the following Fredholm result on weighted b Sobolev
spaces
xa H8 (X; V 0 Q1 / 2 ) - {xau; T' - u E L 2 (X; V 0 Q1/2)}. (1.33)
Proposition 1.3. Let P E "IF"(X; V 0 (1/2) be elliptic, with m > 0. Then provided
a # {Im( A) ; A E specb(P)}, P extends as a Fredholm operator
Pa :za Hgm(X; V0 1/2 ) -+ XzHi (X; V 0 1/2) (1.34)
2Ellipticity meaning invertibility of the principal symbol away from the zero section in bT*X.
with a parametrix Q C 1jrn,(O,E+(a),E- (a)) (X; V O 1 /2) where
E+(a) {(tiA, k) ; I(P, A) has a pole of order k, and Im(A) a}. (1.35)
Furthermore, the index of Pa, is constant as a varies within connected components of
R \ Im(specb(P)) and in general if a1 < a 2, the index differs by
ind(Pa0 ) - ind(Pa2 ) = rank(I(P, z))
zEspecb(P)
Im(z)E(ai,a2)
where rank(I(P, z)) is a count of the "singular range" of I(P, z) at its poles.
Remark. The index formula above is relative; i.e. does not give the precise value of ind(Pa),
only the amount by which it changes as a varies. However, it is sometimes possible to find
an index zero weight, i.e. a choice of a such that Pa is Fredholm and formally self-adjoint,
whence ind(Pa) = 0.
1.6 Scattering Differential and Pseudodifferential operators
The microlocalization of scattering vector fields proceeds similarly; though in many ways
the results are simpler.
The scattering differential operators Diffk(X) : U (X) --+ 6 (X) are the k-fold
compositions of scattering vector fields (with Diffoc(X) = C (X)); in coordinates
Diffs (X; V) 3 D = aj,a(X, y) (x2a) j (x oy )a, aj,a c C (X; End(V)). (1.36)
j+lal<k
The principal symbol is a function on scT*X, which in coordinates has the form
C (scT*X; End(7r*V)) D Cint(D) = aj,a(x,y)(jrla, aj,0 C End(V), (1.37)
j+\al=k
where (4, 7) = x + E r7 .
From [Vsc(X), Vsc(X)] C Vsc (X) in Lemma 1.1, the restriction of v C Vsc(X) to OX
takes values in the abelian Lie algebra Vsc(X)/x Vsc (X), and this map (along with restriction
of smooth functions) generates the normal operator homomorphism
Nsc: Diffk (X; V) - Diffikfib(scTaxX; V), (1.38)
the range space denoting translation invariant differential operators along the fibers of
scTaXX -+ OX which are smoothly parametrized by the base. Thinking of these as fiber-
wise constant coefficient differential operators and taking the fiberwise Fourier transform,
we obtain the scattering symbol
U-s(D) = Nsc(D) E C (scTaxX; End(V)) (1.39)
which over p E OX has the form of a polynomial (not necessarily homogeneous) of order k
on the vector space scT*X where k is the order of D. In coordinates the scattering symbol
has the form
D = Y aj,a(X,y) (x 2ox)j (xoy) -+o-se(D) = aj, (0, y) (()j r/a
j+\a|<k j+\a|<k
Note that the sum is over all elements j + Jal < k and not just those with equality. The
scattering and principal symbols are compatible in the sense that
lut (D) (p, () - usc (D)(q, () as p -- + q, || -- oo.
The scattering pseudodifferential operators are again constructed as Schwartz kernels
on a space
Xsc = [Xb A n ff].
which involves the additional blowup of the b double space along the set where the lifted
diagonal A intersects the boundary BX2 at the face ff. The boundary hypersurface created
by this additional blow-up is called the "scattering face" and denoted sc.
We shall only make use of a "small calculus" in this case, defined by
'I',(X; V 0 Q112 ) = {pu; u ' A; E 2
u= 0 on 8XS~C \ (sc))}, m E R,l E N (1.40)
Here u = 0 denotes vanishing to infinite order, so the kernels are required to vanish identi-
cally at all boundary faces except sc, where they vanish to order 1.
By constructing a suitably blown up version of X 3, these operators can be composed,
givmng
Piving"Pl(X; V), Q C IJ,k(X; V) P o Q E 4 s+t+k(X;V).
For P E fss 0 (X; V), the normal operator is defined to be the restriction of the kernel
of P to the scattering face, the interior of which is diffeomorphic to the vector bundle
scTOXX -+ OX. Under this identification, Pisc is conormal to the 0 section and we obtain
Nsc (P o Q) = Nse(P) o Nse(Q),
where Nsc(P) is interpreted as a convolution kernel with respect to the fibers; moreover,
this is compatible with, and hence extends, the definition above for differential operators.
The Fourier transform exchanges this convolution with multiplication, and we get obtain
multiplicativity of the scattering symbols (justifying the term "symbol") with respect to
composition:
0-sc(P 0 Q) = O-sc(P)o'sc (Q)-
We say P E Ts'c0 (X; V) is elliptic if, as usual, Cint(P) is invertible away from the zero
section. We say P is fully elliptic if, in addition, -sc(P) is invertible on all of scTaXX.
Then the fundamental result concerning Fredholm extensions with respect to the weighted
scattering Sobolev spaces
xOHasc(X; V) = {zxu ; c -u L2  (1.41)
is the following.
Proposition 1.4. Let P E 'I'c''"(X; V), m > 0, be a fully elliptic scattering pseudodiffer-
ential operator. Then P extends to a Fredholm operator
P xaHc+m(X; V) -+ xaH,,(X; V)
for all a E R, with parametrix Q E Is-cmO(X; V) such that (Id - PQ), (Id - QP) c
c c'(X; V). In particular, the nullspace of P consists of sections vanishing to infinite
order at OX:
Null(P) C 00(X; V)
The scattering pseudodifferential operators also have a rather explicit index theory, as
we shall discuss in Chapter 2.
In Chapters 3 and 4 we shall require mixed b, scattering Sobolev spaces Hb'sc(X; Qsc')
which we define here for k,l c N. We let
k ({u L2 (X ;G, cj ) Q1/;2
j<k;i<l
V1---VjW1 --- Wu G L 2
where V, C Vb(X), W, E Vc(X)}.
Proposition 1.5. The following are equivalent characterizations of Hb,'sc(X; sc ).-
1. H1/2(X;Qsc) {u C L2(X;q1c2)
Va E Vb(X), Wa E Vsc(X),
;j~k;i<lW1 --- WiV1 --- Vju C L 2, where
2. H (X ;s
3. H'Sc (X; Qsc ) -
Proof. (1) Follows from iteratively using the fact that [Vb(X),Vsc(X)] C
Lemma 1.1. Then (2) is obtained by noting that
u C H sc (X) ->
Vsc(X) from
Vu L2 (X),{ k--
j<k
and the fact that any P E T'sc(X) acting on L2-based Sobolev spaces can
estimates on operators of the form E><j W1 ... W,.
Finally, (3) follows from (1) and similar arguments.
be controlled by
0
{u6Hk(X_ ;Q1/c) ; lc(X ) - u E Hk(X )
HSI E s(X; Qs 1/) ;p k (X) - U E Hsjc(X).
Chapter 2
An index theorem of Callias type
for pseudodifferential operators
In [11], C. Callias obtained a formula for the Fredholm index of operators on odd-dimensional
Euclidean space R7 having the form
P =4 0 1+ i 0 )(X) : J(V' 0 V") -+ I(V' 0 V"),
wherep is a self-adjoint spin Dirac operator (associated to any connection with appropriate
flatness at infinity), I is a Hermitian matrix-valued function which is uniformly invertible
off a compact set (representing a Higgs potential in physics), and V' and V" are trivial
vector bundles. According to his formula, the index depends only on a topological invariant
of 4 restricted to S" 1 , the sphere at infinity. In a following paper [8], R. Bott and R. Seeley
interpreted Callias' result in terms of a symbol map (equivalent to the "total symbol" we
define below) U(P) : S2n-1 = a (T*R ) -4 End(V' 0 V") and point out that the resulting
index formula has the form of the product of the Chern characters of O-(p) and 4, each
integrated over a copy of S"- 1.
The Fredholm index of Dirac operators coupled to skew-adjoint non-scalar potentials on
various odd dimensional manifolds was subsequently studied by several authors, culminating
in a result in [3] by N. Anghel (and obtained independently by J. Ride in [25], and U. Bunke
in [10] who proved a C* equivariant version of the theorem applicable in particular to families
of Dirac operators) for operators of the above type on arbitrary odd-dimensional, complete
Riemannian manifolds . Under suitable conditions on _, a generalized Dirac operator
associated to a vector bundle V -* X, and on the potential 4 E P(End(V)), Anghel
proved that
ind($ + iA) = ind(q i)
where q++ is a related Dirac operator on a hypersurface Y C X, representing "infinity" in
X. The proofs of these results depend on the fact that _P is a Dirac operator - Callias'
original proof uses local trace formulas of the integral kernels, Anghel and Bunke use the
relative index theorem of Gromov and Lawson [15], and Ride uses elliptic boundary condi-
tions analogous to the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer conditions to preserve the index under various
cutting and gluing procedures.
In this chapter we shall determine the index of Callias-type operators via methods in
topological K-theory, in the spirit of [6] and [7], using the calculus of scattering pseudod-
ifferential operators outlined in section 1.6 of Chapter 1. In particular, this allows us to
consider a class of pseudodifferential Callias-type operators, which we dub Callias-Anghel
operators, and to obtain a families version of the index theorem with little additional ef-
fort. Our result applies also to even-dimensional manifolds, where Callias-Anghel operators
which are not of Dirac type may indeed have nontrivial index.
A Callias-Anghel operator P on an asymptotically conic manifold X has the form P =
D + ib, where D E 'I'(X, V) is an elliptic scattering pseudodifferential operator with
Hermitian symbols, and 1 E F(End(V)) is a compatible potential, meaning that blx is
Hermitian, invertible and commutes with the symbol of D. The main result of this chapter,
proved in section 2.4, is the following.
Theorem. A Callias-Anghel operator P = D + A) extends to be Fredholm, with index
ind(P) =xch(V4) - r*Td(aX).
where V< C r*V - S*XX is the jointly positive eigenbundle of o-(D) and 7r*4I on the
cosphere bundle of X over OX.
The essence of the proof is to note that the index of D + i is determined topologically
by the symbolic data, which is shown to be trivial over the interior of X and completely
determined by the coupling between Hermitian (from o-(D)) and skew-Hermitian (from i4)
terms on the cosphere bundle over infinity (S*xX). Indeed, once the problem is properly
formulated, the proof is a straightforward computation in K-theory.
We note that the previous results for Dirac operators hold for arbitrary complete Rie-
mannian manifolds, whereas we restrict ourselves to asymptotically conic manifolds. This
choice is justified by the following reasons.
" While this class of manifolds is geometrically more restricted than the general complete
Riemannian manifolds considered by Anghel and others, the conditions for operators
to be Fredholm on these spaces are much less restrictive and more easily verified in
practice. Correspondingly, we need to assume less about D and D to obtain our
result. We discuss a connection between our setup and the one considered by Anghel
in section 2.6, and expect that using scattering models in the context of certain other
noncompact index problems (essentially situations in which the Fredholm data is
sufficiently local near infinity) may be possible.
" The symbolic structure of the scattering calculus has a very simple interpretation
in terms of topological K-theory, permitting us to utilize a powerful families index
theorem derived from [7], which is proved in section 2.1.
We begin with a brief introduction to the scattering calculus in section 2.1, culminat-
ing with the proof of the index theorem for families of scattering operators. We introduce
Callias-Anghel type operators in section 2.2 and prove that they extend to Fredholm oper-
ators. Section 2.3 is the heart of our result, and consists of the reduction of the symbol to
the corner S*XX of the total space (T*X) in K-theory; it is entirely topological in nature.
We present our results in section 2.4, with a particular analysis of the important case of
Dirac operators. Finally, we discuss the relation to previous results in section 2.6.
2.1 The index formula in the scattering calculus
Given D E I'c(X; V), recall that we have an principal symbol orinterior symbol map
oint(D) : scT*X - End(7r*V)
and also a boundary or scattering symbol
Usc(D) : SCT X -+ End(lr*V).
These have asymptotic growth/decay of order < m along the fibers, and they satisfy the
compatibility condition that, asymptotically,
Oint (D)(p, () ~ o-sc(D)(q,() as p - q, | -+ oc,
where p E X, q E OX, ( C scT*X.
We will restrict ourselves to so-called "classical" operators whose symbols have asymp-
totic expansions in terms of |(rm-k , k E N, as | -+ oo. Then for 0th order operators, we
can regard the interior symbol as a map
o-int (D) : scS*X End(x7*V),
where scS*X is the boundary of the radially compactified fiber scT*X, and the value of
o-int(D) is obtained by taking the limit of the leading term in the asymptotic expansion.
Similarly, we extend -sc(D) to a map
O-sc(D) : scT* X -+ End(lr*V),
again using radial compactification of the fibers. Since D is Oth order, both symbols are
bounded, asymptotic compatibility is just equality of the limits, and we can combine the
two symbols into a continuous total symbol
o-tot(D) : D(scT*X) -4 End(1r*V),
where scT*X is the total space of the compactified scattering cotangent bundle. It is a
manifold with corners, with boundary 8(scT*X) consisting of both scS*X and scT*XX,
which intersect at the corner scS*AXX (see Figure 2-1).
We can produce a total symbol for higher order operators as follows. For every m E R,
we construct a trivial real line bundle Nm -- + scT*X whose bounded sections consist of
functions with asymptotic growth/decay of order m. In terms of an asymptotically conic
metric, a trivialization of Nm over the interior is given by the section |Im, that is
scT*X x R -- Nm: ((p, ), t) t |m
Symbols of mth order operators define bounded sections of Nm, which take limiting values
at the boundary as above, and we define the renormalized symbols as
mo-int(D) : scS*X -+ Nm 0 End(lr*V), mo-sc(D) : scT X - Nm 0 End(7*V).
We combine these to obtain the renormalized total symbol
mo-tot (D) : O(scT*X) -+ Nm 0 End(w*V). (2.1)
Note that full ellipticity is equivalent to invertibility of the renormalized total symbol
mO-tot(D), since this invertibility does not depend on the chosen trivialization of Nm.
Remark. Note that in discussing the total symbols of pseudodifferential operators, we use
the notation r : O(scT*X) -+ X to denote the generalized projection. This is not a
proper fiber bundle, as the fiber over the interior is a sphere, scS*X, while the fiber over
a boundary point is the (radially compactified) vector space scT*X. Nevertheless, the
notation is convenient.
Below we shall consider families of scattering pseudodifferential operators, for which we
use the following notation. Suppose X has the structure of a fiber bundle X -+ Z, where
Z is a compact manifold without boundary, and such that the fiber is a manifold Y with
boundary DY. We use the notation X/Z = Y to denote the fiber, though there is no real
such quotient. Thus X has boundary aX which itself fibers over Z, with fiber DY. X
is associated to a principal Diffeo(Y)-bundle P -+ Z, from which we derive additional
associated bundles.
We suppose given a metric on X which restricts to a fixed exact scattering metric on each
fiber, for instance by taking a scattering metric on the total space. A family of scattering
operators on X, over Z, is an operator acting on sections of a vector bundle, V -+ X
which is scattering pseudodifferential in the fiber directions, and smoothly varying in the
base. It is properly defined as a section of the bundle
'I"'(X/Z; V) = P X Diffeo(Y) s'C(Y; W) -+ Z, (2.2)
where V and W are related by V = P XDiffeo(Y) W.
In the simple case that X is a product, X = Y x Z, Z is just a smooth parameter
space for the operators, and we recover the case of a single operator by taking Z = pt,
X/Z = X =Y.
For a family D c TI"(X/Z; V) of operators, the symbol maps have domain scT*(X/Z),
which is the vertical scattering cotangent bundle
scT*(X/Z) = P XDiffeo(Y) scT*Y -+ Z,
with fibers isomorphic to the scattering cotangent bundle scT*Y of the fiber. The renor-
malized total symbol is a map
mo-tot (D) : a (scT*(X/Z)) - N,, 0 End(ir*V)
as before, where now everything is fibered over Z, and a(scT*(X/Z)) has fibers isomorphic
to 8(scT*Y). Note that 7r : (scT*(X/Z)) -- + X is a family of projections modeled on
7r: D(scT*Y) -+ Y, to which the remark at the end of section 2.1 applies.
As in the case of ordinary pseudodifferential operators, a family D of Fredholm opera-
Any vector bundle V --+ X can be exhibited as a family of vector bundles V = P X Diffeo(y) W, where
W -+ Y is a fixed vector bundle with the same rank as V.
tors2 over Z has an index ind(D) E K0 (Z) given by
ind(D) = [kerD] - [cokerD] E KO(Z),
which is well-defined by a stabilization procedure and Kuiper's theorem [18].
S"x (X/Z) sCS*(X/Z)
Tgx(X/Z) scT*(X/Z
ax X
Figure 2-1: The total space scT*(X/Z) and its boundary
The following theorem is one of the primary reasons for using the scattering calculus in
our treatment. Among calculi of pseudodifferential operators on noncompact manifolds, the
scattering calculus is particularly simple since its boundary symbols are locals, and hence
give well-defined elements in the compactly supported topological K-theory of scT*X. In
particular, this allows for the index to be computed by a reduction to the Atiyah-Singer
index theorem for compact manifolds ([7], [6]). This is discussed in [24], [22] and [1] though
we provide a proof here for completeness.
Remark. As our applications are to self-adjoint operators with skew-Hermitian potentials,
the domain and range bundles of our operators will always be the same, which permits us
to write the index formula below in terms of the odd Chern character of the total symbol,
which in this case defines an element of the odd K-group K1 (8(scT*X)). In the general
case, the symbolic data of fully elliptic operators correspond to elements of Kg(scT*X),
and a similar formula (an extension of Fedosov's formula in [12]) can be obtained using a
relative version of de Rham cohomology (see [1]).
First let us introduce the notation we use for K-theory. As usual, we write elements in
even K-theory as formal differences of vector bundles up to equivalence and stabilization,
[V] - [W] E K0 (M)
and use the notation
[V, W, o] E K0 (M, N)
for relative classes, where o-: VIN > WIN is an isomorphism over N. This applies in partic-
ular to K-theory with compact support Ke (M) = K 0 (M, oo), which is just K-theory relative
2Fredholmness in the families setting is with respect to families of scattering Sobolev spaces
H.,(X/Z; V) =P X Diffeo(y) H,*(Y; W).3The trade off is that the condition of full ellipticity in the scattering calculus is stronger than the
corresponding condition in calculi with less local boundary data.
to infinity with respect to any compactification (the one point compactification M U {oo}
is typically used, though for vector bundles V, we use the fiberwise radial compactification
V U SV).
Odd K-theory is represented by homotopy classes of maps M -- + lim...o GL(n), though
we use the notation
[V,o ] C K 1 (M)
as shorthand for the element [V E V', Id] E K 1 (M), where V E V' a M x CN so
o- E Id : M -+ GL(N). In particular, an element [V, V, o] E K 0 (M, N) with identical
domain and range bundles is the image of an element [V, o] E K 1 (N) in the long exact
sequence of the pair (M, N).
Lastly, we define a topological index map for scattering pseudodifferential operators
analogous to the classical one. For D E I'e(X/Z; V, W) fully elliptic,
[7r*V,r*W,omtot (D)] E K (scT*(X/Z))
is well-defined 4 , where X = X \ aX is the interior of X (so the compact support refers
both to the fiber and base directions). Then for the K-oriented embedding of fibrations
scT* (X/Z) -> R2 N x Z into an even dimensional trivial Euclidean fibration which is
induced by an embedding X -- + RN x Z, we define top-ind(D) to be the image of
[7r*V, r* W, mo-tot (D)] under the composition
top-ind: K (scT*(X/Z)) -+ K (N(scT*(X/Z))) - KC(R 2 N x Z) 2 K0 (Z), (2.3)
where the first map is the Thom isomorphism onto the normal bundle of scT*(X/Z) in
R2N x Z, the second is the pushforward with respect to the open embedding
N(sCT*(X/Z)) <- R2N x Z
in compactly supported K-theory5 , and the last is the Bott periodicity isomorphism (equiv-
alently, the Thom isomorphism for a trivial bundle). That this is a well-defined map inde-
pendent of choices follows exactly as in the classical case in [7].
Theorem 2.1. Let P G IQ'"(X/Z; V) be a family of fully elliptic scattering pseudodifferen-
tial operators. It is therefore a Fredholm family, with well-defined index ind(P) E Ko(Z),
and
ind(P) = top-ind(P).
Furthermore, the Chern character of this index is given by the cohomological formula
ch(ind(P)) = q! (ch(ctot(P)) -7r*Td(X/Z)),
where q! : Hodd(aO(scT*(X/Z))) -+ Hev*"(Z) is defined below, and ch(o-tot(P)) is shorthand
for chodd([7r*V,mtot(P)]), with [7r*V,m-tot(P)] C Kl(o(scT*(X/Z))), defined using any
trivialization of Nm.
4This involves choosing a trivialization of Nm, though the element of K-theory obtained is independent
of this choice.
5 Recall that, while cohomology theories (K-theory in particular), are contravariant, there is a limited
form of covariance with respect to open embeddings in any compactly supported theory. If i : 0 -+ M is an
open embedding, we obtain a pushforward map i. : K*(0) -+ K,*(M) via the quotient map M+/oo -+
M/(M \ 0) e 0+/oo, where M+ denotes the one point compactification M U {oo}.
Remark. The map q! is a generalized integration over the fibers map defined as follows.
If we denote by p the map p : X -+ Z, then q = p o 7r : D(scT*(X/Z)) -+ Z is not
properly a fibration as per the remark in section 2.1; it really consists of two fibrations
qi : scS*(X/Z) -+ Z and q2 : scTax(X/Z) -- + Z, with an identification of their common
boundary, which is the fibration scS*X, (X/Z) -+ Z. We define q! as the sum
q!p = (qi)!p + (q2)!p
pulling back p E Hodd(8(scT*(X/Z))) as appropriate in each of the summands; it is well-
defined on cohomology since if p = da is exact (or more generally fiberwise exact),
(q! da)(z) = da +j da = a - fa = 0
f(;zcT*(X/z)), Z (ses*(X/z));, axei(Xz) J~e ( /z)),
by Stokes' Theorem, since scT* (X/Z) and scS* (X/Z) share the common boundary sc S* (X/Z)
but with opposite orientation.
Note that q! also factors as the composition of the coboundary map
Hodd(8(scT*(X/Z))) -+ HcVef(sT*(X/Z))
with the integration map
p' He**"seT(ZZ)) -+_ Heve"(Z),IHeven(scT*(X/)
a fact which will be important below.
Proof. The idea is to construct a family P of pseudodifferential operators on a fibration
X -+ Z whose fibers Y (X/Z) are compact manifolds without boundary (and hence to
which we can apply the Atiyah-Singer index theorem for families), and such that ind(P) =
ind(P). We first deform P by homotopy to be fiberwise constant (actually equal to the
identity) near OX by pulling it up from the 0-section over OX and stretching it around the
corner 6 . Then we can attach a mirror copy of X and extend by the identity.
By composing with an invertible operator of order -m, we can assume without loss of
generality that m = 0, and therefore mtot(P) = atot(P) : a(scT*(X/Z)) - Aut(7r*V).
We have an R+ action on the fibers of scT8X (X/Z) given locally by
t : (, 0 ( max(|(| - t, 0)
where p E OX, E scT*(X/Z), and |(| is the norm of ( with respect to some metric.
Then t*otot(P),0 < t < 1/E is a homotopy through invertible symbols from otot(P) to a
symbol which is fiberwise constant on scTjX (X/Z) except in a neighborhood of the corner
scSx(X/Z) = {(p,() ; 1/ |( = O,p E OX}.
Actually, this homotopy can be extended "around the corner" by (again locally) first
regarding -x as an extension of 1/ 16, where x is a boundary defining function, and rescaling
so that [-2c, oo] i [0, oo].
This rescaling followed by the aforementioned homotopy results in a homotopy connect-
ing otot(P) to a section o : 8(scT*(X/Z)) -+ Aut('r*V) such that o is given by a vector
6As remarked by R. Melrose, "like pulling on a sock."
bundle isomorphism over X near OX. That is, for some neighborhood U D OX,
o-l(U) = r*a, a: U -+ Aut(V),
since o is fiberwise constant on -r1 (U).
Smoothing the above homotopy allows us to realize it within the class of total symbols
of 0th order, fully elliptic families of scattering pseudodifferential operators, and hence lift
it to a homotopy
P~ P' E Tc(X/Z; V)
such that P' = a. As this homotopy P P' produces a continuous family of Fredholm
operators, ind(P) = ind(P'), and because P'U is a bundle isomorphism, it is clear that
u E ker(P') or ker(P'*) => supp(u) C X \ U.
Let X be the double of X which is obtained by gluing two copies of X, one with reversed
orientation, along OX:
X = X Uax (-X).
It is a fiber bundle over Z with fibers modeled on Y = Y Uay (-Y), a compact mani-
fold without boundary. Let & be a smooth extension of a across the boundary, so that
a: U' D oX -+ Aut(V) is a smooth bundle isomorphism on a sufficiently small open set
U' C X. Let V -- + X be a vector bundle which is constructed from two copies of V -+ X,
glued along U' via the clutching map 6.
Since P' is equal to the clutching function used to construct V, it can be extended
by the identity on (-X); that is, we can produce an operator P E IFo(X/Z; V) which is
equal to P' on X and equal to the identity on (-X). Clearly P is elliptic, and we have
identifications
ker(P') ~ ker(P), ker(P'*) ~ ker(P*),
since elements in either space have support in the region where P' = P. These identifications
are compatible with the stabilization procedure needed to identify ind(P') and ind(P) with
well-defined elements of KO(Z), and so ind(P') = ind(P).
For the first claim, we note that any embedding X -- IRN x Z gives a suitable embedding
of X -- IRN x Z for application of the topological index map, and it is straightforward
to see that the image of [lr*V, * V7 utot(P')L E KO(scT*(X/Z)) under the inclusion into
K (T*(X/Z)) is equivalent to [r*V, w*V, u(P)]. Then the Atiyah-Singer index theorem [7]
for families gives
ind(P') = ind(P) = top-ind(P) = top-ind(P').
For the cohomological formula, we have
ch(ind(P)) = p! (cheven(o-(P)) 
- x*Td(Z/Z))
from the Atiyah-Singer formula, where p! : Hegve"(scT*(X/Z)) -+ Heven(Z). Since we ob-
tain [*V, r*V, u(P)] in K(scT*(X/Z)) as a pushforward of the element [w*V, x* V, uet (P')]
in KO(scT*(X/Z)), it is immediate that
ch(ind(P')) = p' (cheven (tot (P')) -r*Td(X/Z))
where p' : Heve"(sT*(X/Z)) -- + H "(Z) is the integration over the fibers map mentioned
in the remark above.
Since the element [TF*V, r*Vatot(P')] = [r*V, *V o-tot(P)] E Kc(scT*(X/Z)) is the
image of [r*V, o-tot(P)] E Kl(8(scT*(X/Z))) under the coboundary map, which intertwines
the odd and even Chern characters, we get
ch(ind(P)) = q! (chodd(gtot(P)) . *Td(X/Z))
as claimed.
Corollary 2.1. In the special case of a single operator P E T"(X; V), the index is an
integer ind(P) E Z, and we have
ind(P) = f(scT*x) ch(otot (P)) -7*Td(X).
2.2 Callias-Anghel type operators
We shall be concerned with pseudodifferential families D whose symbols are Hermitian,
coupled to skew-Hermitian potentials i1. It is actually only necessary that id be skew-
Hermitian at infinity, as well as satisfy some compatibility conditions with D. We will later
see why the index is only dependent on these conditions.
Let V -+ X be a family of Hermitian complex vector bundles associated to the family
of scattering manifolds X -+ Z. We will denote the inner product on V by (., .). Let
D E 'I't(X/Z; V), m > 0 be a family of elliptic (but not necessarily fully elliptic) scattering
operators with Hermitian symbols, so
Unt(D) : scS*(X/Z) - Aut(ir*V) C End(7r*V)
is Hermitian with respect to (-, -) and
o-sc(D) : sCTax(X/Z) -+ End(7*V)
is Hermitian but not necessarily invertible. Of particular interest later will be the case of
a family of Dirac operators, for which o-sc(D)(p, () = icf(()- vanishes at the 0-section over
o(X/Z) and is therefore never fully elliptic.
Next let 4 be a section of End(V). Motivated by physics, we refer to 1 as the potential.
We will assume 4D satisfies the following conditions over the boundary 0X, which we shall
dub compatibility with D.
1. Glax is Hermitian with respect to (-,-)
2. 4|ax is invertible
3. @|ax commutes with the boundary symbol of D, that is
[7r*4iax,0-sc(D)] = 0 E End(7r*V) on scTa* X.
We refer to condition 3 as symbolic commutativity.
Given D and a compatible potential D, the Callias-Anghel type operator
P =D+iD E 'm(X/Z;V)
is fully elliptic (and therefore Fredholm on appropriate spaces) by the following elementary
lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Let a and # be Hermitian sections of the bundle End(V) -+ M, and suppose
that, over a subset Q C M, we have [a,#3] = a# - #a = 0 E F(Q; End(V)). If either a or
# is invertible over Q, then the combination
a + i# E F(Q; Aut(V))
is invertible over Q.
In particular, if both a and # are invertible over Q, then the combination
ta + i s# G IP(Q; End(V)) is invertible for all (s, t) # (0, 0) E R .
Proof. It suffices to consider an arbitrary fiber V, p C Q. By the assumption that a and
# are Hermitian, a(p) has purely real eigenvalues while i#(p) has purely imaginary ones.
Since [a, #] = 0, there is a basis of V in which a(p) and #(p) are simultaneously diagonal;
with respect to this basis a + i# acts diagonally with eigenvalues of the form Aj + ipj with
Aj, pj E R. If either a or # is invertible, then either Aj # 0 or pj # 0 for all j; therefore
Aj + ipj # 0 E C and a + i/ must be invertible.
Corollary 2.2. The family of scattering operators P = D + iD extends to a family of
Fredholm operators7
P xH±kc+m(X/Z; V) -- + xa Hs (X/Z; V)
for all k, a.
Proof. The interior symbol O-int (P) = O-int(D) is invertible on sc3* (X/Z), since D is elliptic.
The boundary symbol c(P) = -sc (D+i ) = usc (D)+iir* is invertible on scTjr (X/Z) by
symbolic commutativity, using Lemma 2.1 with a = a-c (D), # = 7r* and Q = scT;x (X/Z).
P is therefore fully elliptic, and by the theory of scattering pseudodifferential operators [21],
the claim follows.
Remark. Note how the compatibility of aint(P) and osc(P) is satisfied. Since D is a family
of operators of order m > 0, the leading term in the asymptotic expansion of o-sc(P) =
o-sc(D) + ir*4 as |(| -+ o is that of usc(D), which grows like |(|m, whereas 7r*1 is
constant. In terms of the renormalized symbols and a choice of radial coordinate |,
motot (P) = motot (D) + i l| m r*
and the latter term vanishes on scS*(X/Z).
7 See the footnote on page 2 for the definition of a family of Sobolev spaces.
2.3 Reduction to the corner
By Theorem 2.1, the index of P is determined by the element in the odd K-theory of
O(scT*(X/Z)) defined by the (renormalized) total symbol motot(P). The remainder of
the work consists in reducing this topological datum to one supported at the corner,
scS*x(X/Z). To this end, we will abstract the situation somewhat, in order to simplify
the notation and clarify the concepts involved. Thus we shall forget, for the time being,
that our K-class is coming from the symbol of a family of pseudodifferential operators, as
well as most of the structure of &(scT*(X/Z)).
Let M = (scT*(X/Z)), and let N = sSSx(X/Z) be the corner. The important
feature of N is that it is a hypersurface, separating M \ N into disjoint components M1 =
scS* (X/Z) and M 2 = seTX (X/Z). Actually, the fact that it is a corner is indistinguishable
topologically, and we consider it just as a topological hypersurface in M.
We assume a trivialization of the line bundle Nm has been chosen, so we identify mo-tot (P)
and otot (P) and consider the index to be determined by the element [r*V, otot (P)) E K 1 (M).
Also, for notational convenience, we will write V instead of 7r*V for the remainder of this
section.
Proposition 2.1 clarifies the fundamental symbolic structure of P. We see that its
symbol essentially consists of an invertible Hermitian term from D over M1 and an invertible
skew-Hermitian term from i4 over M 2. These are fundamentally coupled together in a
neighborhood of the corner N. Indeed, we cannot uncouple them (i.e. separate their
supports via homotopy through invertible endomorphisms) at N. Also note that, were the
total symbol either entirely Hermitian or entirely skew-Hermitian, we could connect it via
homotopy to the identity and P would therefore have index 0. The interesting information
about ind(P) is therefore evidently recorded by this coupling near the corner. Proposition
2.2 confirms this, and identifies the topological object at N which encodes this coupling.
Proposition 2.1. M is covered by two open sets M1 and MI2 such that M1 n MW2 ~ N x I
where I is a connected, open interval. Furthermore,
[V, otot (P)] = [V, XA + i(1 - X)B] E K1(M)
where A and B are unitary8 , Hermitian sections of End(V) such that [A, B] = 0 on MflnM 2 ,
and where x : M -* [0,1] is a cutoff function such that suppx C M1 and supp(l-X) c M2.
The positive and negative eigenbundles of A and B coincide, respectively, with those of
o-tot (D) and 7r*d.
Proof. As remarked at the end of Section 2.2, utot(P) is equal to o-se(D) on Mi and to
ant(D) + #r* 4) on M 2, where # ~ | m is a non-negative real-valued function vanishing on
the closure of M 1 . In particular, #x7r*4 has the same ± eigenbundles as D wherever # # 0.
Since ot ot(D) is invertible on Mi = M1 U N, by ellipticity, it must be invertible on a
slightly larger neighborhood M1. We set M2 = M 2, on which D is Hermitian, invertible,
and commutes with -sc(D) by the compatibility assumption. Shrinking either if necessary,
we can assume that M1 A M2 ~ N x I. Let x be a cutoff function with properties as above.
Now let A and B be the (generalized) unitarizations of o-tot(D) and #$r*D, respectively.
Recall that C E GL(n, C) is homotopic in GL(n, C) to its unitarization U(C) via
Ct = C (t(vC*C)-i + (1 - t)Id) U(C) = (Ct)t-i.
8 at least on suppX and supp(1 - X), respectively.
Then A is given by
A(p) = U(tot(D)(p)) if utt(D)(p) is invertible
0 otherwise,
and similarly for B. Note that while A and B are not necessarily continuous sections of
End(V) (as uto0t(D) may fail to be invertible off of M 1 and #7r*4 vanishes away from MW2),
XA and (1 -X)B are continuous and have support, respectively, where ot ot(D) (resp. #7r*4)
is invertible.
We claim that the homotopy at = (1-t)otot (P)+t (XA + i(1 - X)B) is through invertible
endomorphisms. Indeed, at a general point p E M,
o- (p) = [(1 - t)o-tot(D)(p) + tX(p)A(p)] + i [(1 - t)#(p)7r*I(p) + t(1 - X)(p)B(p)].
where the two bracketed terms commute with one another due to symbolic commutativ-
ity (where the latter is nonzero), and at least one term is invertible for any p and all t.
Invertibility of o-t(p) is then immediate from Lemma 2.1. l
In what follows we will identify N x I with the set Mi n 2, and denote its inclusion byj : N x I " M. Note that over N x I, V splits as V = V+ E V- into ±1 eigenbundles for
A, and similarly V = V+ E V- into ±1 eigenbundles for B. Since A and B commute over
N x I, these splittings are compatible, giving
1NXI - -VVV+y
The following makes use of the pushforward with respect to open embeddings in com-
pactly supported K-theory, and also the Bott periodicity isomorphism
K'(N) --=" K' (N A Sl) = K,1(N x I)
given by multiplication by the Bott element # = [C, e- 0 ] which generates Kj(S1 ) = Z.
Proposition 2.2. Let VNxI -V -+ Vt E V+ be the splitting into joint eigenbundles
of A and B as above. Identify [V++] - [V+4] - [0] E Ko(N) with its image [V+] - # C
Kl (N x I) under the Bott isomorphism, and denote the image of the resulting product
under the pushforward j, : K,(N x I) -> K 1 (M, M \ (N x I)) C K 1 (M) by j*([V4-]).
Then
[V, xA + i(1 - X)B] = j* ([[V]) CK(M),
Additionally, we have
j, ([V+]) = j, ([V-]) = -ij ([v_ _I) y+ 7])
where Vk denotes the ± eigenbundle of A and V± the ± eigenbundle of B.
Remark. The reason for omitting the generator # from the notation is that this map j*,
E*(N) -- + E*+1(M) is natural for any cohomology theory E* with a ring structure, with
the generator of the suspension isomorphism E*(N) e E*+1 (N x I) playing the role of
#. Any natural ring homomorphism of cohomology theories (such as the Chern character)
takes such generators to one another, and thus commutes with j,, and it is notationally
convenient not to be explicit about such generating elements.
Proof. Let o- = XA + i(1 - X)B. We first trivialize a away from N x I, and so note that
the K-class it defines is compactly supported 9 in N x I.
Let po : M -+ [0, 1] be a cutoff function such that po = 1 on the complement of M1,
with supppo n suppX = 0. Then
-tpold + (1 - X)iB + xA
is invertible for all 0 < t < 1, by Lemma 2.1. Next, let p1 = (1 - x) - po. Again, by Lemma
2.1, it follows that there is a homotopy through invertible endomorphisms
-pold + (1 - x)iB + xA ~ -poId + piB + xA,
by considering (t(1 - X) + (1 - t)pi)iB, for instance. Continuing in a similar fashion, we
obtain a homotopy
o- ' = -poId + piB + p2 A - p3iId - p41d,
where 1 - E pi, supp(pi) n supp(pi+2) = 0, and supp(oi) C N x I for i E {1, 2,31 so that
-' -- Id on the complement of N x I (while we have trivialized a' by -Id away from N x I
instead of Id, the two are equivalent up to homotopy; indeed a' ~ -a' for any clutching
function). It is now evident that [V, o] = [V, a'] E K 1 (M, M \ (N x I)).
By identifying ends of the interval I, we see that o-' defines a map
0-1(0)
o9NxS1 o 2(0) o'3:S - C\{10.
=0 4( )
which is diagonal with respect to the splitting VNxI + V ED V- E Vt E V4, with scalar
entries (since A and B are unitary) independent of N, whose winding numbers are easily
determined.
Indeed, by considering the effect of multiplication by -i(t) as o-'(t) passes from -Id,
to iB, to A, to -iId and then back to -Id, it is easy to verify that wn(a-2) = wn(o 3) =
wn(o4) = 0 and wn(o-) = -1. Thus there are homotopies
og ~ &i a1, i = 2,3,4, and or (O) ~ &i(0) = e.
which, taken to be the diagonal elements of a matrix, define a homotopy o' - &. Restricting
to N x I, we see
K(N x I) = K 1 (N A Sl) D j*[V7, ] = IV+, e-ia]
which is just the image [V] - E Kl(N x I) of [V4] E K 0 (N) under Bott periodicity.
Finally, since [V, o] = [V7, &] E K (M, M \ (N x I)) is in the image of the pushforward
map j* : K,(N x I) -+ K1 (M, M \ (N x I)), we obtain
[V, o-) = j,([V++])
9Recall that an element a E K'(M) in odd K-theory has support in a set A if it is in the image of
K'(M, M \ A), and can therefore be represented by an element [V, o] with OlM\A=- Id.
as claimed.
Similar proofs, using initial trivializations to
o- o-a" = poId + p1iB + p 2 A + pild + p 4 Id,
1-~ -"=pold + p1iB + p 2A - pild + p 4Id,
and
o-~ o-= --poId + p1iB + p 2A + p 3 id - p 4Id,
give [V, o-] = j,([V_]), [V, o-] = [-j([V+]), and [V, -] = -j,([V+]), respectively. E]
2.4 Results
We now present our main results. To simplify notation, we drop the "sc" labels in the
remainder of the paper, identifying ScT* (X/Z) with T* (X/Z) via a (non-canonical) isomor-
phism, which is unique up to homotopy.
Theorem 2.2. Let D E '(X/Z; V) be an elliptic family of scattering pseudodifferential
operators with Hermitian symbols, and suppose 1 E C' (X; End(V)) is a compatible family
of potentials as defined in section 2.2. Then the family P = D + iQ is fully elliptic, and
extends to a Fredholm operator with index satisfying
ch(ind(P)) = p!(ch(Vf) - r*Td(8X/Z)),
where p! : Heve(S*x(X/Z)) -+ Heven(Z) is the fiber integration map, V4 -- + S*x(X/Z)
is the jointly positive eigenvector bundle with respect to o-tOt(D)1s 5x(x/z) and 7r*- ix, and
o-tot(D) is obtained from motot(D) using any trivialization of Nm.
Remark. In the case of a single operator P = D + i1 E sI'(X; V), the index formula can
be written
ind(P) = fs - x ch(VY) - ir*Td(8X).
Proof. By Theorem 2.1,
ch(ind(P)) = q! (ch(utot (P)) -7r*Td(X/Z)) .
From Propositions 2.1 and 2.2,
K(8(T* (X/Z))) E [-r*V, otot (P)] = j,[V++]
with [V+f] E K 0 (S*x(X/Z)) ~ Ke(S*x(X/Z) x I), where V++ is the jointly positive eigen-
bundle of utot(D) and 7r*4.
Now, since the Chern character is a natural mapping ch: K* - H*, we obtain
ch(o-tot(P)) = ch(j*[Vif]) = j*ch(Vj ),
where j, is the composition
Heven(S*X (X/Z)) - Hed (Sax (X/Z) X I) + Hodd (O(T*(X/Z))).
Since jch(V;) is supported on S*X(X/Z), the integration over the fibers reduces to
ch(ind(P)) =- p! (ch(V+ ) - xT*Td(X/Z)) ,
where now p : S*x (X/Z) -- + Z. Furthermore, since the Todd class is natural, lr*Td(X/Z)
factors through SaX(X/Z) -- + X - X (all over Z) and we obtain Td(X/Z)ax =
Td(OX/Z); this can alternatively be seen by taking a product metric at the boundary. E
An interesting case of the above is when the family V = E 0 F is a tensor product of
vector bundles, with D E s'I'(X/Z; E) and D E F(X; End(F)). In this case, o-sc(D) 0 1 and
i 0 D commute automatically, it is sufficient that 4lax be invertible and Hermitian in order
to be compatible with D.
Theorem 2.3. Given D E 'e(X/Z; E) elliptic with Hermitian symbols, and a compatible
potential 4 E F(X; End(E)), the family P = D 0 1 + i 0 1 E 9'I"(X/Z; E 0 F) is fully
elliptic, with Fredholm index satisfying
ch(ind(P)) = p!(ch(E+) - ch(F+) - x*Td(8X/Z)),
where p! : HeVe(S (X/Z)) -+ He*Z) is the fiber integration map, and w*E = E+D E_
and lr*F = F+eF_ are the splittings over S*x(X/Z) into positive and negative eigenbundles
of c-(D) and r*(D, respectively.
Remark. Note that the splitting of F is actually coming from the base: Fax = F+ E F_,
and xr*F = x*F+ E 7*F_.
Proof. The proof is as above, noting that the splitting of r*V = 7*E 0 F over S* (X/Z)
into
7r*V sgx(x/z) 2 V+ E V- ( V-+ E V+
corresponds to
7* (E 0 F)sx/z) (E+ o F+) E (E_ @ F_) e (E+ 0 F_) e (E 0 F+),
with 7r*E = E+ D E- and w*F = F+ E F_ split into i eigenbundles of o-tot(D) and r*4,
respectively. Then we note that in K-theory,
[E+ 0 F+] - [0] = ([E+] - [0]) -([F] - [0]) E K (S*x(X/Z)).
Since the pushforward j, : K* (S* (X/Z) x I) -+ K* (&(T* (X/Z))) behaves naturally with
respect to products in K-theory, and since ch([E+] - [F+]) = ch(E+) -ch(F+), we have
ch(ind(P)) = p! (ch(E+) -ch(F+) - x*Td(&X/Z)),
as claimed. L
2.5 Dirac case
We further specialize to the case where D =P is a family of (self-adjoint) Dirac operators,
acting on sections of a family of Clifford modules V. In this case, our index formula further
reduces to one over T* (&X/Z) rather than S*x (X/Z), and is given in terms of the induced
boundary Dirac operators on 8X.
Suppose then that V -+ X is a family of scattering Clifford modules, where C(X/Z) =
C(seT(X/Z)). Suppose the action cf : C(X/Z) -+ End(V) is skew-Hermitian, and we
have a family of connections V E bA(X/Z; V) which is are lifts of b connections (see section
1.4 in Chapter 1), and which satisfy the Clifford compatibility property
V(ce(a) -u) = ce (VLCa) -u + ce(a) - (Vu), a E C (X; Ce(X/Z)), u E C (X; V).
Recall that these data lead to the construction of a canonical scattering family of Dirac
operators
= Zc(ej) - V3j E Diff 1c(X; V), {e,}, i an orthonormal basis for scT,*(X/Z),
which is essentially self-adjoint with respect to the L 2 (X; V) pairing (Pu, v) = (u,v), and
such that o-s(1J)(p, ) = ic (O)-.
Recall that Vax obtains the structure of a Z 2-graded module over Ce(&X/Z, h), where
h = (x2 g)|ax, by
Vax = V0 E V1 , Vi the (-1)3 eigenbundle of icf(v),
for a choice of normal section v : OX -- scN*oX/Z, with Clifford action
c (o : C 8X/Z) -- End(V), ceo(ei) = ce(ei - v)
where we identify C(8X/Z) and C(scT*aX, glax). This leads to the construction of the
induced boundary Dirac operator
S= cto (ei) V3, = 0
Now assume 4 E F(X; End(V)) is a compatible family of potentials. In particular, symbolic
commutativity at oX implies that the positive/negative eigenbundles of 4 in Viax are
themselves Clifford modules:
[7r*4,o-s ($)] = [7r*P, ci(-)] = 0 E F (scT*(8X/Z); End(V))
=-+ Vax = V+ D V--, C(X/Z)Ox : V± -+ V.
Furthermore, it is possible to choose a Clifford connection compatible with this splitting,
V : P(X; V±) -- F(X; scT*(X/Z) 0 V±), so that _ has the formpax =P+ E$- to leading
order at oX, with4± families of Dirac operators on V±.
By symbolic commutativity, the splittings Vlax = V+ E V- and Vjax = V0 E V1 are
compatible, so we have
V +x =V  -
with respect to which the induced boundary operator q takes the form
0 q- 0 0
4+ Q  0 0 00 0 0 -
0 0 4+ 0
where the operators Q± are families of Dirac operators on OX, a family of closed manifolds
over Z, and are constructed from the Clifford action of C(OX/Z) and the induced family
of connections on oX/Z. Note the symbolic structure of these operators. For instance,
o-(q++) = iceo(.): T*(OX/Z) -> Hom(7r*V ,7*V4).
It remains to show how the splitting of 7*Vsix(X/z) = V+ E V- into eigenbundles of
O-tot(p) is related to the splitting Viax = V0 T V1.
Lemma 2.2. We have
Ko(S*x (X/Z)) K 7(T* (OX/Z)) E KO(OX),
with respect to which
[V±'] = [7*V , 7r*V,iceo] + [V±].
Proof. We can identify S*x (X/Z) with two copies of T* (8X/Z), glued along their common
boundary S*(oX/Z). With this identification, the exact sequence
0 - KO(S*x(X/Z),T*(OX/Z)) + K 0 (S*x(X/Z)) -4 KO(T*(aX/Z)) -+ 0
splits since there is an obvious retraction S*x(X/Z) -+ T*(oX/Z) (projecting one hemi-
sphere of each fiber onto the other). Along with the isomorphisms
KO (Six (X/Z), T* (OX/Z)) L K 0 (T* (aX/Z), S* (aX/Z)) = K (T* (OX/Z)),
and KO(T*(oX/Z)) - K 0 (aX) (by contractibility of the fibers), we obtain
K 0 (Sax(X/Z)) 2 K2(T*(8X/Z)) D K (aX),
as claimed.
We will exhibit the decomposition of [Vj] under this splitting; the case of [V+] is similar.
We claim that, as a vector bundle,
V++ f [7x*V,7*V),icfo(-)],
that is, V4 is isomorphic to the gluing of the vector bundles r*V -> T*(8X/Z) and
* V+ -+ T*(OX/Z) via the clutching function iceo : S*(OX/Z) -+ Hom(7*V?, ir*V4).
To see this, observe that the two copies of T* (aX/Z) in SL (X/Z) retract, respectively,
onto the images of OX under the inward and outward pointing conormal section maps
v : OX -+ N*(OX/Z) C S*x(X/Z) and -v : OX -+ N*(oX/Z) C S*x(X/Z).
Recall that (V4)t is the positive eigenspace of Clifford multiplication ice(s) at the point
(, whereas (w*V?)g (resp. (7*V4)g) is the positive (resp. negative) eigenspace of Clifford
multiplication by the corresponding inward pointing normal, ice(v(r(Z))). Thus, over a
point v(p) E S*x(X/Z), we have (V4),(,) = x*(VS)(p), while over the antipodal point
-v(p), we have (V )(-v(p)) = 7*(V1)(-v(P)), since, for v E (V4)(_V(p)), v = icf(-v(p))v =
-ic(v(p))v.
The bundle V4 can therefore be identified with x*VO and w*V4 over the inward and
outward directed copies of T*(OX/Z), respectively, and (since cfo(() = cf( ) on 7*VO
when ( E S*(OX/Z)), it is clear that iceo = ice : S*(oX/Z) -+ Hom(7r*V?, 7r*Vj) is the
transition function gluing them together to produce V$, which finishes the claim.
Consider then the element
[V+ ] = [V -] - [7*V ] + [w*V] E K 0 (S*x(X/Z)).
From the above, we see that [V] - [w*Vf] vanishes over the outward facing copy of
T*(OX/Z), and so maps to the element [*V,lr*V,ico] E KO(T*(OX/Z)) in the de-
composition above. Clearly KO(T*(aX/Z)) D [7r*V] [V] E K0 (&X) under contraction
along the fibers, and we therefore have
[V-] [7r*V7? ,*1, ico] + [V4],
as claimed. E
The element [ir*V, 7r*V+1, iceo] E KO (T*&X) corresponds precisely to the symbol of ff,
and we obtain the following:
Theorem 2.4. Letp E Diff 1 (X/Z; V) be a family of scattering Dirac operators acting on a
family of Clifford modules V -+ X, and suppose (D G F(End(V)) is a compatible potential.
Let q++ G Diff 1 (aX/Z; 1747 V) be the graded part of the induced boundary Dirac operator
Q acting on the positive eigenbundle (V+)jax = V4O E V1 of T \ajx as discussed in the text
preceding Lemma 2.2. Then P =$P + i4D E Diff c(X/Z; 1) extends to a family of Fredholm
operators and
ind(P) = ind(q Z) E K 0 (Z).
In particular, we have the index formula
ch(ind(P)) = p! (ch(a-(q+i)) - x*Td(oX/Z))
where p! : Hce"f(T*(aX/Z)) -> Hewn(Z) denotes integration over the fibers and, in the
case of a single operator
ind(P) = ind( ) = IT(OX) ch(u(q)) - *Td(aX).
Proof. From Lemma 2.2, [V4-] = [7r*V, 7*V4, iceo] + [V+] [=(*vS, 71*v4, 0-(qW)] + [V].
Under the composition K 0 (S*x (X/Z)) *+ Kl(S*(X/Z)) -+ K(T*(X/Z)), [V] maps
to [ir* V, 7r* V, o-tot (P)], and we define
[7r*V, *V, otot (P)] = O1 + 0-2 E K (T*(X/Z))
where o-1 and o-2 are the images of [7r*1V7, 7.*V, iceo] and [V], respectively. It suffices to
show that top-ind(o-1 ) = top-ind(Q 4) and that top-ind(or2) = 0. In fact, we will show that
o-2 vanishes identically.
To see the latter, note that -2 is equivalent to the image of [V] E K 0 (oX) under the
composition K 0 (OX) - Ko(SLx(X/Z)) - KO(S*(X/Z) x R2 ) -+ K (T*($/Z))
where the second map is the Bott periodicity isomorphism (multiplying by the generator
# E K(R 2 )), and the last map is the pushforward with respect to the inclusion of an open
neighborhood of S*(X/Z) in T*(X/Z). Then o2 is invariant with respect to the action
of the rotation group O(n) (n = dim(X/Z)) on the fibers of T*(X/Z), since O(n) acts
fiberwise on the first factor of S*gx (X/Z) x R2 , and lr*[V] is constant on these fibers.
Thus 92 is obtained by pullback of an element o, E K(L), where L is the radial R+
bundle L = T*(X/Z)/O(n) -+ X and compact support means K-theory relative to the
boundary hypersurfaces S*(X/Z)/O(n) and Ta*X(X/Z)/O(n). However, K(L) = 0 for any
such bundle, since it is equivalent to the (reduced) K-theory of CX, the cone on X, which
is a contractible space. Therefore o' = 0 and so we must have 02 = 0.
To see that top-ind(u 2) = top-ind(t), we will make use of the following general fact.
If V -+ B is an oriented complex vector bundle and i : A - B is an open embedding of
spaces (which induces an open embedding i : VA -4 V), then for any a E K*(A), we have
i,(a) - T(V) = i* (a -T(VjA)) E K*(V), where T(V) C K (V) is the K-orientation class
(Thom class) generating K(V) as a module over K 0 (B).
Suppose we are given a K-oriented embedding of fibrations T* (X/Z) + R2N x Z coming
from an embedding X -- + RN x Z. Let
g :S'*(X/Z) x R2 " R2 N x Z
be the induced embedding of an open neighborhood of S*-(X/Z) and
h : S,*x(X/Z) _4 R2 N X Z
be the induced embedding of S* (X/Z). We denote the normal bundles of S* (X/Z) x R2
and SLX(X/Z) in R2N x Z by Ng(S*X(X/Z) x R2 ) and Nh(S* (X/Z)), respectively, em-
phasizing the corresponding embeddings. Also, let
f : T*(OX/Z) -+ S*x(X/Z)
be the open embedding onto the open inward facing open disk bundle as in Lemma 2.2.
Since a1 is supported in S* (X/Z) x R2 , we identify it with its corresponding element in
K (S*g (X/Z) x R2). Note then that oi = # - f*(a( )), where # E K (R2 ) is the Bott
element.
Finally, note that h o f is a K-oriented embedding of T* (OX/Z) into a trivial Euclidean
fibration which is homotopic to the embedding induced by the map 8X - RN x Z, and
hence is suitable for computing top-ind(q ).
By the fact mentioned above, top-ind(P) = top-ind(oi) is computed by the image of
a1 -T(N(S*X(X/Z) X R2 )) E K(R 2 N X
and similarly top-ind(q ) is computed by the image of
1* (a(q+4) -T(Nhf (T*(OX/Z)))) = f*(a(q+4)) -T(Nh(S* x(X/Z))) E K (R2 N X Z).
Since a1 =# f*(o(q)), it suffices to show that
T(Ng(S*x (X/Z) x R2 ) - T(Nh(S*X (X/Z))),
but this is immediate by multiplicativity of the Thom class, since the normal bundles with
respect to h and g are related by Nh(S*x(X/Z)) = R2 x Ng(SLX(X/Z) x R2 ), and the
Thom class of a trivial R2 bundle is just #.
Thus, we obtain that ind(P) = ind(qI) since top-ind(P) = top-ind(q ), and the rest
follows by taking the Chern character of both sides. El
Finally, we consider the product Dirac case; that is, assume V = E 0 F -+ X where
$) E Diffic(X/Z; E) acts on E and the compatible potential 1 E F(End(F)) acts on F, and
S01 =PF is obtained by equipping E 0 F with a tensor product connection. We form the
Callias-Anghel type family
P =P @ 1+i 0 4 E Diffle(X/Z; E 0 F).
As above, the Clifford module E splits over the boundary into E0 D El, with
= _ 0 q-
and Flax = F+ E F_ splits into positive and negative eigenbundles of 4) lax.
Theorem 2.5. Let P =4_ 0 1 + i 0 4) C Diff 1(X/Z; E 0 F) as above. Then P extends to
a Fredholm family with index
ind(P) = ind (qF+)
where is the twisted Dirac operator obtained by twisting q+ G Diff 1(OX/Z; E0 , El) by
F+, the positive eigenbundle of Q) jax.
Remark. In particular, when X is an odd-dimensional spin manifold and 4) is the (self-
adjoint) spin Dirac operator (i.e. constructed using the fundamental representation of
Ce(X) on spinors), then q+ E Diff1 (aX; So, Sl) is the graded spin Dirac operator over the
boundary, and we obtain
ind($ 0 1 + i 0 4) = j ch(F+) -(OX),
since ch(u(q+)) -Td(DX) = A(OX) (compare to the formula obtained by Ride in [25]).
Proof. The result follows from the previous one, after noting that V+ and V+ are given by
E0 0 F+ and El 0 F+, respectively, and that the clutching function
icto : S*(OX/Z) -+ Hom(r*Eo 0 F+, xr*El 0 F+)
is given by o-(q+) 0 1 = a.(F+ +
There are a few final remarks to be made:
" First, regarding even/odd dimensionality: in the case of (families of) Dirac operators,
P will only have a nonzero index when the dimension dim(X/Z) of the fiber is odd.
Since the index of P reduces to the index of a family of differential operators on
aX -+ Z, it must vanish when dim(8X/Z) = dim(X/Z) - 1 is odd for the usual
reason. Because of this, previous literature on the subject was limited to the index
problem on odd-dimensional manifolds, though we emphasize that, if D is allowed to
be pseudodifferential, P may have nontrivial index even when dim(X/Z) is even.
" Our analysis of clutching data in the Dirac case, which related [Vf] E K0 (S*x(X/Z))
to the symbol [7r*V+0 , 7 ~*V a +)] E Ke(T*(8X/Z) of an operator + on 8X is equally
valid when D is pseudodifferential. Indeed, Vj can always be written as the clutching
of bundles 7r*VO and 7*Vj coming from the base, with respect to some clutching
function f, and then ind(P) = ind(6), where 6 E 4Tm (OX/Z; V0 , V') is any elliptic
pseudodifferential operator whose symbol a(6) = f. However, such a choice of 6 is far
from canonical without the additional structure of the Clifford bundles.
2.6 Relation to previous results
In [31, N. Anghel generalized Callias' original index theorem to the following situation10
(adapted to our notation): Let X be a general odd-dimensional, non-compact, complete
Riemannian manifold (with no particular structure assumed at infinity), with a Clifford
module V -+ X. Let $P : F(V) -+ 1F(V) be a self-adjoint Dirac operator, and '1 E
F(End(V)) a potential which is assumed to be uniformly invertible away from a compact
set K c X and such that [P, D] is a uniformly bounded, Oth order operator (in particular,
4 commutes with Clifford multiplication). First he proves that, for sufficiently large A > 0,
PA =P + iA' is Fredholm,
essentially by showing that PA and P* satisfy what the author likes to call "injectivity near
infinity" conditions:
||PAU||L2 > c jIuLy for all u E Cce(X \ K; V)
and similarly for P*. In [2] Anghel shows how such conditions are equivalent to Fred-
holmness for self-adjoint Dirac operators, but it is easy to see that his proof generalizes to
show that any differential operator P, which is injective near infinity along with its adjoint,
extends to be Fredholm.
In any case, as in Section 2.5, V splits over X \K into positive and negative eigenbundles
of 4: VjX\K = V+ E V_, and choosing a compact set L @ X such that X C L with 9L = Y a
separating hypersurface (compare our earlier situation in which Y = 8X), we have further
compatible splitting (V±) 1Y = Vt0 D V± according to the decomposition Ce(Y) C(X)Gy,
with -icE(v) =(-1) : V -- Vj where v is a unit normal section. Choosing appropriate
connections, we can again construct an induced Dirac operator on Y,
0 q; 0 0
q+ 0 0 0
0 0 0 
-
0 0 _+ 0
as before, and Anghel proves that
ind($ + iA4) = ind(q+ ).
His proof consists of index preserving deformations, along with the relative index the-
orem of Gromov and Lawson in [15] (discussed further in [2]) to reduce to a product type
Dirac operator 4 on a Riemannian product Y x R,
) = ice(v)- +q + iAx(t) : ](V+) -+ F(V+)at
'(See also [25] for an independently obtained proof which addresses the Dirac product case as in section
2.5.
with equivalent index. Here X : R -+ [-1,1] is a smooth function such that X -1 near
-oo and X - 1 near +o. Direct computation then shows that ind($) = ind( +).
We point out that the steps in his proof could just as easily reduce to a scattering
product (i.e. Y x R, but with locally Euclidean ends instead of cylindrical ones), with a
scattering type Dirac operator
1? = ic(v)- ±+ + iAX(t) : F(V+) F J(V+)at t
whose index is equivalent to ind(Q ) by our own Theorem 2.4. This is really overkill in this
case, since the index of P is determined simply enough; however, it raises the point that
scattering-type infinite ends (BL x [0, oo), where L @ X as above) may be utilized for the
purpose of computing the index of Dirac operators satisfying Anghel's Fredholm conditions
(injectivity near infinity for P and its adjoint). The author anticipates that cutting and
gluing constructions, similar to those used in [15] to prove the relative index formula, may
be able exhibit such equivalences for arbitrary Fredholm differential operators satisfying
injectivity near infinity conditions.
Chapter 3
A perturbation framework for
constant rank potentials
We now extend some of the results of the previous chapter to the case of a Dirac type
Callias operator P = P + i4J where we relax the invertibility condition on (Dlax, allowing it
to be of constant rank instead.
Roughly, the situation is as follows. Suppose we had a global splitting of V = V" E V'
such that 4) = 0 D -' where 4 was invertible and satisfied the compatibility conditions
with respect to (D = P'. Then $' + i4 ' would be a Callias-Anghel operator with
index determined as in the previous chapter, and /' = $" + iO, though not fully elliptic,
would at least be self-adjoint, and ought not to contribute to the index of P in any way.
Considering P" as a weighted b operator, we might well be able to find a self-adjoint
Fredholm extension as an operator xQHk -+ xa+1Hk-1 and make precise the statement
that ind(P) = ind(4' + i4'), as operators on suitable Sobolev spaces.
In reality, the situation is a little more complicated, but we shall proceed in the same
way. We first discuss the obstruction to finding an index zero weight for ;), considered
as a b operator. In the absence of this obstruction, we can form a suitable parametrix
for ;) + i in the case that 4|ax has rank 0 (i.e. vanishes). We then show how this
parametrix can be constructed as part of a family of parametrices for the family of operators
e -> $+i (( - eld), in such a way that the index (as a scattering operator for e > 0 and as
a b operator for e = 0) is constant in e. This construction uses the b-sc transition calculus
of pseudodifferential operators, outlined in Appendix B. We then tackle the general case,
showing that
ind ($ + i(1 - cId)) is independent of e,
where at e = 0 the operator is considered to act on certain weighted, hybrid Sobolev spaces
xaJ'Ht3,kil(X; V ® Q/ 2 ) which measure regularity and decay differently on sections of V over
OX according to whether (D acts by 0 or not.
3.1 Index zero weight
Often when presented with a scattering differential operator which fails to be fully elliptic,
one may be able to view it as a (weighted) b operator instead, and find Fredholm extensions
on b Sobolev spaces. There are choices involved in this process.
First a word about densities. We have been considering scattering differential oper-
ators acting on Sobolev spaces defined by the metric g. We can just as well consider
P c Diffke(X; V) as acting on scattering half densities1 u E COO (X; V 0 Qc 2 (X)), by com-
posing P with the identity operator on scattering half densities, trivialized by the section
|dVolg1112. Equivalently, we can think of this as equipping P with a connection on the
bundle Qic (X) -- * X which annihilates the canonical section |dVolg1/ 2. Either way, we
will use the identification
g Diffs (X; V) - Diffsc(X; V 0 Qsc{) (3.1)
Next, for the constructions that follow, it is more convenient to use b half densities, and
we will use the following conjugation result to transform operators acting on scattering half
densities into operators acting on b half densities and vice versa.
Lemma 3.1. L2(X; Q 1 2) = xn/ 2L 2 (X; Q1/2). Thus,
P - P -"/ 2 Pxn/2  (3.2)
gives an isomorphism between bounded operators P E B(H 1 (X; V 0 Qsc), H2 (X ;V 0 c
and bounded operators E C 3(H1(X;V Q 1 2), H2(X ;V 1/2)), where the Hi are any L2
based Sobolev spaces.
Proof. The difference between L2 (X; se ) and L2 (X; b 2) consists only of integrability at
oX, and since Qsc(X) and Qb(X) are trivialized near OX respectively by
dxody1 -- dyn 1  dz
2 n- E C (X; Qsc (X)), and -dy 1 - dyn_ 1 E Cc(X; Qb(X)),
the claim follows. 0
In order to analyze elements in Diff* (X) as weighted b differential operators, we want
to use the fact that that Vsc(X) = XVb(X). However, it is also true that
Vsc(X) =X Vb(X) -X1-a, 0 < a < 1
and the choice of a will ultimately shift the location of the indicial roots of the resulting
b operator. In terms of the b-calculus, this corresponds to the following. If we consider
V E Vsc(X) as a b operator, its kernel rv E I(X2, A) vanishes to first order at the b front
face, ff, and so the normal operator Nb (V) is not well-defined as a function. Rather, Nb (V)
is properly defined to be the leading order term in the asymptotic expansion of ,V at ff, it
is well-defined as a section of a trivial line bundle Nff(1'0), which is trivialized by a choice
of boundary defining function pgf. In particular, near A n ff, a canonical family of boundary
defining functions consists of
pff = X'1 a, for 0 < a < 1,
where x and x' are the lifts from the left and right of boundary defining functions on X.
Different choices of a provide different trivializations, and hence different expressions for
Nb(V).
A judicious choice is a = 1/2, which has the virtue of preserving formal self-adjointness:
'Defined in Appendix A.
Lemma 3.2. If P E Diffkc(X- V & Q/ ) is formally self-adjoint on L2 (X; V 0 Q1/ 2), then
x-k/2pXk/2 Gc x-kDiffk (X; V o Q1/ 2) is also formally self-adjoint.
Proof. This is immediate as multiplication by x' is formally self-adjoint for any s E R, so
(XsPxSv) = (uXsP*Xsv) = (u,xSPxsV)
if P is self-adjoint.
Of course Diffk (X; V 0 Q1/2) is filtered by order k E N, and different order elements
are to be thought of as weighted b operators with weight equal to their order; it is not true
in general that we can factor out the highest order weight from the whole operator. For
instance, Diffo (X) = C (X) and so additional decay must be present in the lower order
terms for this process to work.
However, assuming the Clifford connection V E scA(X; V) is the lift of a b connection,
all goes well.
Theorem 3.1. Let C : Diffsi(X; V 0 Q1/2) be the self-adjoint Dirac operator on b half-
densities, constructed from a lifted b Clifford connection V E bA(X; V) on a C(X; g)
bundle V -+ X, where /= x-n/2Xn/ 2 . Then
= x1/2a -1/2 E Diff'(X; V (0 Q1/2) (3.3)
is a self-adjoint b operator acting on b half-densities. Furthermore, ;)b is a generalized Dirac
operator, in that o-($b)() = icf(g), W E bT*X, where we identify bT*X with SCT*X by the
map
x: cT*X bT*X.
Remark. Note that $b is not quite a b Dirac operator as we have defined it; while our
connection V E bA(X; V) is a b connection, it is not a Clifford connection for the action of
Ce(X; g), since the Levi-Civita connection for g, VLC(9) differs from the lift of VLC(gb) as
seen in Proposition 1.1 in Chapter 1.
If V' c bA(X; V) is a CE(X; gb) compatible Clifford connection, then in fact V - V' =
B E C (X; bAl 0 End(V)), where
B(ce(a) u) = ce (Aa) u + ce(a) (B u) ,
where A E C'(X; bT*X 0 End(bA~)) is the connection one-form defined in (1.17):
dor b(n - 1--k) on bAkBXA = N D End(bA-) D N =
x k on I A bAkoX
x
This makes the indicial root situation somewhat complicated.
Proof. Being in Diff' (X; V 0Qs/), consists of elements in Vsc(X) 0l'(X; End(V 0 Q1 2 ))
and elements in C (X; End(V 0 Qsc)), and we need to show that the latter have 0(x)
decay at BX. From the definition,
S= Zce(i)Vei
for an orthonormal STX frame {ei}. From the fact that V E 'A(X; V 0 Qc ) we know
that in any local trivialization near OX,
V = d + A, for some A c x C (X;'cAl 0 End(Vo c
Locally then, taking {xI , xO } as our frame (and trivializing c by our choice of coor-
dinates), we obtain
p =ce(dx) (x28±Ax/ + 2)+Zc )(xOm + Ady/x) (3.4)
with A. E x C (X; End(V)).
Conjugating P by X,12 to obtain $ merely alters the terms A. by other elements in
x C (X; End(V)), so 1 has the same form as in (3.4). Composing on the left and right
with x-1/ 2 on the other hand maps x C (X; End(V)) to C (X; End(V)), and along with
the fact that
x- 1/ 2 (X2&a) X- 1/ 2 = xa_ - 1/2, z- 1/ 2 (x&8,) o X- 1/ 2 =
we see that $b has the form (3.4) with A. E C (X; End(V)). It is therefore a b differential
operator, and its symbol agrees with ici: bT*X -- End(V) once we use the isomorphism
X: Ce(X; g) -- +Ce(X; gb)
as in (1.22).
From the theory of b pseudodifferential operators as outlined in section 1.5 of Chapter
1, we have the general result
Theorem 3.2. If 0 g specb(4b), then Pb has an index 0 Fredholm extension as an operator
$b : x'H (X; V 0 Q1/2) _ XzHk-I(X; V 0 Q1/2), V ae E (a-, a+)
where a+ = inf {JIm(z) > 0; z E specb(Pb)} and a_ = sup {Im(z) < 0 ; z E specb(b)}-
Hence, in this case, p has a Fredholm extension as an operator
a- 1/2Hk(X V 0 Q/2) - xa+1 2 Hk-1(X. V & Q0c2)-
Definition. When the conditions of the above theorem are met, i.e. that specb(b) n
{JIm(z) = 0} = 0, we will say that /b or;) "has an index zero weight."
Proof. The first statement is a general result from the b calculus. Provided specb($b) n
{Im(z) = 0} = 0, we have a Fredholm extension; but as $b is self-adjoint, specb(pb) lies
entirely on the imaginary axis, hence the condition reduces to 0 V specb~b. The fact
that it has index 0 follows from the fact that the extension is formally (hence essentially)
self-adjoint when a = 0, and the index remains constant as a varies within (a_, a+).
As for the Fredholm properties of , this follows from the definition of $b and the
commutative diagram
za- 1/2Hk (X; V V Q3) > za+1/ 2 H- 1 (X; V Q/2)
C X(1-n)/2 X(1+n)/2
aH (X; V ® Q1/ 2 P > xzH k- 1 (X; V ® Q1/ 2 )
3.2 Rank zero case
We now consider the index problem for $ + iT where =lax  0. We will assume that
a1x = 0(X 2 ) for simplicity (in fact, by the arguments in section 3.3, we can always arrange
for D to vanish identically in a neighborhood of OX).
Assuming Pb has an index zero weight, then _P has an index 0 Fredholm extension as
per Theorem 3.2, and therefore $) + i4 has an index 0 extension from the following.
Lemma 3.3. If 4 = O(x2 ) near OX, then 4D: xzHQ(X; V 0 Q c ) -+ zI+1H-(X; V
Sc )is a compact operator, for any 3 and k.
Proof. This is equivalent to the compactness of
x- : Hj(X; V ® Q1/2 ) - Ho (X; V D O c2).
However, if4 = O(x 2 ), x- 1  E xC (X;End(V0QDc)) C ( which
maps H1 -+ Hb compactly.
However, to use this result in the general rank case, we will need something stronger,
namely that we can "connect" this weighted b operator to a fully elliptic scattering oper-
ator in some kind of continuous fashion. More specifically, we will construct a family of
parametrices Qe for
Pe =$+ i (4 - c~d), C E [0, 60) (3.5)
where Q, for e > 0 is a scattering parametrix, and Qo is a weighted b parametrix, and such
that
EC =Id- P Q, E =Id-QP
are trace class operators on HC (X; V 0 Q1c 2 ) for e > 0 and on H (X; V 0 Q1/ 2 ) for E = 0,
with uniform trace in E.
This construction uses the b-sc transition calculus of pseudodifferential operators, which
is described in Appendix B. We briefly recall its main features. Pseudodifferential operators
'' (Xt; V 0 Q1/ 2) are described by their Schwartz kernels on X2, a blown up version of
X2 X I, where I = [0, o)E, and S = (Ezf, Ebfo, Esc, Ebo, Erbo) is a tuple of index sets
describing the polyhomogeneous expansions of the kernel at various faces.
Operators in the calculus naturally operate on vector bundle sections over the single
space Xt = [X x I; OX x {0}], though for our purposes we can consider "slices" at e constant
(in fact the E = 0 "slice" is not actually the restriction to e = 0, though it can be morally
thought of as such) which represent operators in 4'*c(X; V 0 Q1/2) and xF*(X; V 01/2
for c > 0 and c = 0, respectively. More specifically, these are pseudodifferential algebra
homomorphisms
S, :WP7V (Xt; V 0 OI) -+ ImEsc (X; V 0 1/2) 6 > 0
So :TM, I(Xt; V ( Q1/ 2 M, (Ebfo,Elb,Erb) (X; V oQ1/2 )
and such that S6(P) =$-+ 4i(< - 61d) and So(Pe) =$+ i b. It is in this sense that we will
have a family of parametrices for P,.
As should be expected for any pseudodifferential calculus on manifolds with boundary,
elliptic operators are not necessarily Fredholm; we need invert more than just the principal
symbol in order to get compact errors. To this end, the transition calculus defines two
normal operator/symbol homomorphisms
osc(P) E C (scTaxX x I; End(V)), and
N C(P) E m,(Ezf,Elb 0 ,Erb0 ),Ec (OX x b0, 1se; V 01/2
The first is a simply a families version (parametrized by c C I) of the boundary symbol in
the scattering calculus; it is the fiberwise Fourier transform of the restriction of Schwartz
kernel to the "scattering" face of the double space: sc C Xt.
The second, which we call the transition normal operator, is a pseudodifferential operator
on OX x [0,1] of b type near {0} and of scattering type near {1}. It is the restriction of
the Schwartz kernel to the face bfo C Xt which is diffeomorphic to the appropriate blow
up of 1X 2 x [0,1]2 (namely the b blow up at OX 2 x {0}2 and the scattering blow up at
OX 2 x {112). It is to be thought of as the object which captures the essence of the transition
between scattering type behavior for E > 0 and b type behavior at c = 0.
In order to construct a parametrix with compact errors, one must construct inverses to
both of these objects.
The scattering symbol and transition normal operator are related to each other and to
the 6-slices as follows:
Usc(P)1 e 3 = usc(S(P))
cSC(P) 1E0 = sc(Nt(P))
Nb (Nt(P)) = Nb (So(P))
so the scattering symbol of P for E > 0 is just the scattering symbol of the slice at E, the
scattering symbol of P at c = 0 agrees with the scattering symbol of Nt (P) at the scattering
end of OX x [0, 1], and the b normal operators of Nt(P) and the slice at 0 are the same.
In the case of differential operators, we can obtain expressions for o-sc(P) and Nt(P)
by restricting P, in an appropriate sense, to certain boundary faces of the single space
Xt, just as in the b and scattering calculi, where the b and scattering normal operators of
differential elements are given by restriction to OX. In the transition calculus, we single
out the following boundary hypersurfaces of the single space Xt = [X x I; OX x {0}]:
* sf, defined to be the lift of the boundary face OX x I C X x I, and
* tf, defined to be the lift of the boundary face OX x {0} C X x I.
See Figure B-1 in Appendix B. With these two faces defined, we have
P E Diffk(X; V & Q1/2) - use(P) =Psf, and Nt(P) = Pltf, (3.6)
appropriately interpreted, and provided P does not vanish at sf and tf. We will discuss what
to do when it does vanish below. For later use, we highlight the following local coordinate
structure on Xt, near tf.
Lemma 3.4. Let (y1,... , yn-) denote local coordinates on oX. Then tf c Xt is covered
by coordinate patches of the form
(t,z, yi) (C/z,x, yi)
near the b end {t = 0}, and
(r, e,yji) (X/e, e, yi)
near the scattering end {r = 1/t = 01.
tf has local boundary defining functions x in the first case, and C in the second.
Proof. This is just the projective coordinate representation of blow up, discussed in Ap-
pendix A. As we're blowing up the set {x = E = 0} C X x I, the blow up is covered by
the (relatively) open sets {0 < t = c/x < oo} and {0 < r = x/e < oo}, with coordinates and
local bdfs as stated. El
Before proceeding, we note that T* (Xt; V® Q@12 ) is constructed most naturally in terms
of operators acting on b half densities Q1/2(Xt). Thus in order to study P, we will need to
conjugate by xn/2 as per Lemma 3.1, and consider P, = xn/2PEXn/2. For the remainder of
the chapter, tildes will denote conjugation by X,/ 2.
We remark that since P, is a scattering differential operator, its transition calculus
kernel p, E A (O,bf',O'' I 1 (X2; A) actually vanishes to first order at bfo, and hence its
transition normal operator Nt(P) is not the restriction, but the leading order term in the
asymptotic expansion at bf0 , which is valued in the trivial line bundle Nbfo'' 0). This is the
same phenomenon that occurred when we considered P in the b-calculus. Thus in order
to compute an expression for Ni(P), it is necessary to choose a trivialization, for instance
by choosing a function which is boundary defining for bf0 near A. Once again, near zf,
(x x') 1/ 2 is a good choice as it preserves formal self-adjointness, where x and x' are lifts of
bdfs for X from the left and right, respectively. Near sc we can take Pbfo = e, since this
commutes with the derivatives we are interested in.
Lemma 3.5. There exits a trivialization of Nbfo(1 ,0 ) given by (x xI)1/ 2 near zf and E near
sc such that
Nt(P) is formally self-adjoint.
Proof. As $ is a differential operator, we will evaluate Nt($) by restricting to tf C Xt
after factoring out the appropriate boundary defining function. We will use the coordinates
defined in Lemma 3.4 and examine the lift of x 20x and xOy.
Factoring out E on the double space corresponds to factoring out e on the single space,
and so we compute that, near the scattering end of tf (0 < r < oo),
6- 1 (X 2&a) - -1 (ET 20r) =T0
C- (xo~y) - 1 C (ceT&) = ry
Thus the expression for Nt(4) near the scattering end is obtained by formally replacing
x28a and xO. by T 2 8, and ray, respectively, in the expression for _P at OX.
On the other hand, factoring out (x x') 1/ 2 on the double space corresponds to examining
the operator x-1/ 2 x- 1/ 2 on the single space. However, x- 1/ 2 x- 1/2 =$)b is our formally
self-adjoint b operator, as proved in Theorem 3.1, and a simple computation shows that,
near the b end of tf (0 < t < oo),
xD2 ' -tat + O(x)
ay ay
so the expression for N () near the b end is obtained by formally replacing x 2 and B~y by
-tat and ay in the expression for )b at OX.
Since formal self-adjointness is a local property, we see that Ni(p) is a formally self-
adjoint b-sc differential operator on OX x [0, 1] in these two regions, which overlap on
0 < r= l/t < oo and hence cover tf.
On the double space then, patching e and (X X')1/2 via a partition of unity gives a bdf
for of bf0 near A, yielding a trivialization of Nbfo'' 0 3 in which Nt(p) is formally self-
adjoint. D
Such a trivialization will be called a self-adjoint trivialization for Nbfo'' 0 ). Another
important fact to note is
Lemma 3.6. Under a self-adjoint trivialization of Nbfo,o) , the indicial families I(So(0)), A)
and I(N(), A) coincide, and we have
I(So($), A) = I(Nt ($), A) I($b, A).
Proof. This is immediate from the point of view of the Schwartz kernels. Indeed, for any
P E ,rn' (X; V ( Q/2) both I(So(P), A) and I(Nt(P), A) are, by definition, the Mellin
transform of the leading order term in the asymptotic expansion of np at the boundary face
zf nbfo, which must therefore agree as long as we use a consistent trivialization of Nbfo(st).
This trivialization is the equivalent to the one for Nff on the b double space, we con-
sidered above to get $Pb in the b-calculus, proving the second claim. L
In light of the above, we conclude
Proposition 3.1. Provided -b has an index zero weight, N(Pe) is invertible.
Proof. Nt(4) is self-adjoint, provided we use a self-adjoint trivialization of Nbfo(1'0), and
with this trivialization, the 0th order term iEId restricts to
e-1(ieId) iId
near the scattering end of tf and
x- 1 / 2 (ieId)x-1/2 = x-1(ield) - x-1(ixt Id) = it Id
near the b end, using coordinates from Lemma 3.4.
Therefore Nt (PE) has the form
N(E) = Ni() +({-itld near the b end of Itk(P) ) 
-+ild near the scattering end
Nt(P) has an index zero weight since Pb does, and I(Nti), 0) = I(Pb, 0), so the b normal
operator of Nt ($) is invertible.
The scattering symbol of Nt(Pe) is
Us (Nt (Pe)) = osc (N( - ild
which is invertible since the first term is Hermitian and the second is skew-Hermitian.
We obtain that
Nt(PE) : tPTv3 Hb,sc(OX x I; V 01/2 -* ta 3 Hyck(X x I;bV 0
is Fredholm with index 0 for all k, #, and for all a E (a_, a+). It remains to show that
Null(Nt(Pe)) = {0}.
Suppose u E Null(Nt(Pe)). Then
0 = (Nt(P)u, u) = (Nt(P)u, u) - i(Tu, u)
where T is multiplication by a positive function which looks like t near the b end and 1 near
the scattering end. As the first term is real and the second imaginary, they must separately
vanish; in particular,
0 =11 t iul2 -dVolh - u 0 near t = 0
'1 t
and similarly,
0 f 'f IU12 ci-, dVolh U 0ner-=0|u| -=> u a0 nearTr=00 'X T2 7-n-1
so u - 0 everywhere. Therefore Null(Nt(Pe)) = {0}, and N(Pe) must be invertible. D
Proposition 3.2. The scattering symbol -se(P) of P, is invertible.
Proof. We obtain the expression for usc (Pe) by restricting to sf C Xt and taking the fiberwise
Fourier transform. On the interior (e > 0) of sf, we have
UKe (PE) = -sC ($) + icId
which is clearly invertible since c > 0.
Near sf n tf, we can use the coordinates (r, e, y) = (x/c, E, y). As we saw above,
X 2&x _4 CTr2 a X6)T _ -ETay
so Usc(P) is vanishing to first order as e - 0 on sc, where its leading term approaches
sc f = o-sc(Nt(ce))
as it must. As o-sc(Nt(Pe)) is invertible, we conclude that Usc(Pe) is invertible, with inverse
growing asymptotically like O(p-1) near tf.
We can finally state the main result of this section.
Proposition 3.3. If]_P has an index zero weight, then P E T 1,(Obf,...)(X; V®012) has
a parametrix Qe E Q 1(O,0,lbf...)(Xt, V 0 Q1/ 2 ) such that
ER = Id -P Qe, Ef = Id - Q, Pe E l,(n+1)sc,E+(0)Ibo,E-(0)rbo)(Xt, V &01/2
where E+(O) are index sets determined by {z E specb(Pb) ; Im(z)O} with Re(E*(O)) =
ca.
In particular, the scattering slices Sj(E/) E ,(n+1)sc(X ;V 0 Q1/2) for 6 > 0 and
the b slice So(E /L) E T-oo,(1,E+(O)Ibo,E (O)rbo)(X; V 0 1/2) are trace class, and
6 - Tr (S3 (E ,L)) is continuous for 6 E [0, EO).
Proof. From Propositions 3.1 and 3.2, we can construct Q, E T_ 10,-ibfo,0,...)(Xt; V @01/2)
such that o-sc(Qe) = osc(P)~-1 and Nt(Qe) = Nt(PE)1 . Note that Q, must have an O(p-1)
expansion at bf0 since P has an O(pif0 ) expansion there.
For the interior singularity at A, the usual symbolic iteration argument shows that we
can produce Q, so that PQ, - Id has symbolic order oo; this can be chosen to be compatible
with Nt(Pe)- 1 and -sc(Pe)-1 since these are true inverses.
That Qe has index sets E±(0) at lb and rb, respectively, follows from the b calculus,
which says that Nt(P)-1 must have these index sets at the left and right boundaries of
(OX x [0, 1])' SC bfo, which coincide with lb n bf0 and rb n bf0 respectively. That the
index sets are those determined by $b,
E'(0) - {(tiA,k) ; I($b, A) has a pole of order k, and Im(A)>0},
comes from the fact that specb(Pb) and specb(N(P)) coincide.
At first pass, this produces a parametrix which inverts P up to error terms in
Q-o,(0,1bO ,1sc,E+(O)lb,E- (O)rbo) (Xt, V 0 Q ).
The scattering slices of these error terms are not quite trace class. However, we can alter Q,
by an operator with rapidly vanishing kernel at all faces except sc by using a finite Neumann
series argument, obtaining a parametrix with error terms having index set (n + 1) at sc.
Hence we obtain that S6 (E ,L) are trace class for 6 > 0, from the standard characteri-
zation of trace class operators in the scattering and b calculi.
In (B.2) in Appendix B, we define a trace operation
Tr :-oo,(1,E+(O),E- (0)) (Xt; V Q 12 ) 0 C0(1; )
which, by Proposition B.6, coincides with the operator trace in that
Tr(E,L)(6) = Tr(Sj (ER, L))
and so we conclude that the latter is continuous in 6. El
3.3 The general rank case
We now describe how to deal with the general case of constant rank Ilax. We will see that
the operator is diagonal up to order O(x) near OX, and that for a range of particular choices
of Sobolev spaces we can suitably deform the operator to be exactly diagonal in a small
neighborhood of OX. Once this is accomplished, it is straightforward to apply our previous
results, constructing a diagonal parametrix with a b-sc transition term as in section 3.2
acting on Null(+) and a typical scattering calculus term acting on Null(D)I.
Let Vlax = Vo E V = Null(4) E Null(()' be the splitting of V at infinity into the
nullspace of 4 and a Hermitian complement. We extend this splitting to a neighborhood
U D oX in a manner which will be determined below, so that
Vu = Vo0 E V1. (3.7)
Definition. Let Uo E F(U; End(Vo 0 V1)) be the projection onto the V subbundle, and
denote by H1 = (Id - Ho) the other projection. Furthermore, let X E C'(X; [0,1]) be a
smooth cutoff supported on U and such that X = 1 on an open neighborhood of OX.
For u E LO c(X;V ) Qc ), let
u0 = HOxu
Ul = iXu
Uc = (1 - X) U
so uo E L oc(U; V0 Q 1/2), u1 L (U ; V 1 /12c) uc C L 2(X; V0QOC 2 ) and u = uo+u1+uc.
We define the hybrid Sobolev space 'H/,k'l(X; V 0 Q1 2c) as follows:
'H/3k'l(X; V) = {u E LIO(X V Qc) ; uo E xC Hb+,16 H uc E H+
Remark. Thus we measure regularity using b derivatives on the Vo component and scattering
derivatives on the V component of u, and allow for extra growth or decay of uo compared
to u1 . The space is well-defined since, for u supported away from OX, these conditions are
equivalent: u C xHb 4-> u E x,3Hje ,-> u E H,(X), if supp(u) n OX = 0.
Proposition 3.4. 'H 3,k, is a complete Hilbert space with respect to the norm
IIUI12 fl'k'l = x_0u U12 2 112~kI± uII±
||u|kak X = 0Hk+1 Hk, + iluc Hck+'
Furthermore, it is independent of the choice of X.
Proof. That it is independent of the choice of X follows from the fact that, for a compactly
supported section, the Hb+1 and H norms are equivalent. Indeed, with any other choice
of X, the resulting norm differs from the original by the H k+, H , and Hk+1 norms of a
compactly supported terms, which can be estimated in terms of the original norm.
That it is a Hilbert space follows from the fact that ||-||Is9,k,l satisfies a parallelogram
law (since the three norms on the right do), hence comes from an inner product, and
completeness follows from completeness of the spaces H k+, H 1 c and H +1.
From the assumption [osc($), )ax] = 0 of symbolic commutativity at infinity, it follows
that-P and 4 commute to leading order at OX, so with respect to the splitting Vax = VEV1,
P has the form
P=$+i4)= A 0 +R
(0 $1+ i(-I))
where the remainder term R is in xDiffic(X; V 0 Qc 1 2), in particular ROx = 0.
Proposition 3.5. P extends to a bounded operator
P :x7-yHOl'k'l(X; V 0 Q/2) - x7yHi'k'O(X; V 0Q1c2)
for all 0 < # K 1.
Furthermore, for the strict range 0 < # < 1, the remainder term R has the form
R = x'R' for some e, with R' bounded.
Proof. By the characterization of Hb,'c in Proposition 1.5 in Chapter 1, we can commute P
with x7f and k b-derivatives, so it suffices to verify the case -y = 0 = k. As boundedness is
clear on the compactly supported part u, c Hl(X; VOD c ) ofu G EW,81,0,1, we concentrate
on the terms uO, u1. Thus is suffices to verify boundedness of
(A 0 R1 R2  x 1 HI x3L2
0 A1+iD R 3 R4 Hse L2
with Ri E xDiffic. As $o is a homogeneous (i.e. equal to its first order part) element
of Diff'i, we can consider it equally as an element of xDiff', whence boundedness from
O-'H' -- +- x'Hb = xI8L 2 is clear. Boundedness of$ 1 + i4, R1 and R 4 is equally clear.
Consider R 2. As an element of xDiffSc,
R2 : Hc -- * xL
2
is bounded, so it will be bounded from Hsc -+ xOL 2 provided # K 1.
Now consider R 3 E xDiff 1c. We can decompose it into R 3 = R1 + R , with R1 E x2Vb
and RN E xC,. We have
R: x)- 1 Hb -* x3+1 L 2, and
Ri : x,-1H1 -+4 x3HI.
We will have x3+1 L2 C L2 provided # > -1 and xoHi C L 2 provided # > 0.
We conclude that P is bounded provided 0 < # < 1. If we take the inequalities to be
strict, each of the remainder terms can be factored as x'Ri, with R' bounded. For example,
if 1 - # > c > 0, R 2 can be written as x'R' with R' E xl~Diff 1, and
R' : H,1 -+ x 1-EL 2 C X# 2
is bounded. The others follow similarly. El
Corollary 3.1. For 0 < / < 1 above, P = Po is homotopic to a differential operator P1
which is arbitrarily close to P in norm as an operator
Pt : y6-1''1(X; V 0 Q1/2) --+ V 0 Qc 2 ),
and such that
(P1)1u' = (Po i()
on a suitably small open neighborhood U of OX.
Proof. For any 6 > 0 we can clearly choose xO such that ||R| = x I|R'I < 6 for x < xo.
Letting U' ={x < xo} and f : X -+ [0, 1] a cutoff function such that fix\u, - 1 and f = 0
for {x < xo/2},
Pt= p 0 +tfR+(1-t)R
0 $1+% (4))
provides a homotopy such that P1 has the required form and ||Pt - Poll < . D
We can now state the main result of this chapter.
Theorem 3.3. Let P be the Dirac operator constructed from a C(X, g) compatible Clif-
ford connection V C bA(X; V), and 4) a compatible potential with 4|ax a constant rank
endomorphism of V. Provided b = X-(n+l)/ 2_p(n- 1 )/2 has an index zero weight, we have
ind($ + i4)) = ind() i(+4 - cld)), e E [0, co) (3.8)
where Eo is the minimum positive eigenvalue of D|a9x-
The left hand side of (3.8) is considered as an operator
$ + i : Xaw-1/ 2,k,1(X; V 0 Q1/2) -- + Xol/ 2,k,O(X; V 0 Q1/2), a E (a_, a+)
and the right hand side is considered as an operator
$ + i(4) - eId)) : Hk+ 1(X; V 0 Q 1/ 2) -+ HSc(X; V
for any k.
Proof. Deforming P as in Corollary 3.1, we can assume P is diagonal with respect to Vo D V1
in a neighborhood of OX since for # = 1/2 this is a small norm perturbation which preserves
the index as the set of Fredholm operators is open.
Let U D OX be the neighborhood of OX on which P is diagonal with respect to Vo E V1,
and let X be a cutoff with support in U with X - 1 in a neighborhood of OX.
We construct a parametrix for P - ie which is of the diagonal form
Qo 0 (3.9)0 Q1)
near OX as follows. Let Qo be a parametrix for
$ + i ((1 - X)41 - c).
This operator agrees with Ho(P - ie)IHo on V near OX. It has a rank 0 potential, so the
existence of Qo follows from section 3.2. Indeed, there we constructed a parametrix Q, for
4) + i ((1 - X)4) - Eld), and we can then let Qo = Xzn2QEz-n/ 2 in order to act on scattering
forms.
Then let Q1 be a parametrix for
$ + i (4, E (Xldo) - c) .
This is a Callias-Anghel operator with invertible potential at OX for all E, so the existence
of Qi follows from the results in Chapter 2. Furthermore, this operator agrees with H1 (P -
iE)H1 on V1. Finally, the two operators above are identical off of the support of X, so we
can easily arrange for the operator kernels of Qo and Q1 to agree on (X \ U) 2 x I C X 2 x I
Finally we set Q equal to
Q = X (o 0 0 + 11U1) x + (1 - x)o(1 - x)
Thus Q has the form (3.9) near OX, where Qi = HiQili. By construction then, we have
(P - ie)Q - Id = ER(E), Q(P - iE) - Id = E(e)
with the error terms which are trace-class as scattering operators for E > 0 and acting on
the hybrid Sobolev spaces for E = 0, with E '-+ Tr(Ei(E)) continuous.
From the trace formula for the index,
ind(P - iE) = Tr(ER() - EL(e)) E Z.
It follows that ind(P - ic) is independent of e and the proof is complete. L
In fact, we can slightly weaken the hypothesis that P have an index zero weight; we need
only require an index zero weight for -o, in a certain sense. Of course Po is not a globally
defined operator on X, so what we really mean by this is that 0 ( specb(($o)b), which from
Theorem 3.2 is the technical condition under which we obtain an index zero weight.
Corollary 3.2. With data as in Theorem 3.3, requiring only that 0 V specb((Po)b), where
(po)b = X-(n+l)/2pox(n-1 )/2 : C (U, V) -- C (U, V), we still obtain
ind($ + if) = ind($ + i(4) - Eld)), E E [0, IEo)-
Proof. After the small norm perturbation, Pb, and hence I(Pb, A) is diagonal with respect
to Vo E V on a neighborhood of OX; that is,
I(Pb, A) = I((A)b, A) E I((P1)b, A).
When constructing Qo in the proof above, if it happens that specb(P1) n {im(z) = 0} o 0,
we can instead consider a perturbation ofPi on U which moves all points of specb(P1) off
of {Im(z) = 0} and so the perturbed Pb will have an index zero weight.
Such a perturbation will be neither compact or of small norm in general; however, since
we do not alter Pa, such a change has no effect on Qo = HoQoHo since this projects off of
V anyway. Hence using this "cheat" still allows for the construction of a parametrix for
P + i(b - cId), and we can obtain the same result. l
Chapter 4
Magnetic Monopoles
Gauge theory in mathematics is concerned with the space of connections A on a principal
G bundle P -+ X, the quotient
C = A/
of connections by the action of the gauge group g = Aut(P), and the critical points of
functionals on this space.
Yang-Mills-Higgs theory is characterized by the functional
Ax F(X; ad(P)) D (A, ) a J FA2 + IdXA| 2  (4.1)
where FA is the curvature form of a connection A E A and dAt is the covariant derivative
of the "Higgs potential" 1l E F(X; ad(P)), a section of the adjoint bundle ad(P) = P X ad 9-
Perhaps the most well-studied example of Yang-Mills-Higgs theory is the theory of instan-
tons on a compact 4-manifold M; here G = SU(2), there is no Higgs field and the local
minima (among possible additional critical points) of the functional
A A 12F|2F|2+F2 M 2 M
are comprised of either self-dual or anti-self-dual instantons, satisfying Fj = 0.
Parallel to this 4 dimensional theory is the theory of SU(2) monopoles on R3 , where
solutions of the Bogomolny equation
FA = *dAQ (4.2)
give local minima of (4.1); they are also equivalent to the dimensional reduction of instantons
on RV which are translation invariant in the additional variable [5].
In physics, the gauge group SU(2) is that of the electroweak theory, modeling electro-
magnetic and weak nuclear interactions, and solutions to (4.2) represent semiclassical (i.e.
non-quantum) approximations to field quanta which look approximately' like magnetic
point charges, motivating the term magnetic monopoles. Moreover, these objects represent
topologically nontrivial vacuum solutions which are not accessible via the traditional per-
turbation theory in QFT; they are therefore considered to be part of "nonperturbative field
'In the parlance of physicists, the gauge symmetry is broken from SU(2) to U(1) at infinity, hence the
particles are "magnetic."
theory."
The rigorous mathematical study of monopoles was begun by C. Taubes, who showed
in a series of papers [26], [27] and [28], following the book [17], that the moduli space, M,
of smooth solutions modulo the gauge action of (4.2), subject to the boundary conditions
|1||s2 = 1 (where S 2 = aR3 is the sphere at infinity) and having finite action (4.1), consists
of separate components Mk labeled by a charge parameter k E N, which is a topological
invariant of 'I S2. Mk is a 4k-dimensional manifold with a complete Riemannian metric
and Kaehler structure [5] and in which widely separated monopoles of lower charge can be
approximately superposed to produce higher charge monopoles - in other words, they are
soliton solutions. Monopoles on hyperbolic 3-space H 3 were considered by Atiyah [4] and
others.
The moduli space of monopoles has been investigated on a wider class of noncompact
3-manifolds in at least two instances. In [14] and [13], two posthumously published papers of
A. Floer, he describes the quotient C = A/ and the monopole moduli spaces on 3-manifolds
with Euclidean ends and asymptotically flat metrics. In [9], P. Braam extends the hyper-
bolic theory, examining the monopole moduli space on manifolds with an asymptotically
locally hyperbolic geometry by constructing Si invariant instantons on a conformal com-
pactification of M x S1. This approach neatly sidesteps the analytical difficulties of working
on noncompact spaces.
In this chapter, we begin the study of magnetic monopoles on asymptotically conic
manifolds, utilizing the index theory we have developed in previous chapters. In particular,
our main goal will be to prove that, in the absence of nontrivial degree 1 cohomology of
OX, i.e. whenever OX is homeomorphic to one or more 2-spheres, then
dim(Mk) = 4k (4.3)
where dim(Mk) is the (formal) dimension of the space of charge k monopoles on an asymp-
totically conic manifold X.
We will introduce the objects involved in the theory of monopoles in section 4.1, after
which we shall examine some consequences of requiring, a priori, finite energy and polyho-
mogeneous regularity of our data in section 4.2. In particular, we encounter the important
notions of the mass and charge of a configuration, and derive the Bogomolny equation (4.2)
characterizing local minima of the Yang-Mills-Higgs action. We linearize the equations in
section 4.3 and couple the result with a gauge fixing operator, designed to locally kill the
action of the gauge group and produce a Fredholm operator. This has the form of a Dirac-
type Callias operator with constant rank potential, whose Dirac part is a twisted version
of the odd signature operator on forms. Section 4.4 is devoted to the analysis of the odd
signature operator in general; we show that its induced boundary operator is the even sig-
nature operator, and that its index zero weight obstruction is half-dimensional cohomology
of the boundary manifold. We finally apply the work from the previous two chapters to
the monopole problem in section 4.5, arriving at the formula (4.3). The final section 4.6 is
devoted to the proof that the Coulomb gauge condition does in fact fix the local gauge.
4.1 Configuration space and Yang-Mills-Higgs action
Let X be a 3 dimensional asymptotically conic manifold, equipped with a scattering metric
of the form
dx 2  h
g = 4 + 2
Let P -- X be a principal SU(2) bundle which is trivial in a neighborhood of OX. In what
follows, we shall take all sections of bundles to have polyhomogeneous conormal expansions
at aX; these objects are discussed in Appendix A. Thus by F(X; V) we shall mean the
space Aphg(X; V).
Let scA(X; P) ={V+ A ; A E F(X;sCAl 0 ad(P))} be the space of (scattering) con-
nections, which we identify by their connection one-forms relative to some fixed covariant
derivative V, and where ad(P) = P xad su(2) is the Lie algebra bundle associated via the
adjoint action ad : SU(2) -+ Aut(su(2)).
Let 9 = F(X; Ad(P)) = Aut(P) denote the gauge group, where Ad(P) = P XAd SU(2)
is the fiber bundle associated via the adjoint action Ad : SU(2) -+ Aut(SU(2)).
The adjoint bundle ad(P) carries a Hermitian inner product proportional to the negative
of the Killing form in each fiber:
ad(P), 0 ad(P), D a(p) 0 #(p) -- + (a, #), = -2tr(a#p)
where the trace is evaluated over the composition of a, and #, as endomorphisms un-
der the standard representation on C2 . Equivalently, we could have defined (a, #), by
-tr(ad(ap)ad(#,)), using the trace on the adjoint representation zu(2) -- End(Su(2)).
With this inner product, we can define L 2(X; ad(P)) as the closure of Ce (X; ad(P))
with respect to the Hilbert space inner product
a 0 # - (a, #) = (a, *#) = -2tr(a A *#) (4.4)
where * is the Hodge star operator. This extends to ad(P)-valued differential forms as well;
we define L2 (X; "cAk 0 ad(P)) to be the closure of Ce (X;scAk 0 ad(P)) with respect to
(4.4).
Definition. Let C = "cA(X; P) x ]U(X; ad(P)) be the configuration space consisting of
connections and sections of the adjoint bundle. For A E scA(X; P), let FA denote its
curvature, and let dA denote the exterior covariant derivative associated to A. The Yang-
Mills-Higgs action functional YM : C -- * R is defined by
1A~ - 1 d" F
C E (A, 14) (||FA11L2 + dA 1L2 ) (FA, *FA) + (dAQ, *dAQ)
4.2 Consequences of finite action and boundary conditions
We are interested in the finite action configuration space {(A, 1) E C ; YM(A, 4) < oo}.
Let us examine some consequences of requiring finite action.
First of all, a scattering form a E IF(X;scAk 0 ad(P)) is in L 2 if and only if lal =
O(x 3/2+e) for some c, where la|2 = (* (a, *a))) = -2 (*tr(a A *a)). In coordinates, relative
to a basis {dx/x 2, dyi/x}, this is equivalent to requiring leading order O(x 3/ 2+e) of all
coefficients.
The first consequence of finite action is therefore that the one form dA@ satisfies |dA4I =
O(x 3/2+,). By the following lemma, this implies that it descends to a polyhomogeneous b
one-form with leading order O(xl/ 2+<), and therefore that the restriction of dA1 as a true
one-form on the boundary vanishes identically:
CO (OX; A1 0 ad(P)) D (dA()ax a 0.
Lemma 4.1. a c F(X ; sc Ak) ' xka E b(X;bAk). In particular, a scattering k-form a
descends to a bounded b k-form only if |al = O(xk).
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the fact that bT*X - x (scT*X) for all p in a
neighborhood of DX, for any choice of boundary defining function x. D
Since Plax is trivial, we can identify dA as d1 + [A, 4] in a neighborhood of 8X. Note
that in the absence of A (i.e. if A vanished identically in a neighborhood of 0X) we would
obtain that 1d1|= O(x 3/ 2+') and hence that 4 = O(x1/ 2 +E), and therefore that @|ax = 0.
More interestingly, we have the following.
Proposition 4.1. Suppose 4) is bounded uniformly up to aX; then A is the lift of a true
one-form. Equivalently, dA is the lift of a true connection. In particular, as a scattering
one-form, |AT= O(x) |ANI = 0(X2)
where AT and AN are the tangential (in the span of {dyj/x}) and normal (in the span of
dx/x 2) components of A.
Proof. If 4P 0 (1), then d' = 0(1) (as a true one-form), and therefore [A, D] must have
the same order in order that (d@ + [A, D]) ,x = 0. But [A, 4] has the same leading order
as A, so A must be bounded as a true one-form. D
While finite action requires a priori that IFA= 0 (x 3 / 2+E), boundedness of 4 up to DX
gives something stronger, in light of the above.
Corollary 4.1. If 4 is bounded uniformly up to DX, then FA is a true 2-form. As a
scattering form, we have IFAI = O(x 2), and in fact |Ff| has leading order O(x 3) (where
FN consists of all terms whose basis element contains dx/x 2).
Another consequence of the fact that |dA||ax = 0, i.e. that Glax is covariant constant,
is that |@||ax must be constant on connected components of DX. For physical reasons, this
quantity is called the mass of the configuration (A, 4), and for purposes of normalization,
we will typically assume
|@||ax = m 1.
For the moment, let us assume DX is connected, but that 4|I1ax = m is arbitrary. Let
C = P xg( 2)C2 be the bundle associated via the standard representationsu(2) -+ End(C2 ).
From the assumption that Plax is trivial, it follows that Clax = DX x C2 is a trivial C2
bundle on which 4 acts. As a section of skew-Hermitian endomorphisms of Ciax with
|4|= m, it follows that bp has eigenvalues ±im for all p E DX.
Definition. Let L+ E L_ be the splitting of Clax = DX x C2 into kim eigenbundles of
a9x. We call L+ -- + X the charge line bundle of (A, f), and call the first Chern number
k = c1(L+) E Z the charge of (A, 1).
Remark. In the case that OX has multiple components, we define the mass and charge of
(A,D) to be tuples T = (Mi,..., mN) and k = (c1(L+)1,-... c1(L+)N), respectively. The
total charge in this case is k = Z' c1(L+)i.
From the above considerations, the charge is constant for any connected family of finite
action configurations such that D remains bounded up to OX, hence components of the
finite action configuration space.
Lemma 4.2. Suppose 4I is smooth and bounded up to OX, so FA is a true two-form . Then
YM(A, 4) - I|FA T *dA| 112 ± 87rk - i2L
Proof. We first have that
I (FA -F *dA , FA T *dA)) = I|FA||2 +||Jd 112 -F (FA, dA ').2 2 (F
=idA p|2
The last term evaluates to (FA, *dA4) = (FA, *2 dA() = (FA, dAt) since *2 1 in odd
dimensions. Using that dA is compatible with the inner product (-,-) and the Bianchi
identity dAFA = 0, we have
(FA,dA ) = d (FA, ) .
Since FA and 4D are smooth up to OX, by Stokes' theorem,
YM(A, 4) = I ||FA -F *dAI 122 ± (FA, D).2 L Jax
It remains to show that fax (FA, ) = fax -2tr (FA f) = 87rk - T. From the fact that
dA((iax) = 0, we have that dA induces connections on the eigenbundles L± -- + OX, with
curvature forms F±. Then since L+ D L_ = OX x C2, we must have that FA = F+ E F_
with respect to this splitting.
We can therefore diagonalize the term tr (FA -4) as
tr (FA - 4) = tr ((F+ E F_)(im E -im)) = im (tr(F+) - tr(F_))
and we have
J -2tr (FA'T) = -2im J (tr(F+) - tr(F_)) = 47rm(c1(L+) - c1(L_)) = 87rmc1(L+)ax Jax
since c1(L+) = -c 1 (L_). Summing over the connected components of OX gives the result.
As a consequence of Lemma 4.2, we see that minimizers of the Yang-Mills-Higgs action
in each connected component satisfy the Bogomolny Equation
FA=k* dA (4.5)
with action equal to 87rk -T.
Any finite action configuration with 4iax| = m is homotopic to one with |iax| = 1,
so we examine solutions to (4.5) subject to the boundary condition |DiaxI = 1-
4.3 Linearization
We wish to examine the linearization of (4.5) acting on the space C. scA(X; P) is an affine
space modeled on P(X;scAl 0 su(2)), and F(X;su(2)) is itself a vector space. Thus the
tangent space to C is, formally, the space
TC = F(X; scAl Osu(2)) ED F(X; su(2)).
Lemma 4.3. Let (A, )) E C be a configuration, and suppose (a, #) E TC. Then
Otit=o (FA+ta - *dA+ta( + t)) = dAa - *dA# + *[4, a] (4.6)
Proof. First, FA+ta = FA + t dA+taa, so tIt=OFA+ta = dAa. Next, dA+ta) = d A) + t[a, 4],
giving the last term since [4, a] = -[a, 4]. Finally, dA+tat# = tdA# + t2[a, #] so upon
applying Otit=0 we obtain the second term above. l
The operator (4.6) fails to be an elliptic operator, owing to the action of the infinite
dimensional gauge group g. There natural choice of a gauge fixing operator to add to (4.6)
is the Coulomb gauge operator
(a, #) - *dA * a + [4, #]. (4.7)
In section 4.6 we discuss the problem of showing that this does in fact fix the gauge locally,
i.e. that there exists a unique pair (a, 4) in each gauge orbit of (A + a, 1 + #) satisfying
*dA * a + [4, #] = 0, in some small neighborhood of (A, 4).
We will write the linearized, gauge fixed operator in a slightly different form. First,
I(X;ad(P)) F(X;scA3 0 ad(P)) by the Hodge star, and we set # = *4', for a unique
' E F(X; scA 3 0 ad(P)). Then we use that (-1)k * dA* d* acting on k forms. Thus (4.6)
and (4.7) can be combined to write the linear condition
dAa+d*q +*[D,a]=0
-d* a + 0
Finally, since this operator maps P(X; (scAl escA3)Oad(P)) to F(X; (sCAO e scA 2) 0 ad(P)),
we can compose by another Hodge star operator to define
D *dA *d* 1 eA 3) @ ad(P)) -+F(X;(A 1 EA 3) 0 ad(P))
- A
This is the "odd signature operator" on X, twisted by the connection A:
DA = (Psig)A.
The linearized, gauge fixed equation for monopoles is then
(DA + [I, -])(a, 0) = 0.
4.4 Odd signature operator
We take a moment to examine the odd signature operator in general. We will show that
its induced boundary Dirac operator is the (even) signature operator on OX, and that
the obstruction to the existence of an index zero weight for Psig is the half-dimensional
cohomology of OX, HW"a (oX; R).
On any manifold of any dimension, define the numerical operatorr : Ak -+ Ak by
T (ik(k-1)+(n-1)/2 if dim(X) = n is odd, and (4.8)
ik(k-1)+m/2 if dim(X) = m is even
As T only depends on the form degree, we extend it to act on scAk or bAk as well for a
manifold with boundary. It is easy to check that
(*r)2
in any dimension. On even dimensional manifolds, the splitting A- = A+ e A- into ±1
eigenbundles of *T is the signature splitting.
On an odd dimensional manifold, the odd form bundle Aodd has a Clifford action
1
ce : C(X) -- + End(Aodd) ce(e,) = -- * (e - +ei-j) T
which, along with the Levi-Civita connection V = VLC(g), leads to the odd signature Dirac
operator
1
Psig (*d - *d*) T
On a collar neighborhood of OX, the odd degree form bundle scAoddX is isomorphic to
the full form bundle A*oX on OX via a choice of boundary defining function; we will use
the explicit identification
( dx A 1 A 2k A 2
SCAodd - T x A A A&X I- A* (4 9)
k x2k+1 2X ek 2k+1 - (4.9)
That is, on basis elements we identify
scA ddX 3 y A dy - dy1 E (Aax)p, Il odd
and
AoddX 9dx dyi, dyik dx dy1scA X 3 A A - -A X =- A X > dyr I even.
P x2x 2  |I|I
Furthermore, we agree to orient OX such that
dx dy 1
- A I positively oriented <= dyj positively oriented.
x2  xII\
With this identification, we have the following two important facts.
Lemma 4.4. The identification (4.9) intertwines the operator ice (4-) -, with the operator
*axr on boundary.
Furthermore, it identifies the induced boundary Clifford action cfO (dy) = cf -
with the negative of the usual Clifford action on forms:
cfO (dy) = - (dyA - -dyi-) : Al&X -+ ANT X
Proof. Set m = n -I = dimoX. First we note that, since 2k(2k -1) = (2k+1)(2k)
T has the property that
(dx
X2
dyi) dx
-- A
X2
dyj)(| T, |I even.
Thus we can compute
1
-i
dx dx
*2 2
(-1)l'l dx
iYx2
ATdyII )
1
((*axT)dyI _
xn-1-|1
( dyj)
1 dx ((*axr)dy,
i X2 ml-|
where (-1)1'l - 1 since Il is even. Similarly,
c )dx
c( 2)
dy 1  1
x1 I
dx
*X2
(dy1
AITI
1 (*ax-r)dy,
m-|1
Thus under the identification (4.9), ice(dx/x 2) induces *&xr on OX.
We now examine the action of cfo(dyi). Using what we have already shown, we have
(dyi dx
cr 2)
dx
x2
Ady) 1 (dyiI A
x
+dyi(dyi
x
dy
x
dx
x2
(*axr)dy,
Xm-II
T(*axr)dyI
x m -|I
1
= *ax (dyA - + dy -)T(*axT)dyj
where 1 = I ± 1. Also,
dyi dx
(x x2)
dyj-
x|I|
1
2
dyi
A dyi
-+-J-
T(*oxT)dy,
Xm-I|
dx 1
Sx 2 A -i *ax (dyjA - +dyj-)r(*axT)dy1
We conclude that
cfo(dyi) = (- 1 )k *ax (dyiA - +dyj-)r(*axT), on Ak
However, inserting (*ax)2 = (_ 1 )m-k (_ 1 )k before the leftmost r, and using (*aXT) 2
we have
cfo(dyi) = *ax(dyiA - +dyi-)*ax = dyii - -dyiA-
Corollary 4.2. The induced boundary Dirac operator of the odd signature operator psig is
mod 4,
c 
)dx
cX2 -
dx A dy 1
x2 X|1 )
x2
minus the (even) signature operator
--qsig = E ( * Diff ' (8X; A::, A T),
where A' = A+ E A- -> DX is the signature splitting.
We now investigate the problem of finding an index zero weight for the associated b
operator. Recall from Chapter 1 that, near aX, Psig can be written
psig = ( ) Vx2ax - x qsig,
X=D
We will examine the term D in parentheses for convenience, since 4Psig and D differ only by
the invertible bundle endomorphism ce(dx/x 2 ).
Setting m = n - 1, and using the identification (4.9), we recall from Proposition 1.1
that Vx2a = V e5x acts by
V 2 8O - x(2k) on A 2k, and
S x2 - X(m - (2k + 1)) on A2+ 1 .
Recall how we obtain Db. We first conjugate by X,/ 2 to get = -,/22 DX/ 2 acting on
b half densities rather than scattering half densities, and then set
Db = X-1/2X-1/2 - X-(n+l)/ 2 Dx("-1)/ 2
to get a b operator. From section 3.1 in Chapter 3, D (and hence psig) has an index zero
weight provided the indicial family I(Db, A) is invertible for all {A ; Im(A) = 0}.
Proposition 4.2. Provided OX is a Witt manifold, i.e. its half-dimensional real cohomology
group is trivial, H |2 (OX; C) = 0, then Psig has an index zero weight.
Proof. Using
X-(n+l1)/2 (X2 0X) X(n-1)/ 2 = xax + (n - 1)/2 = x&x + m/2,
and z-(n+l)/ 2 (Xqsig) X(n-1)/2 =qsig since the latter commutes with x, we have
Db = X0x + M -qsig,
where M : C' (X; A~) ' C ( -X; A') is a number operator acting on forms by
M = (-1)k - k) (4.10)
Then we have
I(Db, A) = iA + M -qsig.
Since the latter two terms are self-adjoint, (and hence have real spectrum), it suffices to
check invertibility at A = 0. Furthermore, since I(Db, 0) = M - qsig is self-adjoint, we need
only examine its nullspace.
We claim that Null(I(Db, 0)) = Wm/2, the space of harmonic m/2 forms. First off, the
nullspace must be smooth since M -qsig is elliptic. Then, using the Hodge decomposition
C (OX; A') = ' e d (C (OX; A~)) E d* (C (aX; A))
we see that I(Db, 0) acts on harmonic forms 7-1 by
I(Db, 0)i = M, -- Null(I(Db, 0)) n w' = Hm/2
using (4.10).
On the complement of the harmonic forms, 71' = d (C' (X; A)) @ d* (C' (X; A-)),
M - (d + d*) acts by a matrix whose determinant can be explicitly computed to be nonzero.
Thus,
Null(I(Db, 0)) = 7-m/2 = Ham2 (X; C).
4.5 Monopole moduli dimension
Recall that the linearized, gauge fixed equation for monopoles is (DA + [<D, -])(a, V) = 0,
where
DA = (Psig)A
is the odd signature operator twisted by A E A(X; P).
Lemma 4.5. The induced boundary Dirac operator of DA is
(sig)A - 0 -(dA + d*))igA -(dA + dA4) 0
acting on C' (aX; (A+ 0 ad(P)) E (A- 0 ad(P))), where dA denotes the induced connection
on 0X.
Proof. The proof is the same as that leading up to Corollary 4.2 above; twisting the Levi-
Civita connection by the connection A. 0
Similarly, using that the normal component AN of A vanishes to second order at OX
and therefore doesn't contribute to the related b operator, i.e.
X(n+)/2 [(VA)X2a.] X(n-1)/ 2 = Vxa + M + O(x),
we obtain that DA has an index zero weight provided
M - (dA + d*) C' (X; A' 0 ad(P)) -+ C (8X; A 0 ad(P))
is invertible, where
-1 on A,
M= 0 on A', and.
1 on A2
Of course, since (FA)lax = 0, dA is not a flat connection on ad(P) -+ OX, and so there
is no Hodge theory available. However, from Corollary 3.2, we recall that we need only
obtain an index zero weight for the Dirac operator acting on the nullspace bundle of the
potential. That is, we need only invert M - (dA + d*4) on Null([D, -]iax) = C -+ OX.
C4 -- OX is a trivial line bundle, and (dA)Icp is a flat connection since (dA4)|ax = 0
by finite energy. Thus we have a Hodge theory for dA + d* on C -+ OX, and the
dA-harmonic forms are isomorphic to the ordinary harmonic forms since C4) -+ 8X is
trivial:
NA (aX; C4) = 7k(OX;C) = HRk(DX; C)
Thus we have proved
Proposition 4.3. If aX is homeomorphic to a disjoint union of 2-spheres, i.e.
HR(8X) = 0,
then DA has an index zero weight on C4.
We finally come to the main result of this chapter, and the main application for the
index theorems we have developed in Chapters 2 and 3.
Theorem 4.1. Let X be an asymptotically conic 3 manifold with DX & jN S2 . The
(formal) dimension of the space of magnetic monopoles of total charge k is 4k.
Specifically, if (A, D) is a solution to 4.5 with charge k = (c1 (L+)1,... , cl(L+)N), then
ind(DA + [4, -]) = 4k
where k = E _N .
Proof. By the previous Proposition, the condition on DX guarantees that DA has an index
zero weight, whence Corollary 3.2 from Chapter 3 applies to show that
ind(DA + [4, -]) = ind(DA + [4, -] - iE) (4.11)
for suitably small e. This has the effect of pushing the nullspace bundle of ad(4) into the
-i-eigenbundle of ad(D).
The operator has the form
$sig 0 1 + 1 0 ad(f)
in the notation of Chapter 2, since V = scA' 0 ad(P) is a tensor product and the connection
has the form VLC(9) OVA. Thus, using (4.11) and Theorem 2.5 from Chapter 2, we conclude
ind(DA + [, -]) = ind (+
where Q = (d + d*)+ is the A+ -+ A signature operator on DX, twisted by ad(P)+, the
+i-eigenbundle of ad(f) in ad(P). We'll assume for the moment that DX is connected.
From [18], the twisted signature operator on a compact manifold has index
ind(4a+ ) = ch 2(ad(P)+) -L(OX) = 2c 1(ad(P)+)
where ch2(E) = Ek 2kchk(E) and chk(E) E H 2k(OX) is the kth component of the usual
Chern character. The proof is therefore concluded once we show that
c1(ad(P)+) = 2c 1 (L+).
Indeed, we claim that ad(P)+ L02 by some elementary representation theory. The
irreducible complex representations of su(2) s [(2, C) are determined by their dimension,
so letting r0, 7ri and 7r2 denote the trivial, standard and adjoint representations of su(2),
with complex dimension 1, 2, and 3 respectively, we must have
71 0 71 2 E 70
and a highest weight vector w 0 w E 7ri 0 71 on the left must be identified with a highest
weight vector v = v e 0 E fr2 G 7ro on the right (also note that highest weight vector in
72 ( irO must lie in 7r2). Since su(2) is simple, any element can be taken to be the generator
of the 1-dimensional Cartan subalgebra.
Transferring this to P -+ X, we have that ad(P) E C C 0 C, where C = P Xsu( 2) C2
is the standard representation associated bundle. Moreover, in ad(P) -- + DX we can
let 4p E .u(2) be the Cartan generator at each p; then the +i eigenspace of J, in any
representation can be taken as (span of the) highest weight vector, and we conclude that
(ad(P)+)p - (L+ 0 L+)p, for all p E 8X.
We conclude that
ind(DA + [4, -]) = ind(DA + [D,-] - iE) = ind( + )= 2c 1 (ad(P)+) = 4c 1 (L+)
which finishes the result.
In the case that 8X has multiple components, we simply modify the above by
ind(DA + [D, -]) = ind( + ) 4 ci(L+)i = 4k
4.6 Gauge Fixing
In introducing the Coulomb gauge operator (4.7), we sought to kill the action of the gauge
group locally. In other words, the claim is that
Theorem. For all (a', ') E TC sufficiently small, there exists a unique Y E 9 such that
y - (A + a',±+ #') = (A + a, +#), with (4.12)
-d*a + [,] =0
In the above, "sufficiently small" means with respect to a Sobolev space completion of
TC and g. We will not prove this theorem completely. As the focus of this thesis is on
linear analysis, we will go through the the details of the linear analysis only; in fact this is
quite similar to what we did in Chapter 3.
The condition (4.12) for -y translates to the following nonlinear equation for Y:
GF(a',',7) = -d* (a' - (dA~a)7 ) + [ ( - #')- 1 ] = 0 (4.13)
This follows easily from the following.
Lemma 4.6. The action of G on A(P) can be written in the intrinsic manner (i.e. without
reference to a specific trivialization)
y - A = A - (dA-y) - 1.
In particular,
y - (A + a') = a' - (dA+a'Y) 71 -
Proof. Recall that we are identifying F(X; A' 0 ad(P)) with A(P) by choosing some refer-
ence connection V. Therefore in a local trivialization,
V = d+ [A',.] => dA =V [A,.] = d+ [A+-A',.].
From the local trivialization formula for a change of gauge,
y-(A + A') = -y (A + A') y- 1 - (dy) 7- 1 = -y (A + A') - - (dy) y-1 + (A + A') - (A + A')
= (A + A') - (dy + [A + A', y]) - 1 = (A + A') - (dAy)I- 1 .
Thus the effect of -y on the covariant derivative dA = V + [A, -] is to transform A to A -
(dA-y) -y 1 as stated, which is an expression which is well-defined independent of coordinates.
LI
By inspection, it is clear that
GF(0, 0, Id) = 0,
and the idea is to use the implicit function theorem to see that GF(a', #', y(a', #')) = 0
defines a unique function (a', #') '-+ -y(a', #') in a neighborhood of (a', #') = (0, 0).
Formally evaluating ay GF(0, 0, Id), we obtain
L Q = ,GF(0, 0, Id)- = d*dAr7 - [,[4, ,'1]], c z r(X; ad(P)) = Tg (4.14)
and we will show that this is invertible for a suitable Sobolev completion of F(X; ad(P)).
This is an elliptic, though not fully elliptic, scattering operator, as we see from the
following.
Lemma 4.7. (ad(4)) 2 = [4, [4, -]] E Cc(X; End(ad(P))) is non-positive definite and Her-
mitian. Where 1 # 0 (in particular near OX), it has one-dimensional nullspace bundle
spanc(D) C ad(P).
Proof. From the fact that ad(<) = [4, -] is skew Hermitian, it follows that ad(1) 2 is Her-
mitian. It is non-positive since
(ad(<) 2u, u) = - (ad(<b)u, ad(<b)u) = -- |ad(<D)u12 < 0
That ad(4) 2 has nullspace equal to spanc(<b) is equivalent to the fact that, for any B E
su(2), the centralizer Zsu(2) (B) = spancB. This can be seen by using the basis elements
.- 1 (i 0) . 0 1 = 1 (0i
2 0 -1 ' 2 -1 0 ' 2 i 0
which satisfy
[ij] = k, [j, k] = i, [k, i] = j.
Our approach to inverting L will mirror the analysis of Callias-type Dirac operators with
constant rank potentials. Namely, we will first find a self-adjoint weight for the twisted
Laplacian AA = d* dA as a weighted b operator, then construct a parametrix for L on
hybrid Sobolev spaces. We will consider L as an operator acting on scattering half-densities
QSC (X).
Lemma 4.8. Near oX, AA = d*dA has the form
- (X2a32 + (n - 1)X(x 2 82) + x 2 A A,aX + O(x 3 )
where AA,aX is the twisted Laplacian induced by (dA)ax, and where the remainder terms
are in x3Diff2 (X; ad(P) sc
Proof. We trivialize P near the boundary. Then from the fact that dA = d + [A, -] is the
lift of a true connection as we proved in Proposition 4.1, the normal component of A (as a
scattering form) must have expansion O(x 2). Thus the normal part of A A (the one involving
x 2 9x derivatives), must agree with the standard Laplacian d*d on functions, up to terms of
order O(x 3) at worst.
From the fact that g is asymptotically conic, the standard Laplacian d*d has the form
- (X2a32 + (n - 1)X(X 2Ox) + X2Aax,
where Aax is the standard Laplacian induced on OX by diox = d. We therefore need only
modify this expression by introducing the connection terms induced by AT on OX. O
We introduce the operator AA = xn/2AAxn/2 acting on b half-densities, and then
examine the related b operator
(AA)b = X-AAx-1 = x-n/2-1AAxn/
2
-1
Corollary 4.3. (AA)b has an index zero weight at a = 0.
Proof. Using xax o x' = xo'(xax + a), we obtain that (AA)b has the form
-(+r)2 +)+ AA,aX + O(x)
(2
and therefore I((AA)b, A) has the form
I((AA)b, A) = A2 + 2 + AA,ax-
Evidently, specb((AA)b) consists of the set
specb((AA)b) = i v+ 2 2; y E spec(AA,ax)
which does not intersect the line a = Im(A) = 0, since n = 3 and AA,aX is a positive
self-adjoint operator on OX with discrete spectrum 0 = vo < vi < . l
From the theory of b pseudodifferential operators, we conclude that
Proposition 4.4. (AA)b has an index zero Fredholm extension as an operator
(AA)b : Hb(X; ad(P) 0 -+ xH -2(X; ad(P) 0 Qb12), a E (-1/2, 1/2)
and therefore, AA has an index zero Fredholm extension as an operator
AA : xa- 1Hk(X; ad(P) 0 1ic2) -+ Xa+ 1H - 2(X; ad(P) 0 Q c/)
Proof. This follows directly from the theory of b pseudodifferential operators, and the fact
that (AA)b is formally self-adjoint for a = 0. The upper and lower limits for a come from
the expression for specb((AA)b) in the proof above, with ti (2) - the closest elements2 2
of specb((AA)b) to 0.
The extension for AA then follows from the commutative diagram
x- 1 Hj(X;ad(P) 0 Q1c2) a+1Hb (X; ad(P) 0 Q )
ex1-n/2 1+n/2
xOaH (X; ad(P) 0 Q 1 2  xaHb- (X; ad(P) 0 Q 1/)
Now let U be a collar neighborhood of BX such that ig# 0. We split ad(P)|U as the
nullspace of ad(D) and an orthogonal complement,
ad(P)Iu = ad(P)o E ad(P)1 = C e (P (4.15)
and define the following hybrid Sobolev spaces as in section 3.3 of Chapter 3.
Definition. Let 11o E F(U; End(ad(P)o E ad(P)1)) be the projection onto the ad(P)o
subbundle, and denote by H = (Id - Ho) the other projection. Furthermore, let X G
C'(X; [0,1]) be a smooth cutoff supported on U and such that X = 1 on an open neighbor-
hood of DX.
For u G L10c (X; ad (P) Qe), let
Uo = HoXU
U1 = IlXU
Uc = (1 - X)U
Define the hybrid Sobolev spaces 71/3k'l(X; ad(P) 0 Q1/ ) by
NI3'k'l(X; ad(P)0Q 2c) = {u E L2c(X; ad(P) 0 Qc/2) ; uo E x 3H +l, UE Hs uc EHk
We proved in Proposition 3.4 in Chapter 3 that this is a complete Hilbert space which
is independent of the choice of X.
Lemma 4.9. With respect to the splitting (4.15), L has the form
L=Lo+R= (AA 0 ] + R
(0 A A - [4D, [4, -]
with the remainder term R E x 2Diff1(X; ad(P)).
Proof. The term [b, [D, .]] commutes with HI, with [4, [D, -]] o Ho = 0 and [4, [D, -) o H1 =
[T, [, .]]. Hence the error term comes from the commutator [AA, Ho].
From the above, AA E x2Diff2(X; ad(P)), with scalar principal symbol
o-(x- 2 AA)(p, = ||12 Id c End(ad(P)).
Letting SA = X-2AA E Diff (X; ad(P)), we have
[AAHo11] = [X2 2\Ai 1-X24,Ai H10]
since Ho commutes with 2. The term in brackets must be of order 1 since A\A has scalar
principal symbol, and hence
c- ([A, Ho]) = [o (SA), o(Ho)] = 0
We conclude that R C x2Diff'(X; ad(P)). El
Just as in section 3.3, we have the following result.
Proposition 4.5. L extends to a bounded operator
L :x y'P-2,k,2 (X; V g 0 /2) - xy''k'0(X; V 0 Q/2)
for all 0 < / < 1.
Furthermore, for the strict range 0 < 0 < 1, the remainder term R has the form
R = x'R' for some e, with R' bounded.
Proof. By commuting P with x7 and k b-derivatives, it suffices to verify the case -y = 0 = k.
It suffices to verify boundedness of
AA 0 R1 R2 N 2 xOL 2
-2 2
0 A A - [D, [b, -]  R 3 R4 HSe L
with Ri E x2Diff'.
As before, the key terms to verify are R 2 and R 3. We can view R 2 as an element of
xDiff 1e(X; ad(P)), since x2Diff1 C xDiff 1e; we have
R2 :H -+ xL2 C xOL2 if/3 1.
We split R 3 E x 2Diff1 into terms R 3 = R' + R2, with R' E X2(Vb), and R2 E x2 Co.
Then
R : x,-2 H -+ xHb, and
R:x-2 H - .
Each term requires that x 3Hi C L2 , which requires 0< #
We conclude that L is bounded provided 0 < # < 1, and the result for strict inequality
is the same as before. F
Corollary 4.4. Taking the strict range 0 < # < 1, L is homotopic by an arbitrarily small
norm perturbation to an operator which is diagonal with respect to ad(P) = ad(P)oEad(P)1
on a neighborhood of oX.
Proof. Choosing # in the strict range, and taking U = OX x [0, 1), we can choose xo
sufficiently small so that
L= -(A 0 +R
0 A A - [4, [4D, -]]
with |Rjaxx[o,x)l as small as we like. Then for a smooth cutoff function f : X -> [0,1]
with f = 1 on X \ OX x [0, zo),
Lt= (AA 0 + tf R+ (1- t)R
0 A A - [4D, [4,7 -]])
provides a homotopy with the required properties. l
Proposition 4.6. For k sufficiently large, L is invertible as an operator
L :x7 W-2,k,2(X; ad(P) 0 Q1/2 ) _ X'-f'j3,kO(X; ad(P) 0 Ol/2),
where # E (0, 1), 7 E (1/2 - #, 3/2 - #).
Proof. By taking 0 < # < 1, we ensure that we are in the strict range mentioned in
Proposition 4.5, so by deforming L slightly, we may assume that it is diagonal with respect
to the splitting ad(P)o E ad(P)i in a neighborhood of OX, preserving Fredholmness and
the index if the deformation is suitably small.
As in the proof of Theorem 3.3 in Chapter 3, we can construct a parametrix which has
the diagonal form
Q = ( 0)(4.16)
on a neighborhood of OX. Qo is a b parametrix for an operator of the form AA, and Qi is
a scattering parametrix for an operator of the form AA - U, where U is a negative-definite,
Hermitian potential, by Lemma 4.7.
Then for -y E (1/2 - #, 3/2 - #) (which corresponds to taking a E (-1/2,1/2), AA has
index 0 as a b operator, and A - U has index 0 as a scattering operator. Indeed, the latter
can be seen by taking y = 0, for some # > 1/2, for which AA is a positive, self-adjoint
operator (hence with purely real, non-negative spectrum) and therefore AA - U is invertible
by spectral considerations.
Thus in the range y E (1/2 - #,3/2 - #), Q furnishes an index 0 parametrix for L. We
claim that that Null(L) must be empty. For u E Null(L),
0 = (Lu, u) = (dAu, dAu) + ([4, u]) > ||dAuII2
so u must be covariant constant. But u E X-y7N/-2,k,2(X; ad(P) OQ / 2) requires in particular
that ulax = 0 by integrability (for y -3/2, u E xzL 2 (X; ad(P) 0 oQ 2) n Co implies that
ulax = 0) and continuity (u E Co(Z; ad(P) 0 f 2 ) if k+ 2 > 3/2+1, and can be extended
continuously to OX). Finally, we see that u must vanish identically by parallel transport
from 9X into the interior.
Appendix A
Manifolds with corners and
polyhomogeneous distributions
To avoid distracting from the main exposition, we collect in this appendix some facts about
manifolds with corners, polyhomogeneous conormal distributions and densities which we
use at various points throughout the text. The primary reference for all of this material is
[19].
A.1 Manifolds with corners
A manifold with corners X is a Hausdorff space modeled smoothly on
Rnk = R"-k x [0, o)"k.
That is, every point p E X has a neighborhood homeomorphic to the above, for some k,
with smooth transition maps between coordinate charts. We shall only consider compact
manifolds with corners. Points are in the boundary of X if, in some (hence any) coordinate
chart, xj(p) = 0 for at least one i, and in fact, the codimension
codim(p) = # {i; xi(p) = 0} E No
is well-defined for all p independent of coordinates; with respect to the codimension, X is
a stratified space:
X = J Xi
1>0
where X = {p; codim(p) = l}. In particular, note that Xo = X.
A boundary face of codimension k is the closure of a connected component of Xk. We
let Mk(X) denote the set of boundary faces of codimension k. Note that H E Mk(X), J E
Mi(X) == H n J E Mk+l(X) if it is nonempty. As part of the definition of a manifold
with corners, we typically require that all boundary hypersurfaces H C M1 (X), are embed-
ded. Among other things, this prevents boundary faces from having higher codimension
intersection with themselves.
Any boundary face H of a manifold with corners X is again a manifold with corners, and
the boundary faces of H correspond (though not necessarily bijectively) with G E M,(X)
such that G n H # 0.
For a boundary hypersurface H E M1 (X), a boundary defining function consists of a
function
pH E C' (X; [0, oo)), such that p- (0) -- H, (dpH)IH # 0.
Near a point p with codim(p) = k, coordinates (X1, ... Y1, ... , Yn-k) E Rk can always be
chosen so that the x. are (locally) boundary defining functions for the hypersurfaces whose
intersection contains p.
Of major importance in the theory of manifolds with corners are p-submanifolds, which
are those submanifolds which appear as a product in every coordinate neighborhood:
Y={(xi,...,Xky1,...,yn );1= - x = y1 = - ym = O} locally,
where m+l is the codimension of Y. In particular, boundary faces are always p-submanifolds.
A.2 Morphisms
For the purposes of analysis on manifolds with corners, a good class of morphisms consists
of the b-maps. If {PH ; H E M1 (X) } and {p'; G c M1 (Y) } are complete sets of boundary
defining functions for X and Y, then a smooth map f : X - Y is said to be a b-map
provided
II e(H,G)
f*PG =PH aG>OEC (X), e(HG)E No.
HEM1 (X)
In particular, f- 1 (BY) C aX or f- 1 (OY) = X. The non-negative matrix elements e(-,-)
are called the boundary exponents of f. Equipped with b-maps as morphisms, manifolds
with corners form a category.
As on manifolds with boundary, the b vector fields Vb(X), consisting of all vector fields
tangent to the boundary, form a subalgebra. Correspondingly, we have the b tangent bundle
bTX -+ X such that Vb(X) = C'(X; bTX)
with the local form
bTX = spanR {1X8 1 ,. --- Xkoxk , 1, --.- , yn-k}
at a point p with codim(p) = k.
At p E OX, contained in a boundary face H E Mcodim(p)(X), the b-normal bundle is
defined by the exact sequence
0 -+ bNH . bTpX -+ TX -- 0
where the map bTX -- TX is induced by the inclusion Vb(X) C V(X). When H E
M1 (X) is a hypersurface, bNH -+ H is canonically trivial over the interior, as (pO,), is
independent of the defining function p for H at p E H.
For any interior b-map (meaning a b-map such that f(X) g aY), the differential map
f, : TX -+ Tf(p)Y extends by continuity to produce
f, : X Ty (,)Y (A.1)
bNH _ bNft()G (A.2)
where f(p) E G C Meodim(f(p))(Y). Provided f, is surjective as a map (A.1), f is said to be
a b-submersion, and if f, is surjective as a map (A.2), f is called b-normal. An equivalent
characterization of b-normal maps is that they do not increase codimension of points; i.e.
we must have codim(p) > codim(f(p)) for all p.
An important class of maps are the b-fibrations consisting of b-normal b-submersions.
An equivalent characterization is
f is a b-fibration 4-+ for each H E M1(X), e(H, G) $ 0 for at most one G E M1 (Y)
where e(H, G) are the boundary exponents of f. A b-fibration is a fibration over the interior,
and for p E 8Y, f 1 (p) is a union of boundary hypersurfaces, the restrictions of f to which
are b-fibrations.
A.3 Blow up
Given a p-submanifold H of X, the blow up of X at H is the space
[X; H] = X \ H U S+NH
where S+NH is the inward pointing spherical normal bundle. There is a natural blow down
map
#[X ; H ] -+ X
equal to the identity on X \ H and the bundle projection r : S+NH --+ H on S+NH.
[X; H] is equipped with the minimal C' structure containing #*(C' (X)) along with quo-
tients pl/P2 of functions pi vanishing simply at H (which have a continuous limit in S+NH
by L'Hopital's rule). With this structure, [X; H] is a manifold with corners and # is
a b-map1 . The boundary hypersurface consisting of S+NH is called the front face of
[X; H] -- * X, and denoted
ff S+NH C [X; H].
If, on a coordinate patch (U,i,... , X,yi,. .. ,Yn-k), H is given by the vanishing of
local coordinates
H = {xi 1 -= y1, - -m 0},
then [X; H] n #-1 (U) is covered by coordinate patches Ui and V, 1 < i <ll, 1 < j m,
with coordinates
(X1  Xii xi+1 X1 Yi Ym
- x .. , )i , +1, -.ym+1,---iyn-k
'Note that it is not b-normal.
on Ui and
X1 Xl Y1 Yi-1 Yi+1 Yrm
- ,...,1 - ,zg+1,...,z7 - ,..., yi , , Z7 ..., , 9m+1, --- ,n-k
yi yi Yi' Yi i Yi
on Vi. These are called projective coordinates on [X; H]. Boundary defining functions for ff
are given by xi on Ui and yi on Vi.
Let G be another p-submanifold of X. The lift of G in [X; H] is a p-submanifold given
by
1. 0-1(G) if G C H, or
2. #-1(G \ H) otherwise.
It is often a convenient abuse of notation to also use the letter G to refer to the lift of G in
[X ; H].
Given a sequence H1,... , Hn of p-submanifolds of X, the iterated blow up
[X; Hi, H2 , ... , Hn] = [.. [[X; H1]; H2 ]; ... ; Hn]
is understood to mean the manifold obtained first by blowing up H1 C X, and then blowing
up the lift of H2 in [X; H1], and so on. By composing the individual blow down maps, we
have a total blow down map
# : [X; H1,..., Hn] -- + X.
Note that [X; H 1 ,..., H,,] will in general depend on the order in which H1,..., Hn are
blown up. However, there are important cases in which the order may be interchanged. In
particular,
[X; H1 , H2] = [X; H2, H1]
provided
" H1 and H 2 are separated: H1 n H2 = 0 in X, or
" H2 is contained in Hi: H2 C H1 (or vice versa), or
" H1 intersects H2 transversally: H1 rh H2.
A.4 Polyhomogeneous conormal distributions
The polyhomogeneous conormal distributions on X play essentially the same role as the
smooth functions on manifolds without boundary; though they are allowed to have non-
smooth asymptotic expansions at OX.
First, we say E C C x No is a (smooth) index set provided
" E is discrete,
e if E = {(s,,pj)} 0 , and |(sj,pj)| -+ oo only if Re(sj) -- oo; and
" (s,p) E E implies (s+k,p-l) E E for all k,l E No withp> 1.
We define Re(E) = inf {Re(s) ; (s, p) E E} and similarly Im(E) = inf {Im(s) ; (s, p) C E}.
If OX = 0, we set Aphg(X) = C (X). Then suppose X has boundary hypersurfaces
H 1,...,HN E M1 (X). Let 8 = (E1,...,EN) C (C x No)N be a vector of index sets
corresponding to the boundary hypersurfaces, and for each k, let 8(k) be the vector of
index sets derived from E corresponding to boundary hypersurfaces of Hk (i.e. if Hk has a
boundary hypersurface Fj such that F is a component of Hk n H for some I = k, then
E(k)j = E). We define the polyhomogeneous distributions with index sets 8 inductively,
by setting
Aphg(X) = E C 0 (X) ; u ~ ( pk(logpk)Pus,,, us,p Apg (Hk), near H .
I. ~(s,p)eEkuHk
Note the asymptotic notation, which implies that the expansion of u is only well-defined up
to terms in C(X). Note also that the expansion depends on the choice of pi. Provided
Re(E) is finite, the leading order terms
E pk (log pk)Pus,p
(Re(E)<;s<Re(E)+1,p)
are well-defined over Hk, as a section of a line bundle NH s'P) whose bounded sections are
multiples of p'(logp)P.
A.5 Densities
For any vector space V of dimension n, the s-densities on V consist of
Qs(V) = {u: A"V* \ 0 -+ R; u(tv) = It|s u(v)}.
Qs(V) is a one dimensional vector space; if {ei} is a basis of V, then |ei A A enis trivializes
Qs(V). There are natural isomorphisms
Qs(V) 0 Qt(V) ~ Qs+t(y), o(V) ~ R.
With respect to a direct sum V E W we have
Qs(V E W) QS(V) 0 QS(W)
coming from the identification An+l(V*EW*) = An V*0A1 W* if dim(V) = n, dim(W) = 1.
This construction is functorial, hence it can be transferred to the category of vector
bundles. For a manifold X, the density bundle
QS(X) -+ X, Q"(X)p = Qs(T*X)
is a trivial line bundle for any s; in particular, for s = 1, integration is well-defined (provided
X is compact):
/X: C'(X; Q'(X)) -+- R. (A.3)
In a similar vein, we define the b and scattering s-density bundles respectively by
Qs(X ) = Qs(b T*X), and Qsc(X), = QS(sCT*X).
When s = 1, integration as in (A.3) is defined (say for sections vanishing with all derivatives
at OX).
For b densities, there is a natural restriction map to hypersurfaces
|C' (X; Q'b X)) -+C' (H; Q'(H))
coming from the canonical triviality of bNH over the interior. In coordinates, this cor-
responds to canceling off a factor of I Is where x is a boundary defining coordinate for
H.
Half densities play a special role. On any vector bundle V -+ X with an inner product,
we have a pairing
0 (X; V 0 Q1/2(X)) x O (X; V 0 Q1/2(X)) -* OC (X; Qb(X))
which, composed with the integration map as in (A.3), gives a bilinear pairing
OC (X; V 0 Q1/2(X)) x 0 (X; V 0 Q1/2(X)) -+ R, (u, v) J (u, v)
whose completion defines the L 2 space L2(X; V 0 O'). The case of scattering densities
and true densities is analogous.
With respect to a fibration f : X - Y, with fiber F, we have the natural density
identification
(s(X) ~QGS(Y) 0 Qs(F)
since, though the splitting TX ~ TF D TY is not canonical, the resulting isomorphism
"(TcX) ~ A'(TF) 0 A'(TY) is independent of the choice of splitting. This allows us
to construct the pushforward, or fiber integration, map
f, : C' (X; Q (X)) -- + C' (Y; Q (Y)).
In the case of a b-fibration f : X -+ Y between manifolds with corners, similar consid-
erations give rise to the pushforward map in the b category,
f, : O0 (X;- Qb (X)) -- O'*(Y; Qb (Y)),
whose completion to the space of polyhomogeneous distributions we shall discuss below.
A.6 Pullback and pushforward
Fundamental to the use of polyhomogeneous distributions on manifolds with corners are
two results dictating their behavior with respect to pullback and pushforward operations.
These are proved in [20].
We first define some operations on index sets. Given index sets E and F, their extended
union is the index set
EUF = {(s,p) ; (s,p) E E or (s,p) E F} U {(s,p + q + 1) ; (s,p) E E and (s, q) E F}
Suppose X and Y have boundary hypersurfaces H1,..., HN E M1 (X) and G1,... GM E
M1(Y) respectively. Let f : X -+ Y be a b-map, with boundary exponent matrix e(i, j) =
e(Hi, Gj), 1 < i < N, 1 < j < M. For a collection T = (F1,..., FM) of index sets on Y,
we define
f#7= (E,..., EN), where Ej = {Ze(ij)0O (e(ij)si,pi) ; (si,pi) E Fi}.
Suppose f is a b-fibration. We set
f#8E= (F1,...,FN), where Fi = UHjcf-{(Gi) ( J),p ; (s,p) E E .
For applications to pseudodifferential operators, we will combine the pullback and push-
forward theorems for polyhomogeneous distributions with those for conormal (in the sense
of H6rmander) distributions with respect to submanifolds. Recall that if W C X is a sub-
manifold, with dim(X) = n, codim(W) = k, the space Im (X, W) of conormal distributions
of order m consists of distributions which have the local form
u(y) = e( 'a(y",/')d<', a E Sm+(n-2k)/4 (Rn-k X k; C)
where (y) = (y', y") such that W = {y! = 0}_, and a is a symbol of order m + (n - 2k)/4.
This definition extends to the case where W is a p-submanifold of a manifold with corners.
We let
Aphg Im(X, W; V)
denote denote a space of distributional sections of V -* X with polyhomogeneous expan-
sions at oX \ W, which have H6rmander-type conormal singularity of order m at W. This
is well-defined, for instance by allowing a(y", (') to have an appropriate polyhomogeneous
expansion as y' - 0 if W n aX # 0.
Theorem A.1. Let f : X -+ Y be a b-map. Then the pullback f* *(Y) -+ 6*(X)
extends to a map
f* : (Y ) -- A ( )
Let Z C Y be a p-submanifold, with f transversal to Z. Then pullback extends to a map
f*: A-gIm(Y, Z) -+ AfFIm+(dim(X)-dim(Y))/4 (X 1
The following is a major motivation for the use of both polyhomogeneous distributions
as well as b densities on manifolds with corners.
Theorem A.2. Let f : X -+ Y be a b-fibration. If Re(Ej) > 0 whenever f(Ej) n Y # 0,
then the pushforward map f: C (X; Qb(X)) -+ C*(Y; Qb(Y)) extends to a map
f:Aphg (X; Ob (X)) p hgY O(Y)
Let W C X be a p-submanifold. Then under the same conditions on E,
AphgI'(X, W; Qb(X)) -+ AfIm(y, f(W); Qb(X)).
Furthermore, if f is transversal to W, then
f, : AphgIm(X, W; Qb(X)) Ap f(Y; Ob(X)).
Appendix B
b-sc transition calculus
We include here a self-contained summary of the b-sc transition calculus of pseudodifferen-
tial operators. This idea is due to Melrose and Sa Barretto, and was used by Guillarmou
and Hassell in [16], which serves as a reference for this Appendix. The proofs here are brief
and do not go into full detail; a complete construction of the transition calculus will be
much longer.
Let X be a compact manifold with boundary, and let Vb(X), Vsc(X) denote the Lie
algebras of b vector fields and scattering vector fields, respectively. Let I = [0, 1) be a
half open interval. The calculus is meant to microlocalize families of differential operators,
parametrized by c E I, which fail to be fully elliptic in the scattering sense precisely as
e -+ 0, where we treat them as weighted b type operators, though the calculus allows us
to analyze this behavior in something of a uniform way.
B.1 Single, Double, and Triple Spaces
Our operators are constructed as Schwartz kernels on X 2 x I, acting on functions on X x I,
with composition occurring on X 3 x I all via pullback, multiplication and pushforward. In
order to have a nice description of the singularities of these kernels, in terms of polyhomo-
geneous expansions, we consider blow ups of these spaces.
The single space is defined to be
Xt = [X x I; OX x {0}].
We name the boundary faces of Xt by
sf = lift of OX x I
tf = lift of aX x {0}
zf = lift of X x {0}
See Figure B-1.
The double space is defined in two steps. Let C, denote the union of boundary faces
of codimension n of X 2 x I. Thus 03 = OX x OX x {0}, while C2 is a union of the faces
OX x OX x I, OX x X x {0} and X x OX x {0}. The b blowup or total boundary blowup is
well-defined for any manifold with corners to be the blow up of all boundary faces in order
tf
zf
Figure B-1: The single space Xt and its boundary faces
of decreasing codimension. In our case we get
(X 2 x I)b = [X2 x I; C3, C2]
Denote by CV and A the lifts of 8X x 8X x I and the fiber diagonal A x I, respectively.
These intersect transversally in (X 2 x I)b and we define the double space to be
= [(X 2 x I)b; Cv n A]
We denote by #2 : X--+ X 2 x I the composite blow down map, and we name the boundary
faces of X2 by
sc =lift of Cv n A bf = lift of DX x aX x I
bfO= lift of C3  lbo = lift of X x DX x {0}
rbo =lift of DX x X x {0} lb = lift of X x aX x I
rb =lift of 8X x X x I zf = lift of X x X x B
See Figure B-2.
The triple space is similarly defined in two steps. We start with the b blowup of X 3 X I-
again letting C, denote the union of boundary faces of codimension n, we have
(X 3 x I)b = [M 3 ; C4, C3, C2].
Note that it is well-defined since, first of all, C4 = DX 3 x {0} is a single face, and all the
boundary faces of codimension n - 1 become separated after blowing up Cn. Now consider
the b-fibrations 7rL/R/C : (X 3 x I)b -- + (X 2 x I)b. The double space X2 is obtained from
(X 2 x i)b by blowing up the intersection Cv n A, which has preimage under irL/R/C in two
boundary faces. Let GL denote the preimage of Cv n A with respect to irL intersecting the
preimage of (DX x X 2 x I) in (X 3 x I)b with respect to the blowup #, and JL denote the
preimage of Cv n A intersecting the preimage of (X x X 2 x I). Define GR/C and JR/C
similarly. Some thought reveals that GL n GR n Gc = K is a nonempty submanifold, while
the J, only intersect the corresponding G.
Finally, we set
= [(X 3 x I)b; K,GL,GR,Gc, JL, JR, JC]
which is well-defined since the G are separated after blowing up K.
Figure B-2: The double space Xt and its boundary faces
The important features of these spaces is that they lift the obvious projections to b-
fibrations. A proof of the following theorem can be found in [16].
Theorem B.1. There are b-fibrations 7r, making the following diagram commute
rL,R,C L,R
X X t Xt X
lrL,R,C
X3XI >
#32
' I L,R
X2 XI > X
(B.1)
I1x
x I > I
Remark. We shall "overload" the notation for projections, so that for instance, r: -- I
should mean the unique b-fibration lifting X 3 x I -+ I, which by the above theorem is
given by any appropriate composition.
We also wish to single out some submanifolds of Xt, namely, we have the obvious
isomorphism
zf - X2
between the "zero face" and the b double space. Also, for e E (0, 1) C I, the submanifold
7ri 1 (c) is well-defined, and we have the isomorphism
E > 0
between this submanifold and the scattering double space X2. Finally, we have the iso-
morphism
A -Xt
between the lifted diagonal A, and the single space Xt.
rie) X2,
Similarly, on the triple space, we have the identification
X, >gi1c Xs~, e> 0.
B.2 Densities
We shall use primarily b half densities for our kernels, in order to facilitate the invocation
of the pushforward theorem for polyhomogeneous conormal distributions. We have the
obvious identifications
Q1/ 2 (X x I) * (Q1/2(X)) (01/2
Q 1/2(X2 X I) 7 *r"yQI(O 1(X))X0 7rgR(*1/2 
/2
I) ~X,(b(X)) 0 X,R(Qb ( I) b *(17())
1/2(X3 X I) ~r,L(1/2(X)) 0 iC(Q 1 2 (X)) 0 1X,R(/2 1/2
where 1Fx,R, etc. are shorthand for rx o 7rR and so on.
Lemma B.1. On Xt, we have a natural identification
0 1/2 1/ 2 (Xt)) pn/2Q1/ 2(X 2 1/2
Similarly, on X we can identify
r*Q1/2(X2 1/2 0 2 j1/ 2 (X2)) 2 (Psc,RPs,LPs,C)n/2 b(Xt3 ) 0r* (Q2I))
where Psc,R/L/C denote boundary defining functions for the faces obtained by blowing up
GRILIC and JR/L/C in the process of obtaining Xt.
Proof. First we will show that
#*(Q1/2(X2 X )) 0/2Q1/2(X2
where #3: X2 _ X2 x I is the blow down.
For the blowup of any p-submanifold Y C X, a local coordinate computation shows
that
#3*(Q1/ 2 (X)) = p(d-1)/2Q1/2 [X y])
where pff is a bdf for the front face (the lift of Y), and d = dim(X) - dim(Y) is the
codimension. In particular, under boundary blowup, b half densities lift to b half densities:
(1/2 = Q1/ 2 ([X;H]), if H C X is a boundary face.
With this we conclude that
#(Q1/2 (X2 X I)) Q (X2 2 ~
so it suffices to examine the lift under the final blow up. CvnA has codimension n+1 and sits
inside a boundary face of codimension 1. Using that Q1/ 2 ((X 2 x i)b) p- 1/ 2Q((X 2 x 1/2
where p is a total boundary defining function, we see that
*Q1/2X2x i)b) a p-1/2/ 2Q(X 2) 1/ 2 _ Pn/2Q / 2 2
To prove the Lemma, it suffices to verify the simpler statement that
Q1/ 2 (X2 X I) ~ * ( 1/2(X x I)) 0 7r, (Q1/2(X x I)) Q ( -1/2(I)
by the commutativity of the diagram in Theorem B.1. As these spaces are products, at a
point (p, q, e) E X2 x I, the right hand side is isomorphic to
Q 1/2(X @ 1/2(X 0 Q 1/2 2( -1/2(f 1I/2(X O 1/2 X 01/2b XP0 Qb' 2 )q b 04 bj1 2 I b 0 )P Qf / ( )qgb 0 0
~ l/2 X2b X I(~~)
verifying the first claim. The second claim is similarly proved by considering the un-blown
up space X 3 x I and maps to X2 X1. E]
Let the kernel density bundle wkd -- Xt be defined by
Wkd = p-n/2Qi/ 2  2
This convention normalizes the densities in such a way that the kernel of the identity
operator on b half densities has smooth asymptotic expansion of order 0 at all boundary
faces meeting the lifted diagonal.
Lemma B.2. The restriction of the kernel density bundle gives the following identifications
(okd)Izf Q /2 2)
(wa~gige ap-n/2ql/2 2 ~ 1/2(XS2c)
(Wkd)IA P- "b((Xt)fib) 01/2
where (Xt)fib denotes the (generalized) fiber of the b-fibration 7r1 : Xt -+ I.
Remark. The last claim says that, restricted to the diagonal, the kernel density bundle looks
like an ordinary density in the "X" directions, and a half density in the "I" directions. The
factor ps-f accounts for the fact that the operators act like scattering operators for e > 0,
where P~"b(X) s
Proof. Recall from Appendix A that the restriction of b half densities to boundary faces
is well-defined, corresponding locally to the cancellation of a boundary defining factor.
Thus, on a neighborhood U of zf, where (wkd)Iu Qb / 2(U), we have (wkd)lzf a / 2 (zf) 
Q1/ 2 (X ), using the diffeomorphism zf ~ X2.
Along the slice ri 1 (e), e > 0, we have
Q1/ 2 X2 1/ 2  1 0 1/2 (I) 1/2
using the trivialization of Q (I) provided by e, namely : I 2 (1/2 I). The rest
follows from the diffeomorphism wr (e) ~ X.c
For the last claim, we note that, near zf n A,
1/2(1 2 2(NA) 0 Q 1/2
~ Q1/2(X) ® Q1/ 2 (bTX 0 1/2
~ b(X) @ Qb /2
Similarly, near sc n A, we have
Wkd = Psn/2 Q (X) O Q (NA) 0 Q1/ 2 (I) ~ Q/2(X) 0 Q1/2 (NA) (01/2
~ Qc/2(X) 2 (I/2(1/21) ~ Qsc(X) 0 q 1/2 (I)
Pax Qb(X) 0 Q/ 2 (4
from which the proposition follows. L
B.3 The Calculus
Fix a vector bundle V -+ X, and denote also by V -+ Xt i E {1, 2, 3} the pullback of V
to the single, double and triple spaces. Then the b-sc transition pseudodifferential operators
are defined to be
''
8 (X,; V 0 91/2) hgm(Xt, A; End(V) 0 Wkd),
E = (Ezf, Ebfo, Esc, Elbo, Erbo, 01b, 00rb, O0bf)
where Im (X2, A) denotes the space of distributions conormal to A in the sense of H6rmander,
with symbol order m, and the Aphg means the distributions are meant to be classical conor-
mal (see Appendix A) with respect to the boundary faces of Xt with polyhomogeneous
expansions given by the index sets E. In particular, these distributions always vanish to
infinite order at lb, rb, and bf, which is what is meant by the special index set o.
Also, the vector bundle End(V) -> Xt is notational shorthand for the vector bundle
End(-7r* V, 7r* V) -_+ X2.
A distinguished subclass of these operators form the small calculus
rn,(ezf,ebfoesc)(X,; V® Qo1/ 2 ) _ me7 (Xt; V 0 Q1),
with S = (ezf, ebfo, esc, 0 0 1bo, 0 0rbo, 001b, 0 0 rb, bf)
where ej E Z are identified with the "smooth" index sets { (ei + k, 0) ; k E N}.
Let v = I E C (I, Qb(I)) be the canonical trivializing section of Qb(I) I; in
particular v' trivializes Q'(I) -- + I for any s C R.
We define the action of P E 'I"',(Xt; on u E O (Xt; V 0 Q1/ 2) by
Pu = (7L), (Kp -r (u) r*(v-1/2
where rp is the Schwartz kernel of P.
Proposition B.1. The above composition is well-defined, and extends to an operation
I'F' (Xt; V 0 Q1/ 2 ) -Agh (Xt; V 0 Q1/2 ) c A hg(Xt; V 0 )/2
where
Gsf = Fsf + Esc
Gtf = (Ftf + Ebfo) iU (Fzf + Erbo)
Gzf = (Fzf + Ezf) U (Ftf + Elbo)
Remark. In particular, the small calculus maps AQg to A%0g with
Gsf = Fsf + Esc
Gtf = Ftf + Ebfo
Gzf = Fzf + Ezf
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the pullback and pushforward Theorems A.1 and A.2
for polyhomogeneous distributions. Indeed, Taking u E Ag(Xt; V 0 Q1/ 2 ), we have
1p -ra(u) irl(v1/2) E AigI'(Xt2, A; V 0 Psen/2Q1/2(X2 0 {1/2 (Xt)9 0 1/2
where
Hsc = Esc + Fsf Hbf = Ebf + Fsf = oo + Fsr = oo
Hlb = Elb + Fsf = 00 + Fsf = 00 Hbf0 = Ebfo + Ftf
Hlbo = Elbo + Ft Hrbo = Erbo + Fzf
Hzf = Ezf + Fzf.
We obtain the index sets Gi from the pushforward theorem, since
7rL (sf) = bf U sc U rb
7rL (tf) = bfo U rbo
7r- 1(zf) = lbo U zf,
and the interior conormal singularity is killed since 7rL is transversal to A.
It remains to verify that the density bundles behave as expected. The claim is that the
pushforward under rL of 'ip 7r* (U)7r (V-1/2) can be identified with a section of Q1/ 2 (Xt)0V;
an equivalent claim is that it pairs with Q1/2(Xt) to produce an element of Qb(Xt) 0 V.
Thus let 7 E C'(Xt; Q1/2(Xt)) and consider
7y (lrL)* (si -r(u)7r*(v-1/2) = (IrL)* (7rk7) P ' 7r (u)7r (V-1/2))
The element in parentheses on the right hand side is a section of
r (1/2(Xt) (3 rx(q01 2 (Xt)) 0 p-n/2Q1/2(x2) 0 V1/2
By Lemma B.1, we can identify this with the bundle
pn/2Ql/ 2 (X2) 0 0*(p/2 P-n/2Q1/2 (Xt2) 0 1/2() V ~ Qb(Xt2) 0 V,
and (7L)* maps this into Qb(Xt) 0 V as claimed. We were a bit cavalier with the bundle
V for notational simplicity, but this also works out, since i*r(u) gives a section of 7z*V and
rnp is a section of End(V) = End(7* V, i* V), so they evaluate to a section of i* V.
We define the composition of operators by pulling back to the triple space, multiplying
and pushing forward:
KPoQ = (7c)* (1r(&p) -r*(rQ) i (v 2))
Proposition B.2. The composition of operators is well-defined, with
'"'S(Xt; V 0 Q1/ 2 ) o m',.(Xt; V / C 1n+m' (X; V 01/2
where
Gsc = Esc + Fsc
Gzf = (Ezf + Fzf) iU (Erbo + Fibo)
Gbfo = (Ebfo + Fbfo) U (Ebo + Frbo)
GIN, = (Ebo + Fzf) CU (Ebfo + Fibo)
Grbo = (Ezf + Frbo) 0 (Erbo + Fbfo)
Remark. In particular, the small calculus composes as
m,(ezf ebfo~esc) 0 M',(ff,fbfsc) mC F+m',(ezf+fzfebfo+fbfOesc+fsc)
t
Proof. First, we note that the pushforward under 7rc of 1r*t(Kp) - r*(Q)1r(v-2) can be
identified with an element of the kernel density bundle on X2 by pulling back a b half
density 7 E C (X2, Q1/2) by 7rc and examining
( 7rc ) * ( ,7* ( -7 r* (s ) - 7r* ( KQ ) ,7r*(v - 2)) .
By (B.1) in Lemma B.1, this is naturally an element of the bundle psc/ 2 b(X3), since the
term 7r*(psc)--/2 -*(Psc) n/ 2 from the kernel density bundles of P and Q contributes terms
-n/2 -n/2 -n on X
2
.
PscR PscL PscC t
As in the classical case, the interior conormal singularities of rp and r.Q compose
transversally, and the only contribution to survive the pushforward comes from 7r I(A),
since the conormal singularity everywhere else is transversal to 7rc.
Finally, the index sets are determined by the pushforward theorem, once we identify
the relationships between the inverse images under 7JL/R/C of the boundary hypersurfaces
of X2, in X3. In fact, as all boundary faces in question are the lifts of boundary faces
of the product spaces X 2 x I and X 3 x I under blowups, it suffices to consider the maps
'JrL/R/C : X 3 x I _- X 2 x I, using commutativity of (B.1).
For instance, bfO C X2 is the lift under # of the face OX x OX x {0} C X 2 X 1. So
consider irj (8X x 8X x {0}) C X 3 x I. This consists of two boundary facesi, namely
OX xaX xaXx {0} and X xXxo Xx{0}.
'Though one face is included in the other in X 3 x I, this inclusion relationship is not preserved under
blowup to X3, so we consider them separately.
The first face projects down to OX x OX x {O} under both 7L and 7R, corresponding to the
face bf0 C Xt, while the second face projects to OX x X x {0} under 7rL (corresponding
to lbo c Xt) and to X x OX x {O} under 7zR (corresponding to rb0 C Xi). From this we
conclude that
Gbfo = (Ebro + Fbfo) U (Ebo + Frbo)-
The index sets for the other faces are obtained similarly. M
B.4 Normal operators and symbols
As with any pseudodifferential operator theory on manifolds with corners, given P E
T"' (X; V & Q1/2) with kernel nF, the leading order term in the asymptotic expansion
of rp at the boundary faces intersecting the lifted diagonal play a special role.
Recall that for a boundary face F C M of a manifold with corners and a polyhomoge-
neous section u E Aphg(M; V) of a vector bundle, the "restriction" of u to F is well defined,
as a section
UIF E Ap g(F; V 0 NFPo(EF))
where NF is the normal bundle to F and NF(sP), s E C, p E N is the (trivial) line bundle
with sections ps(log(p))P where p is a positive section of NF. The index set EF correspond-
ing to the face F, top(EF) = {(s,p) E EF ; Re(s) = inf Re(EF),p = max(q) s.t. (s, q) E EF}.
Finally, EF refers to the vector of index sets corresponding to faces intersecting F.
Thus unless top(EF) = (0, 0), the restriction map is a section of a bundle which, though
trivial, is not canonically so. Nonetheless, we have the identifications NF(s,P) 0 NF(tq) =
NF(s+t,+q), and of course any choice of boundary defining function PF provides a natural
trivialization. We shall suppress this bundle from the notation which follows, though it is
important to bear in mind that it is there.
Definition. Given P E mTE(X8 ;V e 2), let
" Nt(P) be the restriction of Kp to bfo,
* Nsc(P) be the restriction of np to sc,
e o-Se(P) = Ne(P) be the fiberwise Fourier transform of Nsc(P) with respect to the
fibration sc --- + X x I,
" S6 (P) be the restriction of Kp to 7i '(6), 6 > 0, and
* So(P) be the restriction of 'p to zf.
The N,(P) and S,(P) are distributions conormal to the intersection of the lifted diago-
nal, A, with the submanifold in question; the restrictions are well-defined as these submani-
folds are transversal to A. In the case of restriction to the boundary faces, we mean to take
the leading order term in the asymptotic expansion, as described above.
The composition theorem allows us to interpret these terms as various model operators.
Proposition B.3. With P E M'sI (Xt; V® Q@/2), Q E T-" (Xt; V & ® 1/2) we have iden-
tifications
Uosc(P) c C (scTexX x I; End(V) 0 /
Nt(P) (E 4 m"(EzfE1bOErbO),Esc (WX X b[0, 1]sC; V Q 1/ 2)
So(P) E Tm,(EbfOE1bOErbO)(X; V® 0Q1/ 2 )
S6(P) E 4nEsc(X;V 0Q1/ 2 ) 6 > 0
With respect to composition, we have
U-sc(P 0 Q) = Usc(P)-sc (Q)
Nt(P o Q) = Nt(P) o N(Q)
So(Po Q) = So(P) o So(Q)
S6(P o Q) = SJ(P) o SJ(Q)
provided Re(Erbo + Fibo) > Re(Esf + Ff) in the case of So(P o Q), and provided
Re(Elbo + Frbo) > Re(Ebfo + Fbfo) in the case of Nt(P o Q).
Remark. Nbfo (P) is an operator on OX x b[0, 1]sc which is of b type near 0 and scattering
type near 1. It has index sets (Ezf, Ebo, Erbo) as a b operator, and the index set Esc as
a scattering operator (in particular this index set will usually be smooth, indicating an
integral rate of decay as [0, 1] - s -+ 1).
Usc(P) is just a family of scattering symbols, parametrized smoothly by E E (0, 1).
Proof. We noted above that, in the triple space, 7i 1(e) X,3e for e > 0; so in fact for fixed,
positive E, composition is exactly the composition of scattering operators. From this, the
characterizations of -se and S6 , 6 > 0 follow immediately.
Consider then the slice So(P). From the identification zf 2 X2, we can view this as a
Schwartz kernel of a b operator on X, and we need to show that So(P o Q) = So(P) o So(Q)
under appropriate conditions. As zf c X2 is the lift of X x X x {0} C X 2 x I, we consider
the inverse image of the latter boundary face under 7rc in X 3 x I. Clearly, if (X x X x {0})
consists of boundary faces
XxXxXx{0} and XxXxXx{0}.
The first face projects to X 2 x {0} C X 2 x I under both irL and 7R, while the second
projects to X x 8X x {0} under lrL and to OX x X x {0} under 7rR. This is the reason for
the index set behavior
Gzf = (Ezf + Fzf) U (Erbo + Fbo)
with respect to composition. Provided Re(Erbo + Fibo) > Re(Ezf + Fzf), the contribution of
the former will vanish upon restriction to zf, and so under this condition, the value ("ipoQ)Izf
will be determined by the composition on the lift of X x X x X x {0} in X3.
By examining local coordinates (or otherwise), it can be checked that the lift of this
face is isomorphic to the b triple space X3, with lrL/R/C inducing the usual b fibrations in
that context. Thus we obtain that
So(P o Q) = So(P) o So(Q), provided Re(Erbo + Fibo) > Re(Ezf + Fzf).
Similar considerations apply to Nt(P). Indeed local coordinate examination shows that
bfo is isomorphic to the b, scattering blow up of OX x [0, 1]. From the composition formula,
provided Re(Elbo + Frbo) > Re(Ebfo + Fbfo), the contribution to (PoQ)|bfo will consist only
of the composition of P and Q on the boundary hypersurface in Xt which is the lift of
OX x OX x OX x {0} in X 3 x I. Local coordinate considerations again show that this
restricted composition is precisely that of b, scattering operators on OX x [0, 1].
By the definition of the scattering symbol and the transition normal operator, we have
the following symbol sequences, for operators in the small calculus.
0 -+ psC',(Xt; V 0 1/2) -+ ,(Xt ;V Q1/2
-- C ("CThxX x I; End(V SC - 0
and
0 -+ pbfoIt' (Xt; V 0 Q 1/2) _ 'pE (Xt; V 0 Q1/ 2 )
N0 mEzEb 0 o Tl t b®
N W bf 1Frn,(EzfEiboErbO),Esc (OX X b[0, 1]se; V 0 Q1/2) 0,sc i, b
Proposition B.A. The scattering symbol, normal operator and the slices S and So are
related by the following
0-sc (P)\e=j = sc(S(P))
0-SC(P) 1Eo = Osc(N(P))
Nb (Nt(P)) = Nb (So(P))
Proof. This is a straightforward consequence of the geometry. For instance, the b normal
operator Nb (So(P)) consists of the restriction of So(P) to the front face of X2 = zf; this is
just the restriction of sp to zf nbfo C Xt. On the other hand, Nb (Nt(P)) is the restriction
of Nt(P) to the (b) front face of (OX x [0, 1]), but this also coincides with the boundary
face zf n bfo C Xt; therefore they must agree.
The others follow similarly.
B.5 Symbols of Differential operators
We give a detailed examination of the Lie algebra giving rise to the transition calculus,
and an alternate definition of the normal operator and scattering symbol for differential
operators.
Consider the b fibration r : Xt -+ I. Let Vb,f(Xt) c Vb(Xt) denote the subset of the
b vector fields on Xt (so those tangent to the boundary hypersurfaces), which are tangent
to the fibers of ir1 . Tangency is preserved under Lie bracket, so Vb,f(Xt) is a Lie subalgebra.
Then set
Vt(Xt) = PsfVb,f (Xt)
These are the b-sc transition vector fields which the calculus is meant to microlocalize.
Lemma B.3. [Vt(Xt), Vt(Xt)] c psfVt(Xt), so Vt(Xt) is a subalgebra, and evaluation at sc
takes values in the trivial Lie algebra
Vt(Xt)/psfVt(Xt)
Also, evaluation at tf takes values in Vt(Xt)/ptfVt(Xt) e Vb,sc(&X x b[0,1]se), and
evaluation at zf takes values in Vt(Xt)/pzfVt(Xt) e Vb(X).
Proof. That [Vt(Xt),Vt(Xt)] c psfVt(Xt) follows exactly as in the proof of the identity
(Vsc(X), Vsc(X)] C Vsc (X), using that Vb,f (Xt) -psf C (Xt) C PsfC (Xt).
That Vt(Xt)/ptfVt(Xt) ' Vb,sc(aX x [0,1]) follows from the fact that tf - 8X x [0,11,
and that tf itself is a generalized fiber of 7ry : Xt -+ I. Similarly for zf. l
The transition differential operators are the enveloping algebra of Vt(Xt); equivalently,
they are defined by iterated composition of Vt(Xt) as operators on C (Xt; V).
Diffk (Xt; V)Dif(t V)= E aj V1 --- V ; Vi E Vt (Xt), aj E C' (Xt; End (V))
The evaluation maps above then extend to normal operator homomorphisms
Nsc Diffk(Xt; V) -+ Diffkfib((scTaxX) x I; V)
:Diff(X; V) -+ Diffk,sc(DX x I; V)
S: Diffk(Xt; V) -+ Diffkc(X; V)
So: Diffk(Xt; V) -+ Diffk(X; V),
where Difffib((scTaxX) x I; V) denotes translation invariant differential operators along the
fibers of scTOXX x I -- oX x I which are smoothly parametrized by the base. Fiberwise
Fourier transform of the first of these gives the scattering symbol
-se: Diffi(Xt; V) -+ Co (scTxX x I; End(V)).
Proposition B.5. For P E Diffk(X; V 0 Q/2), these definitions agree with those defined
for Schwartz kernels on Xt.
Proof. The Schwartz kernels of differential operators can be obtained by lifting the differ-
ential operators under 7rL to X2 and acting on the kernel of the identity operator. As the
latter is completely supported on the diagonal A C Xt, it suffices to verify that the map
Vt(X) 1 2 IA A !Xt
(Xt) V(Xt) V -(A) Vt(Xt)
is the identity. l
B.6 The trace
From the theory of b and scattering pseudodifferential operators, if P E T "'0, S6 (P) and
So(P) will extend to trace class operators provided Re(Esc) > n in the case of S6 (P), and
Re(Ebfo), Re(Ebo), Re(Erbo) > 0 in the case of So(P).
Let P E 'F7O' , with Re (Esc) > n, Re (Ei) > 0 for i E {bfo, lbo, rbo}. Since the
conormal singularity at the diagonal is of order -oo, rp E A (X; End(V) 0 Q1/ 2), and
its restriction to the diagonal, (sp)|A, is well-defined, as an element
(KP)IA C A-g(Xt; End(V)0psQb((Xt)fib)®Q1/2 (I)), F = (FS, Ftf, Fzf) = (Es Ebfo, Ezf)
using the density bundle isomorphism in Lemma B.2.
Then consider the composition
T : X t A A* > Xt2 7r >
where iA is the natural inclusion and -rW is the composition of the blow down X2 -- + X I
with the projection X 2 x I -- I.
Lemma B.4. First, : Xt -+ I is a b-fibration equivalent to 7, : Xt -- + I. Suppose
U E Aphg(Xt;psf"b((Xt)fib) 0 q1/ 2 (I)) with Ezf = 0, Re(Etf) > 0, Re(Esf) > n, then
-T(u) E A ( Etf) (IQ1/2
In particular, the leading order of the index index set of T (u) at {0} C I is 0 =
Re(EzfUiEtf) since Ezf = 0.
Thus,
T(u) C Co (I Q1/2(I)
and using the trivialization 1/2 I 1/2 (I), we can identify
T,(u) E CO(I;C)
Proof. That T is equivalent to ri: Xt -+ I is easy to see, for instance by examining local
coordinates. As 7r is a b-fibration, the pushforward of any polyhomogeneous section of the
fiber density bundle is defined, provided integrability conditions are met.
Note that the requirement Re(Esf) > n for a section of Ps-"Qb((Xt)fib) is equivalent to
requiring Re(Esf) > 0 for a section of Qb((Xt)fib). Then the pushforward Theorem A.2 for
polyhomogeneous sections shows that, provided the integrability condition Re(Esf) > 0 is
satisfied,
r,(u) E Ap I / 2 (I)), F = EzfLEtf.
D
Letting tr : End(V) -- C denote the fiberwise trace on End(V), we define a provisional
operator trace on P E T'P0 (Xt; V ( 1 2 ) where E = (Ozf, Ebfo,Elbo, Erbo, Esc), Re(Ei) >
0, Re(Esc) > n, by
Tr(P) = -r(tr(sp)|A) E Co(I), (B.2)
using the identifications in the above Lemma.
Proposition B.6. This operator trace coincides with the operator trace of SJ(P), 6 > 0.
That is,
Tr(P)() = Tr(S 6(P)), J > 0
Proof. The conditions on P imply that Sj (P), 6 > 0 extend to trace class elements of
WsIc ,Ec(X; V 0 Qsc/) or TbO (X; V 0 Qb12), as appropriate. In either of these calculi,
the trace can realized as an integration along the diagonal, which we can reinterpret the
pushforward under the canonical b-fibration
A c -- {pt}.
For 6 > 0, the preimage r-1 (6) consists precisely of the intersection of A with the slice
at 6, so Tr(Sj(P)) is explicitly realized by Tr(P)(6).
For 6 = 0, the preimage T 1 (6) consists not only of A n zf but A n bfO ~ tf C Xt as
well. However, the integrability condition Re(Etf) > 0 implies that the contribution from
this face vanishes relative to the contribution from Ezf, since Re(Ezf) = 0. Thus for 6 = 0
we can also conclude that Tr(P)(0) = Tr(So(P)). 0
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